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Abstract

In speech analysis, the objective is to derive parameters from the acoustic speech signal,

which represent the characteristics of the source of excitation and those of the vocal tract

system. In this thesis, the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)characteristic in short segments

of speech signal is exploited for analysis of speech signals. Conventional methods of

speech analysis derive acoustic parameters by processing blocks (2-5 pitch periods) of

speech signal. However, the SNR of short segments of speech signal varies over time

and frequency. In the vicinity of the impulse-like excitations, short segments (2-3 ms)

of speech signal have higher SNR, compared to other regions. Regular occurrence of the

impulse-like excitation sustains the high SNR characteristic over successive pitch periods.

Also, the envelope of the short-time spectrum of voiced speech has greater energy around

formant frequencies, compared to other frequency regions.The nonuniform distribution

of SNR, both in time and frequency, lends robustness to the speech signal and helps in its

perception even in the presence of degradations, or at a distance. This thesis demonstrates

the significance of processing the regions of high SNR in speech signals for extraction of

acoustic parameters.

The high SNR regions in voiced segments of speech signal are associated with impulse-

like excitations of the vocal tract system. In this thesis, amethod is proposed for detection

of the impulse-like excitations by exploiting their regularity of occurrence. An important

feature of voice quality associated with the glottal excitation is the loudness of speech.

An acoustic feature is proposed for representing the impulse-like nature of excitation, and

the feature is derived from short segments of the excitationsignal. Distribution of the

acoustic feature is shown to distinguish between loudness levels of individual speakers,

and also to discriminate loudness of different speakers. Perception of voicing, pitch, loud-
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ness and intelligibility of speech does not change significantly when a listener perceives

speech even at a distance (ranging over a few meters) from thespeaker. This suggests

that the speech signal collected at a distance from the speaker does contain information

specific to the message and the speaker. This thesis addresses some issues involved in

processing speech signals collected at a distance from the speaker. Methods are proposed

for extraction of the fundamental frequency and formant frequencies, and for enhance-

ment of distant speech signals. Processing of distant speech signals is based on the fact

that the characteristics of the excitation source and thoseof the vocal tract system are pre-

served better in the high SNR regions of the signal, than in the other regions. A method

for extraction of the fundamental frequency from distant speech signals is proposed, by

exploiting the robustness of the impulse-like excitation in distant speech signals. The

proposed method is more accurate and robust compared to the methods based on block

processing of speech signals. A method is proposed for extraction of formant frequen-

cies from short segments of speech signals, by exploiting the properties of group delay

function. The proposed method is shown to be more accurate than the parametric method

of formant extraction based on linear prediction analysis of speech. For enhancement of

distant speech signals, the high SNR regions in the excitation component of speech sig-

nal are emphasized. Subjective studies indicate that processing the excitation component

produces less distortion compared to the method based on spectral subtraction. The mer-

its of excitation-based processing and spectral subtraction are combined to improve the

perceptual quality of distant speech signals.

Keywords: Impulse-like excitation, high signal-to-noise ratio characteristic, short seg-

ment analysis, perceived loudness, distant speech, fundamental frequency, formant fre-

quencies, speech enhancement
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Chapter 1

Notion of signal-to-noise ratio in speech

signals

Speech signal is a composite signal which carries information about the message to be

conveyed, the language in which the message is spoken, the characteristics of the speaker,

and also the ambience in which the speech is produced. The objective of speech analysis

is to extract these sources of information embedded in the speech signal. The first step

involved in accomplishing this objective is to derive parameters from the speech signal.

These parameters represent the characteristics of speech production mechanism, i.e., the

characteristics of the source of excitation and those of thevocal tract system. Analysis

of speech signal for deriving acoustic parameters is typically performed by considering

blocks of speech data ranging over 2-5 pitch periods of voiced speech. Thus, all the

speech samples in an analysis block/window are given equal emphasis while processing.

However, there are certain cues in the production and perception of speech signals by

human beings, which indicate that all the regions of speech signal may not be of equal

importance to human beings during perception.

During the production of voiced speech, a sequence of glottal pulses is modulated by

the response of the time-varying vocal tract system. The input to the vocal tract system is

glottal volume velocity, which is a measure of the volume of air flowing through the cross-

section of vocal folds per unit time. In each glottal cycle, the most significant change in
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the glottal volume velocity occurs during the closure of vocal folds. The derivative of

glottal volume velocity is a measure of pressure. If the excitation is measured in terms

of pressure, then the excitation at the glottal closure is impulse-like in nature. Due to

the abrupt closure of vocal folds, the impulse-like excitation delivered to the vocal tract

system within each glottal cycle coincides with the time instant of glottal closure. While

the impulse-like nature of excitation is due to the closure of vocal folds at the glottis,

quasiperiodic nature of the impulse-like excitation is dueto opening and closing of the

vocal folds. Short segments of speech signal in the vicinityof the impulse-like excita-

tions have a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), compared tothe other regions. Regular

occurrence of the impulse-like excitations sustains the high SNR characteristic of the

short segments in successive glottal cycles. Also, envelope of the short-time spectrum

of voiced speech has greater energy around formant frequencies, compared to the energy

in the neighbourhood of the formant frequencies. It is this nonuniform distribution of

SNR in time and frequency which lends robustness to the speech signal, and helps in its

perception in the presence of degradations. Moreover, it isthe SNR viewed in relation

to the source of excitation over short segments (less than a pitch period) which may be

significant, rather than the overall SNR.

There is some evidence that human listeners exploit spectrotemporal characteristics

of speech signal in certain regions for improved perceptionof the signal. In particular,

it is hypothesized that such regions of speech signal are least affected by degradations,

compared to the other regions [1, 2]. Also, the ability of speech perception mechanism

of human beings to selectively focus on certain regions of speech signal enables them to

derive information from those regions and extrapolate/fill the information in other regions

[3, 4]. Thus, there is a basis, both in speech production and in speech perception, that all

the regions of speech signal may not be of equal importance for automatic processing of

speech signals. The focus of this research work is on extraction of acoustic parameters

from the high SNR regions of speech signal in time and frequency domains. The reason

for such a processing is that the regions of speech signal with high SNR in time and

frequency domains lend robustness to the speech signal, andhelp in perception of speech

even in the presence of degradations. In the next section, weexamine the nature of SNR

in speech signals.
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1.1 Significance of short-segments of speech

In this section, we discuss the notion of SNR in speech signals. Ideally, speech signal

collected close to the mouth of the speaker (5 cm to 15 cm) and in the absence of any

acoustic degradation (noise) has infinite SNR. Speech signalcollected in an anechoic

chamber has a very high SNR. Speech signal collected close to the mouth of the speaker

in a relatively noise-free and reverberation-free ambience also has a very high SNR. In

such cases, the collected speech signal is referred to as clean speech signal. In practice,

speech signals are collected in the presence of ambient noise and reverberation (in some

cases). In such cases, the SNR of the collected signals is finite.

Let s[n], v[n] and x[n] denote the speech signal, the ambient noise and the collected

signal, respectively. The overall SNR can be computed over the entire duration of the

collected signal. Alternatively, the SNR can be viewed as a function of time, and can be

computed for different durations of the signal. The SNR of the collected signal is defined

asγ = 10 log10

∑N−1
n=0 s2[n]
∑N−1

n=0 v2[n]
. Here, SNR is expressed on logarithmic scale (dB), andN denotes

the duration (in samples) over which the SNR is computed. Forclean speech signal, the

signal power can be viewed as a representative of SNR. For a clean speech signals[n], the

signal power (on logarithmic scale) is given byEs = 10 log10{ 1
N

∑N−1
n=0 s2[n]}, whereN is

the duration (in samples) over which the signal power is computed. Figure 1.1(a) shows

a segment of voiced speech. The corresponding linear prediction (LP) residual, which is

an estimate of the source of excitation, is shown in Fig. 1.1(b). The speech signal was

sampled at 8 kHz. A 10th order LP analysis was performed on speech segments of 25

ms. The overlap between successive segments was 15 ms. The LPresidual shows the

locations of significant excitations of the vocal tract system. Variations of signal power

with time are shown in Figs. 1.1(c), (d) and (e), when the signal power is computed over

segments of 2 ms, 30 ms and 50 ms, respectively. When the signalpower is computed

over short segments (Fig. 1.1(c)), there is a significant variation within each glottal cycle.

By contrast, the signal power computed over longer segments (Figs. 1.1(d) and (e)) do

not vary significantly within each glottal cycle, and vary gradually over several glottal

cycles. It can be observed that in the vicinity of significantexcitations, the signal power

computed over short segments (Fig. 1.1(c)) is greater than that computed over longer
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Fig. 1.1: Illustration of time variation of SNR in speech signals. (a) A segment of
speech signal and (b) the corresponding LP residual. Time variation of signal power,
computed over durations of (c) 2 ms, (d) 30 ms and (e) 50 ms.

segments (Figs. 1.1(d) and (e)), by 5-10 dB. Thus, when the time variation of signal

power is viewed in relation to the source of excitation, it isobserved that the regions of

high signal power occur in the vicinity of the significant excitations. For clean speech

signal, the signal power can give an indication of SNR. In the presence of degradations,

the regions of high signal power will have greater SNR than the regions of low signal

power. Hence, short segments (1-3 ms) of speech signal in thevicinity of the significant

excitations can be termed as the regions of high SNR.

It is to be noted that the localization of regions of high SNR is due to the impulse-

like excitation, and also due to the response of the vocal tract system. In the absence

of impulse-like excitation (as in whispered speech or in fricative sounds), the high SNR

characteristic of short segments is also absent. Moreover,due to the phase of the response

of the vocal tract system, the region of high SNR may not exactly coincide with the instant
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of impulse-like excitation. However, the high SNR region will still be in the vicinity of the

impulse-like excitation. Importantly, the regular occurrence of impulse-like excitations

sustains the high SNR characteristic over time.

Conventional methods of speech signal analysis typically consider blocks of speech

data ranging over 2-5 pitch periods of voiced speech. Such anapproach is referred to as

block processing approach in this thesis. In the block processing approach, the placement

of analysis window is arbitrary. Block processing is affected by samples of speech signal

in the regions of high SNR, and also by the samples of the signalin the other regions.

Samples in the high SNR regions are less susceptible to the effect of degradations than

the samples in the other regions. The block processing approach does not exploit the high

SNR characteristic of short segments of speech signals. Hence there is need for methods

to process the speech signal for extracting acoustic features from the high SNR regions.

This thesis makes an attempt to understand and exploit the high SNR characteristic of

short segments of speech signals for extracting acoustic features from speech signals.

Peaks in the envelope of the short-time spectrum of speech signal correspond to for-

mant frequencies, which represent the resonances of the vocal tract system. Formant

frequencies represent the high SNR regions of speech signalin the frequency domain.

Figure 1.2 shows a speech signal and its spectrogram. The dark bands in the spectrogram

(Fig. 1.2(b)) correspond to the formant frequencies. The spectral amplitudes and band-

widths associated with the formant frequencies may vary dueto degradations, but the

formant frequencies are robust to degradations. Formant frequencies play an important

role in the perception of speech. The evidence of formant frequencies is present in each

glottal cycle. This evidence is more pronounced in the high SNR regions of each glottal

cycle. The robustness of the high SNR regions in each glottalcycle is reinforced by the

regular occurrence of the excitation, which helps in the perception of speech even in the

presence of degradations.

The importance of high SNR regions of speech signal in the perception of speech can

be illustrated by comparison of normal speech and whisperedspeech. Normal speech

can be perceived over a range of distances (up to about 5 m) from the speaker, whereas

whispered speech can be perceived only close to the speaker.This is primarily due to the
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Fig. 1.2: Illustration of variation of SNR in frequency domain. (a) A segment of
speech signal and (b) the corresponding spectrogram.

absence of impulse-like excitations in whispered speech, resulting in the absence of high

SNR regions. By contrast, a murmur (which is voiced in nature)can be detected even at

a distance from the speaker. To summarize, three features ofspeech production play an

important role in the perception of speech signal, particularly in the presence of degra-

dations. These are: (a) Impulse-like nature of excitation,(b) regular occurrence of the

impulse-like excitations (which results in the perceptionof pitch), and (c) the resonances

of the vocal tract system (which are reflected as spectral peaks at the formant frequencies

in the short-time spectrum). It may be noted that these features are perceived well by

human beings, when they talk to each other directly. In such asituation, speech is typi-

cally perceived over a range of distances without loss of intelligibility or speaker-specific

information. This indicates that robust features are indeed present in the speech signal col-

lected even at a distance from the speaker. The challenge is to process the speech signal

collected at a distance to derive the robust features of speech production mechanism.
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1.2 Objective and scope of the thesis

The objective of this research work is to demonstrate the significance of processing the

regions of high SNR in speech signals. The focus of the work ison analysis of speech

signal for extraction of acoustic parameters from the high SNR regions of the signal.

Since the time instants of significant excitation act as anchor points for the regions of

high SNR, algorithms for robust detection of instants of significant excitation are needed.

This work proposes a method for detection of instants of significant excitation in speech

signals. An important feature of voice quality associated with the significant excitations

is the loudness of speech signals. Existing approaches model the loudness of speech

signals on the basis of distribution of spectral energy, andalso by using acoustic features

derived from the short-time spectrum. This work investigates the importance of the high

SNR characteristic associated with the impulse-like excitation of speech production, for

analysis of loudness of speech.

In this work, the high SNR characteristic of speech is exploited for processing speech

signals collected at a distance from the speaker. Distant speech signals are affected by

reverberation, ambient noise, and possibly, by speech fromother speakers. Conventional

methods of extraction of acoustic parameters from such signals are based on block pro-

cessing approach. In this thesis, the basis for processing speech signals is that the char-

acteristics of the excitation source and the vocal tract system are better preserved in the

high SNR regions, even in distant speech. The high SNR characteristic of speech signal

is exploited to extract the fundamental frequency and formant frequencies from distant

speech signals, and for enhancement of distant speech signals.

The methods proposed in this thesis can be useful in applications such as automatic

speech recognition and automatic speaker recognition. Extraction of features/parameters

from speech signal is important for modeling acoustic characteristics of speech sounds.

It is likely that the features extracted from high SNR regions of speech signal are more

robust to the effect of degradations, than the features extracted from segments of 20-30

ms. While this thesis discusses the extraction of formant frequencies from short seg-

ments, other spectral features may also be derived from highSNR regions. In the context
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of speaker recognition, spectral features derived from high SNR regions, and also funda-

mental frequency, can be used to characterize speaker-specific properties. This focus of

this work is on the analysis of speech signal for extraction of acoustic parameters, and not

on development of speech systems using these parameters.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

In Chapter 2, we present a review of methods for processing speech signals using seg-

mental and subsegmental analysis. Measures of loudness of speech are reviewed. Issues

involved in processing distant speech signals are also discussed. Methods for extraction of

fundamental frequency and formant frequencies from speechsignal are reviewed, with fo-

cus on processing distant speech signals. Methods for enhancement of reverberant speech

signals are also reviewed.

In Chapter 3, a method is proposed for detection of the regions of high SNRin speech

signals. The method is based on the regularity of significantexcitations in voiced regions

of speech. Robustness of the proposed method is also investigated.

In Chapter 4, a measure of loudness of speech signals is proposed on the basis of

impulse-like nature of excitation. Effectiveness of the distribution of the proposed mea-

sure is examined for discriminating different levels of loudness of a speaker, and for dis-

criminating loudness of different speakers.

In Chapter 5, a method is proposed for extraction of the fundamental frequency from

distant speech signals. The method is based on zero frequency filtering of speech signals.

The operation of zero frequency filtering preserves the characteristics of the impulse-like

excitations in speech signals, while deemphasizing the effect of resonances of the vocal

tract system. Performance of the proposed method is compared to that of existing methods

of extraction of the fundamental frequency.

In Chapter 6, issues involved in the extraction of vocal tract characteristics from dis-

tant speech signals are discussed. Properties of the phase of the Fourier transform of

signals are exploited for extraction of formant frequencies. Accuracy of formant extrac-
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tion using group delay function is compared to that using LP analysis of speech signal.

In Chapter 7, a method for enhancement of distant speech signals is proposed. The

method is based on processing high SNR regions in the excitation signal, within voiced

segments of speech signal. The proposed method of enhancement is compared to a

method based on frequency-domain processing of speech.

Contributions of the research work are summarized inChapter 8. Issues arising out of

the research work are discussed, along with plausible directions for further investigation.
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Chapter 2

Segmental and subsegmental analysis of

speech signals: A Review

The objective of analysis of speech signals is to derive acoustic parameters, which contain

information specific to the characteristics of speech production, i.e., the source of excita-

tion and the vocal tract system. For analysis, speech signalis windowed in time domain.

The size of the window is dictated by the desired resolution in the frequency domain,

and also by the region over which speech signal can be considered to be quasi-stationary.

The shape of the window is chosen so as to reduce the side-lobeeffects, caused in the

frequency domain due to abrupt truncation of the signal.

Depending on the duration of the analysis window, the analysis of speech signals can

be termed as (a) segmental, (b) subsegmental and (c) suprasegmental in nature. For seg-

mental analysis of speech, the length of the window is typically chosen in the range of

2-5 pitch periods, corresponding to 10-40 ms. Subsegmentalanalysis deals with the pro-

cessing of short segments of speech signal, whose duration (of 1-3 ms) is less than a pitch

period. Suprasegmental analysis deals with the processingof speech signal over a dura-

tion of several pitch periods (> 100 ms). In this chapter, we present a review of methods

for extraction of acoustic features, where the methods are based on segmental and sub-

segmental analysis of speech signals. In Section 2.1, methods for extraction of instants

of significant excitation from speech signals are reviewed.An important perceptual qual-
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ity of voice associated with the significant excitations is the loudness of speech. Various

measures of loudness of speech are reviewed in Section 2.2. Perception of voicing, pitch,

loudness and intelligibility of speech does not change significantly, even when a listener

perceives speech at a distance from the speaker. This provides the motivation for studying

the characteristics of distant speech signals. In Section 2.3, we discuss the nature of dis-

tant speech signals, and review the methods for extraction of fundamental frequency from

distant speech signals. Methods for extraction of formant frequencies are also reviewed.

The chapter is summarized in Section 2.4, and important issues addressed in this thesis

are highlighted.

2.1 Detection of high SNR regions in speech signals

The high SNR regions in speech signals are associated with the instants of glottal closure

(or glottal closure instants (GCIs)) in voiced speech. Hence, the detection of GCIs helps in

identifying the regions of high SNR. Figure 2.1 shows a segment of voiced speech and the

corresponding electroglottograph (EGG) signal. The EGG signal (Fig. 2.1(b)) shows the

glottal wave (or glottal volume velocity), which is the volume of air flowing through the

cross-section of the vocal folds, per unit time. The difference of EGG signal ((Fig. 2.1(c))

corresponds to the derivative of the glottal volume velocity, which is a measure of pres-

sure. In Fig. 2.1(b), the various events in each glottal cycle are marked by numbers. The

beginning of glottal closure is indicated by ‘1’, and ‘2’ denotes the complete closure of

vocal folds. The region ‘1-2’ denotes theclosing phase. It is in this phase that the most

significant excitation (within the glottal cycle) is delivered to the vocal tract system. This

significant excitation can be observed in the difference of EGG signal (Fig. 2.1(c)). It is to

be noted that the vocal folds may not close completely for allspeakers, and may remain

partially open. After the closure, the vocal folds remain closed for a duration which is

termed asclosed phase(indicated by the region ‘2-3’). During the closed phase, there is

no airflow (or very little airflow) through the vocal folds. The source of excitation and

the vocal tract system are decoupled in this phase. In fact, the segment of speech signal

in the closed phase has higher SNR compared to speech segments in the other regions of
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Fig. 2.1: Illustration of different phases in a glottal cycle. (a) A segment
of voiced speech. (b) The corresponding EGG signal and (c) negative of
difference of the EGG signal. In (b), the regions ‘1-2’, ‘2-3’, ‘3-4’ and ‘4-
5’ indicate closing phase, closed phase, opening phase and open phase,
respectively, in a glottal cycle. The region ‘5-6’ indicates the closing phase
in the next glottal cycle.

the glottal cycle. In this sense, short segments (1-3 ms) of speech signal following the

GCI can be regarded as the high SNR segments. The vocal folds begin to open gradu-

ally, leading to an increase in the airflow through the vocal folds. This phase, called the

opening phase, is indicated by the region ‘3-4’. During the opening phase,the effective

length of the vocal tract is modified, resulting in a change inthe resonant frequencies of

the vocal tract system. The vocal folds remain open for a duration which is known as

open phase(indicated by the region ‘4-5’). The damping of resonances of the vocal tract

is more during the opening and open phases, compared to that in the closed phase. The

vocal folds begin to close again (indicated by the region ‘5-6’), and the closure is more

abrupt than the opening. Pitch period is the time interval between successive GCIs.

An important issue in the detection of GCIs is the separation of excitation source

signal from the response of vocal tract system. Some of the methods proposed for the

detection of GCIs assume a linear source-system model of speech production. In [5] and
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[6], a measure of signal predictability was computed using the determinant of the auto-

covariance matrix of the speech signal. The time instant corresponding to the maximum

value of this measure within each glottal cycle was hypothesized as GCI. Glottal closure

instants were also detected from the peaks in the energy waveforms, which were derived

directly from the speech signal [7, 8], or from the features in the time-frequency repre-

sentation of speech signals [9, 10]. In [7], Frobenius norm of signal matrix was proposed

as an estimate of short-time energy the speech signal. However, the short-term energy

of speech signal can have multiple peaks within a glottal cycle, due to the effect of res-

onances of the vocal-tract system. Hence, the methods whichuse short-time energy of

speech signals for detection of the GCIs suffer from inaccuracy in the detection of GCIs.

While the above methods assume a linear model of speech production, they extract

the GCIs directly from the speech signal. By contrast, the methods proposed in [11] and

[12] derive an estimate of the source of excitation of the vocal tract system, using linear

prediction (LP) analysis of speech [13]. In these methods, the prediction error signal

or the LP residual was used as an estimate of the source of excitation. These methods

associate the GCI with the time instant of the strongest excitation within a glottal cycle,

which in turn, is associated with the maximum error of prediction within the glottal cycle.

Another class of methods for detection of GCIs is based on the properties of minimum

phase signals and group delay functions. In [14], the average slope of the unwrapped

phase spectrum of speech signal was computed as a function oftime, and the positive zero

crossings of the phase slope function were hypothesized as the instants of glottal closure.

In [15], the phase spectrum was computed from the LP residualinstead of speech signal

to reduce the effects of truncation. Robustness of the group delay based methods against

noise and distortion was studied in [16]. In [17], properties of the phase slope function

were used to hypothesize candidates for GCI, which were validated using a dynamic

programming approach. Energy-weighted group delay was also proposed as a measure

for the detection of GCIs [18]. More recently, locations of impulse-like excitations of

speech signal were derived by processing the signal using a zero-frequency resonator

[19].

The methods described above for detection of GCIs are based onthe impulse-like
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characteristic of significant excitations. The interval between successive GCIs, or the

pitch period, is a robust feature of significant excitations. In this thesis, a method for the

detection of GCIs is proposed by exploiting the regularity ofoccurrence of significant

excitations.

The instants of glottal closure play an important role in theanalysis of speech signals.

Detection of GCI enables the identification of the region of closed glottis within a pitch

period. Analysis of short segments of speech signals over such regions helps in accurate

estimation of the vocal tract parameters such as formants [20], and also in the extraction

of characteristics of the voice source. In text-to-speech synthesis, accurate detection of

GCIs is necessary for prosodic manipulation of speech sounds[21]. In this thesis, we

make use of the GCIs for deriving acoustic parameters useful for analysis of loudness of

speech signals. The next section presents an overview of themethods for analysis and

measurement of loudness of speech signals.

2.2 Measures of loudness of speech

2.2.1 Loudness of synthetic signals

Perception of loudness of sound in human beings is defined as the magnitude of auditory

sensation, which depends on the acoustic characteristics of the sound [22]. Loudness of

a sound is related to the distribution of spectral energy of the sound [22, 23]. Temporal

properties of sounds such as duration, and impulsive or periodic nature, also affect the

perceived loudness of the sounds [24, 25]. The problem of measurement and calculation

of loudness of sounds has been studied extensively. A methodfor calculating the loudness

of a complex tone from its frequency spectrum was proposed in[22]. For sounds with

multiple spectral components, loudness due to one component depends upon the masking

effects of the other components, particularly when the components are closely spaced

in spectral domain [23]. Methods were proposed for computing the total loudness of a

sound from the values of loudness due to the constituent frequency bands [26, 27, 28].

Similarly, a procedure was described to compute the loudness levels of pure tones at
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different frequencies, and to construct equal loudness contours [25]. For sounds consisting

of pure tones, a measure of loudness was proposed as a function of frequency separation

of two pure tones [25]. For a sound with uniform distributionof energy over a band of

frequencies, a measure of loudness was proposed as a function of bandwidth of the signal

[25].

2.2.2 Loudness of speech signals

In the methods discussed above, the measurement of loudnesswas based on the response

of the auditory perception mechanism to pure tones, combination of pure tones, and noises

of different bandwidths. In particular, speech sounds can not be modeled well by pure

tones [29], since the short-time spectrum of speech signal has a gross envelope with a few

prominent peaks (formants) around which significant energyis concentrated, and a fine

structure corresponding to the fundamental frequency and its harmonics [30]. In applica-

tions such as speech coding, tone-based modeling (such as sinusoidal modeling) has been

successful, because the model parameters are estimated on ashort-time basis [31]. Thus,

it is the time variation of model parameters which captures the changing characteristics of

the signal. However, such models attempt to approximate theshape of the waveform, but

not the characteristics of the production of speech signal.In particular, pure tones used in

psychoacoustic studies do not vary with time, and do not model the characteristics of the

source of excitation. In this sense, the use of pure tones or acombination of pure tones

for listening may not be adequate to simulate the effect of loudness of speech sounds.

Hence, loudness of speech signals is studied on the basis of (a) physiological measure-

ments related to speech production mechanism, and (b) acoustic characteristics of speech

signal.

2.2.2.1 Analysis of physiological measurements

Measures of loudness of speech have been proposed, based on the physiological charac-

teristics of speech production and on the acoustic characteristics of speech signal. Per-

ceptual judgement of loudness, indicated by labels such as ‘soft’, ‘normal’, and ‘loud’,
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serves as a reference for comparison with the physiologicaland the acoustic measures

of loudness. Measurements of sound pressure level [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] and subglot-

tal pressure level [33, 34, 38] were observed to be strongly correlated with the perceptual

judgement of loudness. Features derived from the measurements of glottal waveform have

been studied for their effect on the perceived loudness of speech. Glottal volume velocity

[39], intra-oral air pressure, oral airflow, sound pressure[37] and EGG signals [35] were

obtained for male and female subjects for different levels of loudness such as soft, normal

and loud. In [37], the subglottal air pressure and glottal airflow were derived from the

measurements of the intra-oral air pressure, oral airflow and sound pressure. The maxi-

mum airflow declination rate (MFDR), defined as the maximum amplitude of the negative

peak in the first derivative of the glottal volume velocity, was observed to be significantly

lower in soft voices than in normal and loud voices [37, 38]. For each loudness condition,

the MFDR was observed to be highly correlated with the sound pressure level [37]. The

MFDR parameter was found to increase linearly with subglottal pressure [38]. Soft voices

had a more symmetrical waveform of the glottal volume velocity in general (in closing

and opening phases of the glottal cycle), compared to loud voices [35, 39]. The closing

portion of the glottal waveform was more abrupt for loud voices than that for normal and

soft voices [39]. The less abrupt closure of the glottis in soft voices was also observed

to be responsible for less energy in the high-frequency regions relative to the energy in

the low-frequency regions [37]. Slope of EGG signal in the closing phase of the glottal

cycle was observed to be proportional to the amplitude of thespeech signal [35]. These

observations based on physical measurements of the glottalwaveform provide motivation

for deriving similar features from the glottal waveform estimated by inverse filtering the

speech signal.

2.2.2.2 Loudness measures derived from speech signal

[A]. Measures based on the characteristics of glottal excitation

Measures of loudness of speech derived from the speech signal are based primarily on the

characteristics of glottal vibrations. Glottal flow waveform estimated by inverse filtering

the acoustic waveform is parameterized to obtain such measures. Of these measures, the
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maximum flow declination rate (MFDR) showed a significant increase from soft to loud

levels [36, 40]. Also, a strong correlation was observed between MFDR and spectral tilt

[40]. A strong correlation was also observed between the abruptness of the closing phase

of the glottal cycle and the spectral tilt, where the former is related to the decrease of the

rate of flow during the final part of the closing phase [40]. Spectrum of the glottal source

showed lesser roll-off for loud voice, compared to normal voice [41]. It was also observed

that the maximum value of glottal excitation controlled themid-to-high-frequency spec-

tral slope in spectrum of the glottal flow waveform [42]. Other parameters proposed to

describe loudness include open quotient (OQ) (i.e., proportion of the duration of the cycle

for which the glottis is open), closed quotient (CQ) (i.e., proportion of the duration of the

cycle for which the glottis is closed), closing quotient (ClQ) (i.e., proportion of the dura-

tion of the closing phase in each cycle), and speed quotient (SQ) (i.e., the time taken for

the vocal folds to open, divided by the time taken for them to close). While the open quo-

tient decreased from soft to loud voices [43], the closed quotient was observed to increase

from soft to loud voices [36]. The speed quotient showed an increase from soft to normal

voices, and a decrease from normal to loud voices [43, 36]. The closing quotient was ob-

served to be lowest for normal voice, and increased for both soft and loud voices [36, 44].

It was observed that the closing slope of the glottal waveform was significantly higher

for loud voice compared to normal and soft voices [45]. Also,the closing duration was

significantly smaller for loud voice compared to normal and soft voices [45]. By contrast,

the opening slope and the opening duration did not show specific trends or significant

differences among soft, normal and loud voices. In [44], a parameter called amplitude

quotient (AQ) is defined as the ratio of the maximum amplitudeof the glottal flow and the

negative peak of the differentiated glottal flow. Normalized amplitude quotient, defined

as the amplitude quotient normalized by the period of vibration, was observed to decrease

with increase in vocal intensity (represented by sound pressure level) [44]. The variation

of amplitude quotient as a function of MFDR was observed, by varying the vocal inten-

sity from ‘very soft’ to ‘extremely loud’ [46]. The AQ-MFDR curve showed a rapidly

decreasing trend in the soft-normal range, followed by convergence toward a horizontal

line for higher levels of loudness. These observations indicate that the nature of excitation

in the closing phase of glottis plays a more important role inthe production of loudness
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of speech than that in the open phase of glottis.

The fundamental frequency of glottal vibration also reflects the variations in loudness.

Studies have shown that there is an increase in the fundamental frequency during the pro-

duction of loud speech, when compared to soft and normal speech [47, 48, 39]. It was

observed that in general, loud voice was produced with a higher fundamental frequency

than that of the normal voice, whereas the fundamental frequency in a soft voice was ei-

ther higher or lower compared to that in a normal voice [37]. It was argued that speakers,

while producing loud voice, increased the fundamental frequency to increase the number

of glottal closures per unit time [49]. This increased rapidfluctuations in the speech pres-

sure waveform, thereby increasing the vocal intensity. Loud speech is also accompanied

by an increase in the durations of vowels, diphthongs and words [41, 50]. However, not

all increase in the fundamental frequency can be associatedwith an increase in loudness.

For instance, speakers can keep the pitch steady and yet produce varying degrees of vocal

loudness [38]. The patterns of glottal vibrations also reflect other features such as rhythm

and rate of speech, and the accentuation of stressed syllables [51, 52]. Thus, change in

the fundamental frequency is an effect of the change in loudness rather than a cause of it.

[B]. Measures based on the characteristics of vocal tract system

Configuration of the vocal tract may also undergo changes during the production of loud

voices. It was observed that the patterns of movement of lipsand jaws in loud speech

(measured by displacement, velocity and relative timing associated with the movement)

were amplified compared to normal speech [53]. Spectral features derived from the

speech signal have been proposed as measures of loudness of speech. These features

include spectral tilt, changes in the formant frequencies and their bandwidths, and rich-

ness of the short-time spectrum as indicated by harmonicityof the spectrum. In [54], a

feature calledspectrum balancewas defined as the ratio of energy in the high-frequency

band (2-6 kHz) to that in the low-frequency band (0.1-1 kHz).This feature, when aver-

aged across several segments of similar vowels, increased from soft to loud voice, but the

rate of increase slowed down or even stopped altogether at very high levels of loudness.

Very loud speech is mostly accompanied by a relative increase in the low-frequency en-
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ergy, in the form of a sharper spectral peak at the first formant. A measure calledalpha

measurewas defined as the ratio of spectrum intensity above and below1000 Hz [55].

The measure was observed to increase linearly with sound energy level, corresponding to

the increasing levels of loudness [55]. Significant shifts in the formant frequencies and

their bandwidths were observed for loud voice, compared to normal voice [41]. The fun-

damental frequency was observed to be the strongest spectral component in soft voice,

while it was typically a harmonic of the fundamental in loud voice [56]. Moreover, spec-

trum in loud voice was harmonically richer (as measured by the number of harmonics of

the fundamental in a given frequency band, and their spectral intensities), compared to

soft voice which had very few harmonics. For the vowel ‘/a/’, the first formant frequency

was generally observed to be lower in the soft voice, compared to that in the loud voice

[56].

[C]. Description of loudness on the basis of vocal effort

Production of loudness in speech is also associated with vocal effort of the speaker. While

the term vocal effort is not defined, the range of vocal effort was described to vary from

‘weakest voiced whisper’ to ‘loudest possible shout’ [57].An increase in the vocal ef-

fort resulted in a corresponding increase in the perceived loudness [34, 58]. Between

the sounds produced with effort and those produced without effort, a constant differ-

ence existed in the perceived loudness and also in the loudness calculated on the basis

of Zwicker’s model [58]. In [50], vocal effort was defined in terms of the distance from

the speaker as estimated by a group of listeners for a given utterance, in the context of

communication over a range of distances. In general, increased vocal effort results in

an increase in the energy level, the spectral emphasis (an acoustic feature reflecting the

relative intensity in the higher frequency bands), the fundamental frequency, and the first

formant [50]. The fundamental frequency and the first formant were observed to be highly

correlated with the vocal effort, while the second and third formants did not vary signif-

icantly [59]. Also, the spectral emphasis and the amplitudes of the first three formants

increased significantly with increase in the vocal effort [59].
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[D]. Relation of loudness to voice quality

Some of the acoustic features described above have also beenused to characterize the

labels of voice quality [60], such as creakiness, breathiness [61, 62], falsetto [62], hoarse-

ness, and roughness [63]. These labels of voice quality havebeen defined on the basis of

the configurations of the laryngeal system [60]. Similarly,labels of voice quality such as

tense and lax are described according to the degree of muscular tension in the laryngeal

and supralaryngeal systems, while nasality is described onthe basis of articulatory set-

tings [60]. By contrast, loudness can not be characterized ona physiological basis alone.

Moreover, a degree of perceived loudness can be associated with all the above labels of

voice quality. For instance, tense voice sounds intrinsically louder than lax voice. Also,

loudness is not an exclusive feature, in the sense that each voice quality can be realized

with varying degrees of loudness. Thus, loudness can be viewed as an underlying feature

which can be varied in a manner independent of the voice quality.

In summary, features of the glottal vibration play an important role in the production

of vocal loudness. Two features of the glottal vibration aresignificant, namely, the am-

plitude of the negative peak of the differentiated glottal flow, and the abruptness of the

closing phase in the glottal cycle. But the estimation of the features of the glottal wave

is dependent on the method of parameterization of the glottal flow waveform, and the

accuracy of the parameters. The features of excitation are also reflected in other acoustic

measures such as sound energy level, spectral tilt, harmonic richness of the short-time

spectrum, and to an extent, in the sharpness of the formant peaks. However, the short

duration nature of the impulse-like excitation in time is not captured well in the spectrum.

Hence, there is a need to investigate the acoustic features derived from the source of ex-

citation, which represent the impulse-like nature of excitation. In this thesis, the role of

short segments of excitation in the regions of high SNR is examined for extracting the

acoustic features related to the loudness of speech.
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2.3 Analysis of distant speech signals

In processing speech signals for applications such as automatic speech recognition and

automatic speaker recognition, the signals are collected close to the mouth of the speakers

(about 5 cm to 15 cm from the lips). However, when human beingsinteract with each

other in physical presence, speech is mostly perceived overa distance (ranging over a few

meters). For automatic speech-based systems to be deployedin such practical scenarios,

it is necessary that speech signals collected at a distance from the speaker are processed

to derive information. Processing of distant speech signals has gained relevance in the

context of extracting information from speech data collected in meeting-room scenario

[64, 65]. In this section, we discuss the nature of speech signals collected at a distance

from the speaker, and the issues involved in the extraction of acoustic features from such

signals.

2.3.1 Nature of distant speech

Speech signal collected at a distance from a human speaker differs from the speech signal

collected close (< 15 cm) to the mouth of the speaker in several ways. We will call

the speech collected using a microphone located at a distance as distance microphone

(DM) speech (or distant speech), and the one collected closeto the mouth as the close-

speaking microphone (CM) speech. The following are the important differences in the

characteristics of the DM and CM speech:

1. Radiation effects at far-field compared to near-field.

2. Effect of additive background noise: SNR is lower for DM speech.

3. Effects of reverberation and echoes: Due to reduction in amplitude of the direct

field, the reverberant component (due to reflection and diffuse sound) is significant

in the DM speech compared to that in the CM speech.

4. The DM speech may also be affected due to interference from speech of other

speakers.
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Direct listening of speech at a distance is different from listening to speech collected by a

DM, due to binaural hearing involved in the direct listening. Perception of speech at a dis-

tance is aided by binaural hearing, which performs sophisticated processing by reducing

the effects of noise and reverberation. Moreover, selective attention of human listening

helps to focus the attention (using neuronal level processing) on the desired speech. The

intelligibility and quality in the perception of speech is attributed to the redundancy in the

speech signal and also to the message content in the speech. All regions of speech signal

are not processed in human listening of speech. However, there is less redundancy in the

case of speech in an unfamiliar language or speaker, or speech consisting of a sequence

of nonsense syllables. In these cases, the effect of loss of information due to distance

is prominent, and can be perceived while listening. In thesecases, speech collected at a

distance will have fewer sound units or syllables recognized by the speaker.

Most speech processing systems (such as automatic speech recognition and speaker

recognition systems) are developed for CM speech. The performance of such systems

degrades rapidly for speech signals collected at a distancefrom the speaker. When the

methods of short-time analysis are applied on DM speech signal, the resulting parame-

ters do not reflect the true characteristics of the source of excitation and the vocal tract

system, due to the effects of additive noise and reverberant components. Speech-specific

and speaker-specific information may be lost in the manner ofextracting the parame-

ters. Attempts have been made to derive the features of speech corresponding to the

CM, by processing the speech collected at a distance [66, 67].Such attempts extract the

features/parameters from the DM speech, and then transform the features to bring them

closer to the features of CM speech. However, linear or nonlinear transformation applied

on the extracted parameters cannot restore the lost information. Other attempts involve

enhancement of DM speech to reduce the effects of noise and reverberation, followed by

the extraction of features from the enhanced speech. Neither of these approaches is sat-

isfactory, as there will be some loss of information in the speech signal due to low SNR

regions, and due to the SNR being a function of time. In this thesis, the focus is on the

extraction of acoustic features which are robust to the effect of distance. We address some

issues in the extraction of fundamental frequency and formant frequencies from distant

speech signals. Processing of distant speech signals for enhancement of perceptual quality
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is also discussed. This section presents a review of approaches for extraction of funda-

mental frequency and formant frequencies from speech signals, and for enhancement of

speech signals.

2.3.2 Extraction of fundamental frequency

Speech signals collected in a meeting room environment needto be processed to extract

higher levels of information such as structure of the meeting, topics discussed in the meet-

ing and their summaries, the various monologues and dialogues, and certain events of

significance during the meeting [64, 65]. This involves processing distant speech signals

for applications such as speaker turn detection, speaker recognition, language identifica-

tion and speech recognition. While acoustic features related to the short-time spectrum of

speech signal are more commonly used for these applications, the fundamental frequency

and its variation have also been observed to be useful. Variation of the fundamental fre-

quency with time forms an important component of speech prosody, which has been used

in applications such as speaker recognition [68, 69, 70, 71]and language identification

[71, 72]. Variation of the fundamental frequency has been exploited for automatic recog-

nition of speech, in conjunction with other suprasegmentalfeatures such as durations

of phones/syllables/words, short-term energy, pause duration and syllabic rateof speech

[73, 74, 65]. Variation of the fundamental frequency contributes to prosodic features such

as pitch accent, intonational phrase boundary and prominence of speech sounds. These

features have been employed to develop prosody-dependent acoustic and language mod-

els, which have helped in improving the performance of conventional automatic speech

recognition systems [75, 76, 77]. Analysis of the fundamental frequency and its variation

is also useful for the detection of higher levels of information embedded in speech, such

as emotional state of the speaker [78], and prominence of speech sounds and words [79].

Several algorithms have been reported in the literature forestimating the fundamental

frequency from speech signals [80, 81]. Most of these algorithms exploit the similarity

of speech signal waveforms in successive glottal cycles. Inthe autocorrelation sequence

of short segments (20-30 ms) of voiced speech, a prominent peak corresponding to the
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pitch period can be observed [80, 81, 82, 83] . However, spurious peaks may appear due

to formant structure of the vocal-tract system, or due to theposition and duration of the

analysis window, or due to noise. The information of the fundamental frequency and

its harmonics is also reflected in the short-time spectrum ofvoiced speech. The funda-

mental frequency can be measured from the short-time spectrum, or from a nonlinearly

transformed version of the short-time spectrum [84, 85]. The information of the funda-

mental frequency appears as rapidly varying component in the short-time spectrum, while

that of the vocal-tract system appears as the gross envelopeof the short-time spectrum.

These two components can be separated, and the pitch period can be estimated by com-

puting cepstrum from the short-time spectrum [86]. Some algorithms remove the effect

of resonances of the vocal-tract system, and depend only on the similarity of intervals

between successive glottal cycles [87, 88]. Event-based approaches estimate the pitch

period by measuring the time interval between two successive instants of glottal closure

[12, 89, 90, 91].

In the methods described above, accuracy of the method for estimation of the fun-

damental frequency is evaluated using the results obtainedfrom close-speaking (clean)

speech signals and clean speech signals corrupted by additive noise. But the addition of

noise to a clean speech signal cannot model the characteristics of distant speech signals.

Some methods for extraction of the fundamental frequency from distant speech signals

have been studied in [92] and [93]. In [92], pitch period is estimated using the autocor-

relation of the Hilbert envelope of the LP residual. In [93],extraction of the fundamental

frequency is based on computation of the cepstrum to obtain aset of candidates for the

fundamental frequency, followed by a dynamic programming algorithm to select the best

fundamental frequency curve. A comparison of different algorithms for estimation of the

fundamental frequency shows that the performance degradesseverely with distance [93].

Thus, there is a need for accurate and robust algorithms for estimation of the fundamen-

tal frequency from distant speech signals. In particular, the similarity of speech signal

in successive glottal cycles reduces in the presence of reverberation and noise. Hence,

the information of the fundamental frequency in the short-time spectrum of speech signal

also suffers from degradations. Estimation of source of excitation using inverse filter-

ing of speech signal is also sensitive to degradations. In this thesis, characteristics of
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the impulse-like excitation of voiced speech are exploitedto extract the fundamental fre-

quency from distant speech signals.

2.3.3 Extraction of formant frequencies

Features of the vocal tract system are represented using acoustic parameters derived from

the short-time spectrum of speech signal. Parameters such as mel-frequency cepstral coef-

ficients and LP cepstral coefficients represent the characteristics of the spectral envelope.

Formant frequencies represent the resonances of the vocal tract system, and correspond

to the peaks in the envelope of the short-time spectrum of speech. In this section, we

discuss the issues involved in the extraction of formant frequencies, and also review some

existing methods of formant extraction.

Extraction of formant frequencies from speech signal presents some challenges. Firstly,

the formant frequencies need to be estimated from the speechsignal, which is the response

of time-varying vocal tract system to a sequence of quasi-periodic excitations. Secondly,

the duration of the analysis segment affects the extraction of formant frequencies. When

multiple pitch periods of speech signal are chosen for analysis, the extracted formant fre-

quencies represent an average over the duration of the segment. Harmonics of the funda-

mental frequency also affect the extraction of formant frequencies. Analysis of segments

of short duration (less than a pitch period) is affected by the problem of poor frequency

resolution in the magnitude spectrum. Also, the presence ofnoise and reverberation may

mask the spectral peaks corresponding to the formant frequencies, or introduce spurious

peaks in the short-time spectrum.

Methods for extraction of formant frequencies can be broadly classified into model-

based (parametric) and nonmodel-based (nonparametric) methods. Most model-based

methods depend on the source-system model of speech production, where the vocal tract

system is modeled either as an all-pole system or as a pole-zero system. The poles and

zeros are estimated from the speech signal. Some model-based methods process speech

signal using a bank of filters to model the human auditory system. Nonmodel-based

methods attempt to extract the formant frequencies directly from the speech signal or its
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spectrum.

A method was proposed for extraction of formant frequencies, by detecting peaks in

the short-time Fourier spectrum of speech signal [94]. The drawback of this approach is

that it is influenced by pitch harmonics, when the analysis window consists of multiple

pitch cycles. The method also suffers from poor frequency resolution for short-duration

analysis windows. A method based on homomorphic processingwas proposed, which

extracts formant frequencies from the cepstrally smoothened magnitude spectrum [95].

Cepstral smoothing reduces the effect of pitch harmonics, and helps in obtaining the gross

spectral envelope, which is more amenable to the extractionof formants than the magni-

tude of the short-time spectrum.

In LP analysis of speech, the vocal tract system is modeled asan all-pole filter. The

use of LP analysis technique was proposed for estimating thecharacteristics of the vocal

tract system [96, 97]. Peaks in the magnitude of the LP spectrum were hypothesized

as formant frequencies. Some post-processing techniques were suggested to address the

problem of closely-spaced peaks in the magnitude of the LP spectrum [98]. Formant

extraction methods based on the human auditory system have also been proposed in the

literature [99]. In such methods, filtering of speech signalusing adaptive bandpass filters

is followed by spectral estimation and peak detection in each of the bands, for extraction

of the formant frequencies [100, 101, 102, 103].

Most methods of formant extraction use the magnitude spectrum derived from the

speech signal or from a model of speech signal. An alternate approach was proposed

to extract the formant frequencies from the phase of LP spectrum [104]. Peaks in the

negative derivative of the phase (i.e., the group delay function) were hypothesized as

locations of the formant frequencies. It was also shown thatthe group delay function

of the LP spectrum was able to resolve formant frequencies better than the magnitude

spectrum. The high resolution property of the group delay function helps in resolving even

some closely-spaced formants. Merged formant peaks can also be resolved because the

resonance curves are additive in the group delay function, and because there is very little

effect of one resonance on the other in the group delay function.Later, group delay based

methods were also proposed to extract formants from the speech signal itself [105, 106].
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Another method uses the chirpz−transform (CZT) from which the group delay function

is computed [107]. The peaks in the group delay function computed using the CZT were

shown to correspond to the formant frequencies.

The methods described above have some disadvantages. Methods such as LP analysis

and pole-zero modeling of speech are sensitive to noise and reverberation. Methods based

on the properties of group delay function suffer from spurious peaks in the group delay

function, due to truncation effects of the signal. In this thesis, we exploit the high SNR

characteristic in short segments of speech signal, and the characteristics of group delay

function to derive formant frequencies from distant speechsignals.

2.3.4 Enhancement of distant speech signals

Speech signals collected at a distance are affected by reverberation and ambient noise.

The objective of speech enhancement is to improve the perceptual quality of speech for

listening, or to improve the signal quality for subsequent processing. Methods of en-

hancement of distant speech signals may process signals collected using a single micro-

phone, or signals collected using multiple microphones. Methods based on processing

multi-microphone signals exploit the coherence of speech components in the signals col-

lected using the individual microphones. The focus of this work is on the enhancement of

single-microphone speech signals.

A class of methods for enhancement of degraded speech is based on estimation of the

parameters of clean speech signal from the available degraded speech signal. In particular,

methods based on Wiener filtering attempt to estimate the original (clean) speech signal

(or its parameters) by minimizing a measure of error betweenthe estimated signal and

the true signal [108, 109]. The objective is to derive the impulse responseh[n] of a linear

filter (known asWiener filter), whose convolution with the degraded speech signalx[n]

results in the minimization of the error measure between theestimate ˆs[n] of the clean

speech signal andx[n]. It is assumed that the degraded signalx[n] represents the effect

of additive noise on the clean speech signal, i.e.,x[n] = s[n] + v[n], wherev[n] denotes

noise. It is also assumed that the signal and the noise are generated by stationary random
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processes with known spectral characteristics (autocorrelation and crosscorrelation func-

tions). The impulse response of Wiener filter is obtained as asolution of a set of linear

equations (called Wiener-Hopf equations). The minimum mean squared error formula-

tion can be viewed as spectral matching formulation, which places greater emphasis on

spectral peaks. However, computation of short-time spectrum is a form of weighted aver-

aging, which involves a block of speech samples (i.e., 2-4 pitch periods of speech signal).

The block of samples includes the low SNR regions (in time) ofspeech, in addition to the

short segments of high SNR. In the case of degraded speech, computation of short-time

spectrum involves noisy speech samples in the low SNR regions. Thus, approaches based

on Wiener filtering do not account for the temporal variationof SNR.

Most methods of enhancement of distant speech signals attempt to estimate the char-

acteristics of degradation (such as room impulse response and power spectral density of

noise), and and then try to suppress those characteristics in the distant speech signal.

Speech signal recorded using a distant microphone can be considered as the convolution

of the original sound with the room impulse response. A homomorphic deconvolution

method based on the above model was proposed to enhance reverberant speech signals

[110]. The basis for the method is that deconvolution in the time domain corresponds to

subtraction in the cepstrum domain. The complex cepstrum ofa speech signal is usually

concentrated around the cepstral origin, while that of the echoes is composed of pulses

extending far away from the origin. Hence, low-pass filtering in the cepstral domain can

be used to remove the effect of the echoes. For the case of a simple echo, such a decon-

volution can be achieved. However, in real environments thesituation is more complex

due to multiple echoes and diffuse sounds due to reverberation tails. In [111], a cepstrum-

based method was proposed to estimate the room impulse response and to inverse filter

the reverberant speech signal. The method assumed the room impulse response to be

minimum phase. This assumption is not always valid in real situations.

In [112], a statistical reverberation model was employed for acoustic echo cancellation

and for suppression of reverberation. Parameters of the model were dependent on the

reverberation time of the room, which in turn, was obtained using the acoustic echo path.

In [113], long-term correlation introduced in the collected signal due to reverberation
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was exploited to estimate spectral characteristics of latereverberant components. The

method does not require the estimation of room impulse response, provided that the room

impulse response does not vary (or varies gradually) with time. The method proposed in

[114] employed a two-stage algorithm to enhance reverberant speech. In the first stage,

parameters of an inverse filter were estimated to reduce the effect of early reverberation.

The second stage reduced the effect of late reverberation using spectral subtraction. In

[115], an algorithm was proposed for estimation of the inverse filter corresponding to the

room impulse response, by means of enhancement of harmonicity of the collected signal.

In the methods described above, the focus is on estimation ofthe characteristics of

reverberation and noise. By contrast, some approaches attempt to emphasize speech-

specific characteristics in the distant speech signal. In [116], a method was proposed to

identify and enhance the regions of high signal-to-reverberant component ratio (SRR) in

distant speech signals. The excitation signal (represented by LP residual) was modified

to enhance the SRR in those regions where significant excitations were detected. The

method proposed in [117] is a combination of spectral and temporal processing. Spectral

subtraction is performed on reverberant speech to reduce the effect of late reverberation.

The resulting signal is processed to enhance the high SRR components, according to the

method proposed in [116].

When processing distant speech signals, estimation of the characteristics of reverber-

ation is not accurate. Also, due to nonstationary nature of noise, only the gross character-

istics of the noise may be obtained but not the instantaneousvalues. Hence, the enhanced

signal consists of perceptual distortions. In this thesis,we exploit the characteristics of

speech signal (rather than those of reverberation and noise) for enhancement of distant

speech signals. The approach is based on the knowledge of significant excitations and

pitch period in voiced regions of speech signals.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed some existing methods for extraction of acoustic fea-

tures from speech signals. These features include the GCIs, measures of loudness of
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speech signal, the fundamental frequency of voicing and theformant frequencies. For ex-

traction of these features, most of the existing methods arebased on block processing of

speech signals. But the extraction of acoustic features using block processing is affected

by the presence of degradations. Block processing does not exploit the nonuniform distri-

bution of SNR, both in time and frequency. The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate

the significance of processing the regions of high SNR in speech signals, for extraction

of acoustic parameters. Methods are proposed for extraction of GCIs, and measures of

loudness based on glottal excitation. The high SNR characteristic is also exploited for

extraction of fundamental frequency of voicing and the formant frequencies, with focus

on processing distant speech signals.
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Chapter 3

Detection of high SNR regions in speech

signals

In voiced segments of speech signal, the regions of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are

associated with impulse-like excitations of the vocal tract system. We refer to the impulse-

like excitations as significant excitations. Detection of the significant excitations can help

in identifying the regions of high SNR. The locations of significant excitations in voiced

speech coincide with glottal closure instants (GCIs). In Chapter 2, methods for detection

of GCIs were reviewed. These methods are based on the short-time energy of speech

signal, or on the impulse-like characteristic of the excitation. In this chapter, a method

for detection of GCIs is proposed on the basis of regularity ofsignificant excitations. The

key idea is the computation of a covariance sequence from theexcitation signal. The

covariance sequence overcomes the effect of amplitude variations of the excitation signal,

and preserves the locations of significant excitations.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 describesthe estimation of the source

of excitation of the vocal tract system. Linear prediction (LP) residual is used as an esti-

mate of the source of excitation. Section 3.2 describes a method for exploiting the regular-

ity of significant excitations. The method is used to derive acovariance sequence, whose

peaks are hypothesized as GCIs. In Section 3.3, performance of the proposed method is

evaluated on (a) clean speech signals and (b) speech signalscorrupted by additive noise.
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Some limitations of the proposed method are also discussed.Contributions of the chapter

are summarized in Section 3.4.

3.1 Representation of excitation source

An estimate of the source of excitation of the vocal tract system can be obtained using

LP analysis of speech [13]. In LP analysis, the vocal tract system is modeled as an all-

pole filter whose spectral response is described by a set of predictor coefficients. The

prediction error signal, also known as the LP residual, is anestimate of the source of

excitation. Extraction of the LP residual from speech signal is briefly described below.

Linear prediction analysis of speech signal predicts a given speech sample at time in-

stantn as a linear weighted sum of the previousp samples, wherep is known asprediction

order. The predicted sample ˆs[n] is given by

ŝ[n] = −
p
∑

k=1

aks[n− k], (3.1)

wheres[n] is the speech sample at timen, and{ak}, k = 1,2, . . . , p, is the set of predictor

coefficients [13]. The prediction errore[n] is defined as

e[n] = ŝ[n] − s[n]. (3.2)

The mean square of the prediction error over an analysis frame of M samples is given by

E =
M−1
∑

n=0

e2[n]. (3.3)

Minimizing E with respect to the set{ak} of predictor coefficients results in a set ofp linear

equations, known asnormal equations. The set{ak} of predictor coefficients is obtained by

solving the normal equations. The prediction orderp has significant bearing on the ability

of the all-pole filter to approximate the short-time spectrum of speech signal. Typically,

the vocal tract system can be characterized by a maximum of five prominent resonances
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in the 0-4 kHz range. A prediction order of 10 to 14 is appropriate for speech signal

sampled at 8 kHz to capture the resonances of the short-time spectrum, although the exact

order is not critical for computation of the LP residual. Figure 3.1 illustrates the extraction

of LP residual from a segment of speech signal. A segment of speech signal and its LP

residual are shown in Figs. 3.1(a) and (b), respectively. The LP analysis was performed

on overlapped segments of speech signal (using frame size of25 ms, frame shift of 5

ms, sampling frequency of 8 kHz and prediction order of 10). The prediction error in

each glottal cycle is usually large around the instant wherethe impulse-like excitation

takes place. This happens around the instant of glottal closure in each glottal cycle due

to abruptness of the closure. This is manifested as large amplitude fluctuations (of both

positive and negative polarities) in the LP residual. Detection of these regions of large

error in the LP residual is difficult because of the amplitude values of either polarity

occurring around the instant of glottal closure. This difficulty can be overcome by using

the Hilbert envelope of the LP residual [11]. The Hilbert envelopex[n] of the LP residual

e[n] is given by

x[n] =
√

e2[n] + e2
H[n], (3.4)

whereeH[n] denotes the Hilbert transform ofe[n]. The Hilbert transformeH[n] of the

signale[n] is given by

eH[n] = IFT(EH(ω)), (3.5)

where IFT denotes the inverse Fourier transform, andEH(ω) is defined as follows [118]:

EH(ω) =



















+ jE(ω), ω ≤ 0

− jE(ω), ω > 0.
(3.6)

HereE(ω) denotes the Fourier transform of the signale[n]. For the LP residual shown

in Fig. 3.1(b), the corresponding Hilbert transform and theHilbert envelope are shown

in Figs. 3.1(c) and (d), respectively. The Hilbert envelopeemphasizes abrupt positive-to-

negative and negative-to-positive excursions in the LP residual. Emphasis of significant

excitations in the Hilbert envelope relative to the LP residual is shown in Fig. 3.1(d).

Prominent peaks in the Hilbert envelope of the LP residual correspond to the significant

excitations, and are close to the instants of glottal closure [11]. Although the significant
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Fig. 3.1: Emphasis of significant excitations. (a) A segment of speech signal. (b) The
corresponding LP residual. (c) Hilbert transform of the LP residual. (d) Hilbert envelope
of the LP residual.

excitations are prominent in the Hilbert envelope, automatic detection of their locations is

a nontrivial task. This is due to the large dynamic range of the amplitudes of the peaks in

the Hilbert envelope. Detection of peaks in the Hilbert envelope signal by applying a fixed

or adaptive threshold can result in errors, due to the presence of peaks near the instants

of glottal opening. In Fig. 3.1(d), such peaks can be observed between the significant

excitations in the Hilbert envelope, in the interval between 150 ms and 200 ms. The

objective is to detect those peaks in the Hilbert envelope which correspond to the instants

of glottal closure. The next section describes a method for the same.
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3.2 Regularity of significant excitations in voiced speech

Although the pitch period of a speaker’s voice varies over time, it is reasonable to assume

that the variation of pitch period over a span of two to four glottal cycles is not significant

(an assumption which is not valid for creaky voices [60]). Regular occurrence of signifi-

cant excitations can be exploited to derive a signal which isinvariant to the dynamic range

of amplitude of the Hilbert envelope. Let us consider a sequence of Hilbert envelope of

lengthQ samples, denoted byX = {x[0], x[1], . . . , x[n], x[n + 1], . . . , x[Q − 1]}. Let Xn

denote a subsequence ofX of lengthN, consisting of samples beginning from indexn.

The mean of the samples in the subsequenceXn is removed from each sample. Such a

subsequence is given byXn = {x[n], x[n + 1], . . . , x[n + N − 1]}. Let a vectorxn,k of

dimensionL be defined as

xn,k = [x[n+ k] . . . x[n+ k+ L − 1]]T, (3.7)

where 0≤ k ≤ N − L, andT denotes the transpose operator. Thus, contiguous subse-

quences of lengthL within the sequenceXn can be viewed as vectors. For the sequence

Xn, a sequence (vector)Φn is defined as

Φn = [φ[n; 0] φ[n; 1] . . . φ[n; N − L]]T, (3.8)

where φ[n; k] =
xn,0

Txn,k

||xn,0|| ||xn,k||
, 0 ≤ k ≤ N − L.

Each element in the sequenceΦn is an inner product of two unit normalized vectors, and

hence lies between -1 and 1. Note that the length of the sequenceΦn is N−L+1 samples.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the computation of the sequenceΦn. The peaks inΦn occur at an

interval which is equal to the interval between the significant excitations inXn. However,

the peaks inΦn are not aligned with those inXn, as observed from Figs. 3.2(b) and (c).

Hence, another sequenceΨn is computed using the sequencesΦn andX. This sequence,

referred to as covariance sequence, is defined as
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Fig. 3.2: Illustrating the computation of covariance sequence Ψn. (a) A segment of
speech signal. (b) Hilbert envelope (Xn) of LP residual of the speech segment. (c)
Sequence Φn computed from Xn. (d) Covariance sequence Ψn computed from Xn and
Φn. The peaks in (d) are aligned with those in (b).

Ψn = [ψ[n; 0] ψ[n; 1] . . . ψ[n; N − L]]T, (3.9)

where ψ[n; k] =
Φn

Txn,k

||Φn||||xn,k||
, 0 ≤ k ≤ N − L. (3.10)

In order to compute the inner product in Eq. 3.10, the dimensions ofΦn andxn,k should

be same, i.e.,N − L + 1 = L. We have chosenN = 239 andL = 120, corresponding

to 30 ms and 15 ms, respectively, at a sampling frequency of 8 kHz. The basis for the

choice of analysis parameters will be discussed in Section 3.2.1. The significant peaks

in Ψn (Fig. 3.2(d)) are aligned with those in the sequenceXn (Fig. 3.2(b)). Also, the se-

quenceΨn is smoother thanXn, and hence, more amenable for detection of peaks. Note
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that bothΦn andΨn are covariance sequences or correlation sums, and they depict the

regularity of significant excitations inXn. (In this chapter we refer toΨn as covariance

sequence). The peak inΦn (other than the peak at the origin) occurs due to a high de-

gree of correlation between two sequencesxn,0 andxn,K, whereK denotes the interval

between two successive significant excitations. The correlation sum, in turn, is influenced

by the regions consisting of the significant excitations, i.e., the regions of high SNR in the

Hilbert envelope. The contribution of the low SNR regions ofthe Hilbert envelope to the

correlation sum is less significant. This is true in the case of computation ofΨn also.

3.2.1 Choice of analysis parameters

The LP residual was obtained by performing a 10th order LP analysis on speech segments

of 25 ms duration, with a shift of 5 ms. Speech signals were sampled at 8 kHz. The

Hilbert envelope of the LP residual was computed as described in Section 3.1. The length

N of the sequenceXn of the Hilbert envelope was chosen so as to containat leasttwo

complete pitch periods. Such a choice ofN ensures that the sequenceXn has at least two

significant excitations, and that bothxn,0 andxn,k contain at least one significant excitation

(sinceL ≈ N/2). This ensures that the sequenceΦn consists of at least one significant

peak corresponding to the pitch period. The resulting sequenceΨn consists of at least one

significant peak which is aligned with a significant excitation in Xn.

The choice ofN corresponding to 30 ms is based on the assumption that the maximum

pitch period of human speakers does not exceed 15 ms. For female speakers, a window

of 30 ms may contain several pitch periods. This may lead to some errors in the locations

of the significant excitations, due to excessive averaging while computingΦn andΨn.

Hence, a segment of smaller length may be chosen for analysisin the case of female

voices.
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3.2.2 Evidence of high SNR regions from successive segments

Given the sequenceX = {x[0], x[1], . . . , x[n], x[n+ 1], . . . , x[Q− 1]}, overlapping subse-

quences such asXn−M, Xn andXn+M can be processed to obtain the corresponding covari-

ance sequencesΨn−M,Ψn andΨn+M, respectively. Here,M indicates the shift between two

successive subsequences. Note that the value of this shift can be different from the frame

shift used for the computation of the LP residual. Figure 3.3illustrates the computation of

the covariance sequenceΨn from successive overlapped subsequences ofX, for N = 239,

L = 120 andM = 40, which correspond to 30 ms, 15 ms, and 5 ms, respectively. Asmall

value of the shiftM helps in tracking the changes in the gross envelope of the Hilbert

envelope. The sequenceΨn computed from four successive subsequences ofX are shown

in Figs. 3.3(c) to (f), and the updated covariance sequence is shown in Fig. 3.3(g). The

prominent peaks inΨn have similar locations across different subsequences ofX. The

update is performed using overlap-save method. The resultant sequence is denoted byΨ.

3.2.3 Reduction of dynamic range of excitation

The sequenceΨ is a smooth function which is more amenable to the detection of signif-

icant peaks than the Hilbert envelope of the LP residual. Figure 3.4 shows a segment of

speech signal, the corresponding Hilbert envelope of the LPresidual, and the sequence

Ψ. Locations of the peaks in the sequenceΨ (Fig. 3.4(c)) are in agreement with the GCIs

obtained from the differential of the electroglottograph (EGG) signal (Fig. 3.4(d)). The

figure shows that the peaks in the sequenceΨ have amplitudes close to unity, even though

the amplitudes of peaks in the Hilbert envelope have a large dynamic range. In Fig. 3.4(b),

peaks in the Hilbert envelope have low amplitudes in the timeinterval between 0 and 50

ms. But the corresponding peaks in the covariance sequenceΨ (Fig. 3.4(c)) have ampli-

tudes close to unity. The effect of spurious peaks in the Hilbert envelope is also reduced.

The peaks in the sequenceΨ are hypothesized as the GCIs. We now discuss the effective-

ness of the covariance sequenceΨ in overcoming the variation in the amplitudes of peaks

in the Hilbert envelope.
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Fig. 3.3: Computation of covariance sequence from successive segments of Hilbert
envelope. (a) A segment of speech signal. (b) Hilbert envelope (X) of LP residual of the
speech segment. Plots (c)-(f) show the covariance sequences computed from succes-
sive overlapping windows of Hilbert envelope X. (g) Updated covariance sequence.
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Fig. 3.4: Evidence for detection of GCIs from covariance sequence. (a) A segment of
speech signal. (b) Hilbert envelope (X) of the LP residual derived from the speech seg-
ment. (c) Covariance sequence Ψ derived from the Hilbert envelope X. (d) Differential
of electroglottograph signal.

Let xh denote the amplitude of the significant excitation in the Hilbert envelope. Let

xc denote the amplitude of the corresponding peak in the covariance sequenceΨ. Both

xh andxc are associated with a GCI, and are normalized between 0 and 1. In the scatter

plot shown in Fig. 3.5, each point represents a realization of the ordered pair (xh, xc).

The points in the scatter plot are obtained by analyzing 45 utterances, spoken by two

male speakers and one female speaker (3 speakers× 15 utterances per speaker). The

plot represents 10033 GCIs, which were detected using the EGGsignals. The scatter

plot indicates that even when the amplitudexh of the significant excitation in the Hilbert

envelope is low, the amplitudexc of the corresponding peak in the covariance sequenceΨ

is significantly higher.
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Fig. 3.5: Scatter plot showing the peak amplitude xh of Hilbert envelope,
against the amplitude xc of the corresponding peak in the covariance se-
quence. The peaks are associated with true GCIs only. The scatter plot
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The joint PDFp(xh, xc) is estimated by analyzing 300 utterances, spoken by two male

speakers and one female speaker (3 speakers× 100 utterances per speaker). The 300

utterances consist of 65094 true GCIs. The estimated PDF is shown in Fig. 3.6. The

estimated PDF shows concentration of points in range of 0.6-1.0 of the ordinate (xc),

indicating that even for smaller values ofxh (between 0 and 0.4), the corresponding values

of xc are relatively high (0.6-1.0). Thus, the dynamic range of amplitudes of the peaks in

the covariance sequenceΨ is significantly lower than that of the amplitudes of the peaks

in the Hilbert envelope, thereby making the covariance sequence more amenable for the

detection of significant excitations than the Hilbert envelope.

3.3 Performance evaluation of the proposed method

3.3.1 Speech data

Accuracy of the proposed method for detection of significantexcitations was evaluated

using speech signals and the corresponding EGG signals fromARCTIC speech corpus

[119, 120]. Speech signals were sampled at 8 kHz. Speech dataconsisted of 300 En-

glish sentences spoken by two male speakers and one female speaker (3 speakers× 100

utterances per speaker). The duration of each utterance is approximately 3 s. Only voiced

regions were considered for evaluation, resulting in a total of 65094 true GCIs which

were detected using the EGG signals. Performance of the proposed method is evalu-

ated for clean speech, and for speech signals corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise.

Thus, signals with different levels of overall SNR (such as 20 dB, 15 dB and 10 dB) were

obtained.

3.3.2 Measures of performance

The method described in Section 3.2 is used to compute the covariance sequence, the

peaks of which are hypothesized as GCIs. The true GCIs are obtained from the differential

of EGG signals. For each true GCI, if the closest hypothesizedGCI lies within a time
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interval of 3 ms from the true GCI, then the two are associated with each other. A true

GCI which is not associated with any hypothesized GCI is assigned to the setSm of

missing GCIs. Similarly, a hypothesized GCI which is not associated with any true GCI

is assigned to the setS f of false alarms. LetNt andNh denote the number of true GCIs

and the number of hypothesized GCIs, respectively. The missed detection rate (MDR)

and the false alarm rate (FAR), denoted byηm andη f , respectively, are given by

ηm =
|Sm|
Nt

(3.11)

and

η f =
|S f |
Nh

(3.12)

where|S| denotes the cardinality of setS. The error ratesηm andη f are dependent on the

threshold which is applied on the peaks of the covariance sequence, and are computed as

functions of the threshold. A higher threshold value reduces the FAR but increases the

MDR. A lower threshold increases the FAR but reduces the MDR. The equal error rate

(EER) is achieved at a threshold for which bothηm andη f are equal.

3.3.3 Results and discussion

Figure 3.7 shows the variation of error rates (MDR and FAR) as afunction of threshold ap-

plied on the peaks of covariance sequence. Variations of FAR(η f ) and MDR (ηm) as func-

tions of the threshold are shown in Fig. 3.7(a) for clean speech signals. The equal error

rate (EER) increases as the overall SNR decreases, which is observed from Figs. 3.7(a),

(c), (e) and (g). Also, the threshold value (≈ 0.7) for which the EER is obtained for clean

speech signals is higher than the value (≈ 0.5) for which the EER is obtained for degraded

speech signals. This is because, the peaks of covariance sequence have lesser amplitude

when the covariance sequence is derived from noisy speech signals, compared to the case

when the covariance sequence is derived from clean speech signals.
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Fig. 3.7: Results of performance evaluation of GCI detection. (a) FAR (solid curve) and
MDR (dashed curve) as functions of threshold, and (b) normalized histogram of devi-
ation between the true and the correctly hypothesized GCIs, for clean speech signals.
The plots (c) and (d) correspond to speech signals with an overall SNR of 20 dB. Plots
(e) and (f) correspond to speech signals with an overall SNR of 15 dB, while plots (g)
and (h) correspond to speech signals with an overall SNR of 10 dB.
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Table 3.1: Performance of the proposed method for de-
tection of GCIs, for speech signals at different levels of
overall SNR.

SNR (dB) EER (%) Average deviation (ms)
Clean speech 3.1 0.28

20 6.1 0.35
15 6.6 0.40
10 7.1 0.44

Regions of weak voicing contribute to missing GCIs, while secondary excitations have

been observed as the main source of false alarms. Weak voicedsounds with low SNR in

the vicinity of GCIs may be missed, due to poor estimation of the source of excitation.

Table 3.1 lists the EER values corresponding to clean and noisy speech signals. The plots

showing the variation of FAR and MDR with the threshold valuecan be used to select an

operating point. In some applications, it is desirable to have a low FAR even if the MDR

is high. In such cases, a threshold value can be chosen to ensure the desired value of FAR.

Deviation between the correctly detected GCIs and the corresponding true GCIs is also

computed. Histogram of the deviation is shown in Fig. 3.7(b)for clean speech signals.

The deviation is primarily due to two reasons: (a) Locationsof the significant excitations

in the Hilbert envelope of LP residual correspond to the maximum error in the prediction

residual within each glottal cycle. These locations are notexactly same as the true GCIs

which are derived from EGG signals. (b) Due to the averaging involved in the computa-

tion of the covariance sequence, locations of the hypothesized peaks are not exactly the

same as those of the significant excitations in the Hilbert envelope. For speech signals

corrupted by additive noise, the spread of distribution is greater than that in the case of

clean speech signals. The spread of the distribution increases with decrease in the SNR,

as observed from Figs. 3.7(b), (d), (f) and (g). The average of absolute values of the devi-

ation is listed in Table 3.1, for clean and noisy speech signals. Robustness of the proposed

method is attributed to the high SNR characteristic associated with the regions of speech

signal around GCIs, and to the regularity of significant excitations.

Performance of the proposed method degrades with increase in the level of noise,

which is due to the sensitivity of LP analysis to noise. The significant excitations are not as
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prominent in the Hilbert envelope of LP residual of noisy speech signal, as they are in the

Hilbert envelope of LP residual of clean speech signal. Also, spurious peaks are present in

the Hilbert envelope derived from the LP residual of noisy speech. The proposed method

may not perform well for speech signals collected in reverberant environments, due to the

presence of reflected components in the collected signal. Inspeech signals collected at a

distance from the speaker, the LP residual consists of impulse-like excitations due to the

direct component and also due to the reflected components. Information of regularity of

significant excitations is not preserved well in noisy and distant speech signals, leading to

errors in the detection of GCIs.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, a method is proposed for the detection of thehigh SNR regions in speech

signals. The significant excitations of the vocal tract system in the voiced segments of

speech signal represent the regions of high SNR. Characteristics of source of excitation

are exploited for detection of the significant excitations.Linear prediction residual is

used as an estimate of the source of excitation, and Hilbert envelope of the LP residual

is computed to emphasize the significant excitations. Regular occurrence of the signif-

icant excitations is exploited to compute covariance sequence, which is more robust for

the detection of significant excitations than the Hilbert envelope of LP residual. Perfor-

mance of the proposed method was evaluated on a database of speech signals and the

corresponding electroglottograph (EGG) signals. The EGG signals were used to detect

the true/reference GCIs. Experiments indicate that the proposed method is robust and

accurate for clean speech signals and for speech signals corrupted by moderate levels of

additive noise (up to 10 dB of overall SNR).

The method proposed for detection of significant excitations is useful for extraction

of acoustic features from the high SNR regions of speech signal. In the next chapter, we

discuss the extraction of an acoustic feature for representing the impulse-like nature of

significant excitations. The usefulness of the acoustic feature for measuring the perceived

loudness of speech signals is also discussed.
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Chapter 4

Measure of perceived loudness of speech

based on glottal excitation

An important perceptual attribute associated with speech is the loudness of speech. Exist-

ing approaches characterize the loudness of speech on the basis of distribution of energy

of the speech signal in time and frequency domains. In this chapter, we attempt to char-

acterize the loudness of speech from the perspective of speech production mechanism.

The focus is on the analysis of source of excitation of speechsignal to derive an acoustic

correlate of loudness. The key idea is based on the significance of abruptness of clos-

ing phase of glottis in the perception of loudness. The abruptness of closing phase is

estimated using an acoustic feature which is derived from the high SNR regions of the

excitation signal.

The chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.1, the existing acoustic features for

characterizing the loudness of speech are summarized, and the need for analysis of glottal

excitation is discussed. In Section 4.2, relation between the abruptness of closing phase

of glottis and the perceived loudness of speech is investigated, using evidence from elec-

troglottograph (EGG) signals. In Section 4.3, an acoustic feature is proposed for repre-

senting the impulse-like nature of glottal excitation. Effectiveness of this acoustic feature

in measuring the perceived loudness of speech is evaluated in Section 4.4. Contributions

of the chapter are summarized in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Motivation for analysis of glottal features

Loudness of speech is a perceptual attribute which cannot bedescribed merely by the

amount of acoustic energy. For instance, a soft voice is perceived as soft, even if the level

of speech from loudspeaker is increased. Similarly, a loud voice is perceived as loud,

even in the presence of some amount of ambient noise. Thus, apart from the amplitude

or energy of the speech signal, characteristics of excitation source and those of the vocal

tract system can also affect the perception of loudness [121]. Hence, it is necessaryto

examine the perception of loudness of speech on the basis of production characteristics of

speech signals.

Since loudness of speech is a perceptual attribute, precisedefinition of loudness is

elusive. On a perceptual scale, loudness of speech varies from a weak/soft voice, to a

normal/modal voice, and further, to a loud voice which can extend up to shouting. On this

perceptual scale, loudness of a speaker’s speech is determined by the following factors:

1. Physiological characteristics of speech production mechanism of the speaker.

2. Nature of the speech sound, which affects the loading of the vocal tract system on

the vocal source during production.

3. Behavioral characteristics of the speaker, such as emotional state of the speaker and

idiosyncrasies of the speaker.

The behavioral characteristics can cause variations in rhythm and rate of speech. They can

also result in stress on particular syllables of words, and the stress may vary for different

words in a sentence/phrase. Accentuation of stressed syllables, which causes achange

in the pitch pattern of the stressed syllables relative to the nonstressed syllables, is also

a factor in the perception of loudness. Thus, loudness of speech is governed by both

physiological and behavioral characteristics of the speaker. The present work attempts

to provide a quantitative measure of the loudness of speech on the basis of physiological

characteristics of speech production mechanism.

During production of speech, the identity of the speech sounds is governed mostly
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by the configuration of the vocal tract system. The size and shape of the vocal tract are

dictated by the positions of the articulators. For the same configuration of the vocal tract

system, loudness can vary due to the characteristics of glottal excitation. The character-

istics of glottal excitation in speech are: (a) Impulse-like nature during glottal closure,

and (b) quasiperiodic nature of the impulse-like excitation in voiced sounds. In this work,

the impulse-like excitation is represented both by the amplitude and the ‘strength’ of the

impulse-like excitation. The amplitude is estimated at theinstant of the glottal closure,

whereas the ‘strength’ is based on the spread of the impulse-like excitation around the

instant of the glottal closure. The notion of ‘strength’ of excitation is explained as fol-

lows: Greater strength is associated with an excitation when a given amount of energy

is concentrated in a short duration of time, than when the same energy is spread over a

longer duration of time. For a given vocal tract system, an ideal impulse excitation can be

said to have maximum strength. By contrast, noise with the same energy within a pitch

period as that of the impulse, will have relatively very low strength. The present work

proposes methods for estimating the amplitude and strengthof excitation, and relates the

perception of loudness of speech to the strength of excitation.

4.2 Significance of abruptness of closing phase of glottis

4.2.1 Speech data

Speech utterances of a male speaker, spoken with varying levels of loudness such as soft,

normal and loud, were chosen from VOQUAL’03 database [122].The following sentence

was uttered by the speaker five times for each level of loudness: ‘She has left for a great

party today’. The speech signals and the corresponding EGG signals were sampled at

44.1 kHz, and both the signals were synchronized in time.
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Fig. 4.1: Illustration of the abruptness of the glottal closure for soft, nor-
mal, and loud utterances of a speaker. Speech segments within one pitch
period are shown in (a), (c), and (e), which belong to soft, normal, and loud
utterances, respectively. The segments correspond to the vowel ‘/a/’ in the
word ‘party’ in the sentence, ‘She has left for a great party today’. Figures
(b), (d), and (f) show the negative of DEGG signals corresponding to (a),
(c), and (e), respectively.

4.2.2 Measure of abruptness from electroglottograph signals

Figure 4.1 shows segments of speech signals within one pitchperiod, and the negative

of the differential of electroglottograph (DEGG) signals, corresponding to soft, normal,

and loud utterances. The segments are shown for the vowel ‘/a/’ in the word ‘party’. It

is observed from the DEGG signals in Figs. 4.1(b), (d) and (f), that the abruptness of the

glottal closure increases from soft to loud utterances. Theabruptness of the glottal closure

is reflected in the rate of decay of the DEGG signal from aroundthe instant of the glottal

closure. It is necessary to quantify the abruptness of the glottal closure to study its rela-

tionship with perceived loudness. Firstly, the glottal closure instants (GCIs) are estimated

from speech signals using the method proposed in Chapter 3. The estimated GCIs are

used to detect the actual GCIs in the DEGG signal. A segment of 1ms following a GCI

is considered in the DEGG signal. This segment is normalizedby dividing the samples
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in the segment by the amplitude of the largest sample. The segment is approximated by

a decaying exponential of the formg(t) = e−t/τ. Here the parameterτ denotes the time

constant, andt denotes time. Let the samples of the segment of DEGG be denoted by x[i],

i = 0,1,2, ...,N − 1. Let ti denote the time instant corresponding to thei th sample. It is

assumed thatt0 = 0. Then, the parameterτ is estimated using the method of least squares

as follows:

τ∗ = arg min
τ

N−1
∑

i=0

||x[i] − e−ti/τ||2. (4.1)

The time constantτ∗ indicates the abruptness of the glottal closure. An abrupt closure of

the glottis corresponds to a faster decay of the exponential, resulting in a smaller value of

the time constantτ∗. A relatively gradual closure of the glottis corresponds toa slower

decay of the exponential, resulting in a larger value of the time constantτ∗.

The values of the time constantτ∗ are computed from the EGG signals of the soft,

normal, and loud utterances. The distribution of the parameter τ∗ is shown in Fig. 4.2

for the three levels of loudness. The distribution shows significant variation between

the soft and the loud utterances. The distribution ofτ∗ for the normal utterances overlaps

considerably with those of both soft and the loud utterances, indicating that natural speech

consists of segments of varying levels of loudness. In practice, only the speech signals

are available, and not the EGG signals. Hence it is necessaryto derive a measure of

abruptness of glottal closure from the speech signal.

An estimate of the glottal waveform can be derived by inverse-filtering the speech

signal. In Chapter 2, features derived from glottal waveformwere reviewed in the con-

text of measurement of loudness of speech. These features are derived by assuming a

model of glottal waveform, and estimating the parameters ofthe model from the inverse-

filtered signal. However, parameterization of the glottal waveform may not highlight the

impulse-like nature of excitation, which is a point property. Hence, we propose methods

to derive the features of impulse-like excitation from the estimate of the source of excita-

tion. Two features of impulse-like excitation are derived,namely, amplitude and strength

of excitation. These are discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 4.2: Distribution of the time constant τ∗ for soft, normal, and loud utterances of
a single speaker.

4.3 Measures of amplitude and strength of excitation

To derive the features of amplitude and strength of excitation, linear prediction (LP) resid-

ual is used as an estimate of the source of excitation. The features are derived from Hilbert

envelope of the LP residual. Amplitude of excitation is given by the amplitude of peak in

the Hilbert envelope corresponding to the GCI. Strength of excitation is computed from a

short segment of Hilbert envelope, around the GCIs. Both the features are associated with

the corresponding GCI. Hence, it is necessary to derive the GCIs. The method proposed

in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2) is used for the detection of GCIs. Once the GCI is detected,

measuring the amplitude of peak in the Hilbert envelope is a trivial task. In Section 4.3.1,

another method is proposed for estimating the amplitude of excitation, which is different

from the method described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2). The computation of strength of

excitation is described in Section 4.3.2.
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4.3.1 Estimation of amplitude of impulse-like excitation

4.3.1.1 Computation of filtered signal

The impulse-like excitation is due to abruptness of the glottal closure in each cycle. The

characteristics of the sequence of impulse-like excitations are reflected across all the fre-

quencies in the speech signal including 0 Hz (hereafter referred to as zero frequency).

Filtering the speech signal through a resonator located at zero frequency helps in empha-

sizing the impulse-like characteristic of excitation [19]. The system function of such a

resonator is given by

H(z) =
1

1+ a1z−1 + a2z−2
, (4.2)

wherea1 = −2 anda2 = 1. The above resonator deemphasizes the characteristics ofthe

vocal tract, since the resonances of the vocal tract are located at frequencies much higher

than the zero frequency. A cascade of two such resonators, given by the system function

G(z) = H(z)H(z), is used to reduce the effect of all the resonances of the vocal tract. Let

s[n] denote the input speech signal. Then the outputxs[n] of the cascade of resonators is

given by

xs[n] = s[n] ⋆ g[n], (4.3)

whereg[n] is the impulse response of the system functionG(z), and ‘⋆’ denotes con-

volution operation. The outputxs[n] contains mainly the features of glottal vibrations.

Filtering the signals[n] through the cascade of resonators causes the outputxs[n] to grow

as a polynomial function of time. This trend inxs[n] is removed by subtracting the average

of sample values over a window of 10 ms (approximately 0.5 to 1.5 times the estimated

pitch period). The resulting trend-removed signalys[n] is given by

ys[n] = xs[n] − 1
2N + 1

N
∑

k=−N

xs[n+ k], (4.4)

where 2N+1 is the size (in samples) of the window [19]. The signalys[n] is calledfiltered

signal, an example of which is shown in Fig. 4.3(d) for the segment ofvoiced speech in

Fig. 4.3(a).
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Fig. 4.3: Estimation of amplitude of excitation. (a) A segment of speech signal (b) The
corresponding LP residual. (c) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual. (d) Filtered signal ys[n]
derived from the speech signal. (e) Filtered signal yr [n] derived from Hilbert envelope of the
LP residual.

4.3.1.2 Slope of positive-to-negative zero crossings

The locations of positive-to-negative zero crossings (PNZCs) of the filtered signalys[n]

provide an accurate estimate of the instants of glottal closure [19]. For the speech sig-

nal shown in Fig. 4.3(a), the corresponding LP residual and the Hilbert envelope of LP

residual are shown in Figs. 4.3(b) and (c), respectively. The filtered signalys[n] derived

from the speech signal is shown in Fig. 4.3(d). The filtered signal is free of the charac-

teristics of the vocal tract system. The filtered signal can also be derived from the Hilbert

enveloper[n] of the LP residual, instead of the speech signals[n]. Let yr [n] denote the

filtered signal derived fromr[n]. Fig. 4.3(e) showsyr [n] for the segment of voiced speech
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in Fig. 4.3(a). We note from Figs. 4.3(d) and (e) that the locations of the PNZCs de-

rived from yr [n] are close to those derived fromys[n]. The reason is that in both the

cases, locations of the PNZCs in the filtered signals are governed by the characteristics of

impulse-like excitations.

We now describe a method to estimate the amplitude of peaks inthe Hilbert enve-

lope r[n] from the filtered signalyr [n]. A strong peak in the Hilbert enveloper[n] has

a corresponding PNZC in the filtered signalyr [n]. It is observed from Fig. 4.3(e) that

the slope ofyr [n] at a PNZC is proportional to the amplitude of the corresponding peak

in the Hilbert enveloper[n]. The slope ofyr [n] at a PNZC is estimated by considering

a region of 0.125 ms on either side of the PNZC, by assumingyr [n] to be linear in the

vicinity of each PNZC. To observe the relationship between the slope ofyr [n] at a PNZC

and the amplitude of the corresponding peak inr[n], speech signals collected from 50

female and 50 male speakers of TIMIT database were processed[123]. For each speaker,

10 spoken utterances were used, whose durations ranged fromtwo to five seconds. Only

voiced segments were processed. The scatter plots in Fig. 4.4 illustrate the linear depen-

dence of the amplitude of the peak inr[n] and the slope of the corresponding PNZC in

yr [n]. Both these quantities, which form an ordered pair in the scatter plots, are associated

with an instant of glottal closure. Thus the number of pointsin the scatter plot shown

in Fig. 4.4(a) denotes the number of glottal closures in 500 utterances (50 female speak-

ers× 10 utterances per speaker). Figure 4.4(b) shows the scatterplot derived from 500

speech utterances collected from 50 male speakers. If we assume that each of the 500

analyzed utterances contains one second of voiced speech, with an average pitch period

of 4 ms for the female speakers, then the number of glottal closures amounts to 125000.

The actual number of points in the scatter plot shown in Fig. 4.4(a) is 156264, while that

in the scatter plot shown in Fig. 4.4(b) is 69359. The ordinate in Fig. 4.4 shows only

the magnitude of the slope ofyr [n] at a PNZC, although the slope itself is negative. The

values of the correlation coefficient computed from the sets of points in Figs. 4.4(a) and

(b) are 0.92 and 0.94, respectively. The values of the correlation coefficient computed for

individual speakers ranged from 0.90 to 0.98. An approximate linear relation between the

amplitude of excitation and the slope at PNZC can be observedfrom Figs. 4.4(a) and (b),

even though the gross slopes of the lines are different for female and male speakers due
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Fig. 4.4: Scatter plots to illustrate the linear dependence of the amplitude of excitation
and the slope of PNZC in the filtered signal yr [n], for speech data collected from (a) 50
female speakers and (b) 50 male speakers.

to differences in their average pitch periods.

Estimates of probability density function (PDF) corresponding to the scatter plots in

Figs. 4.4(a) and (b) are shown in Figs. 4.5(a) and (b), respectively. The peaks in the

estimated PDFs reflect the concentration of amplitude values in the range of 0-0.5 along

the abscissa. Amplitudes of peaks in Hilbert enveloper[n] are normalized between 0 and

1 for each utterance, before computing the filtered signalyr [n].

An advantage of estimating the amplitudes of peaks in the Hilbert envelope using the

filtered signal is that block processing of speech is avoided. Also, the signal-processing

operations involved in the computation of filtered signal are much simpler than those

involved in the computation of covariance sequence (Chapter3). Amplitude of excitation

can be useful in applications such as coding and parametric synthesis of speech. Efficient

representation of source of excitation for coding of speechis an important issue, and the

amplitude of excitation may be useful for representation ofexcitation characteristics.
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Fig. 4.5: Estimates of joint probability function of amplitude of excitation and slope of PNZC
in the filtered signal, for speech data collected from (a) 50 female speakers and (b) 50 male
speakers.

4.3.2 A measure of strength of excitation

We observe the characteristics of excitation source in the vicinity of significant excita-

tions. Figure 4.6 shows segments of voiced speech, chosen from the utterances of soft,

normal, and loud voices. The impulse-like excitation, as observed from the LP residuals

of the speech segments, is more spread out in time for the softutterances (Fig. 4.6(d)),

compared to normal (Fig. 4.6(e)) and loud (Fig. 4.6(f)) utterances. The impulse-like na-

ture of the glottal excitation can be observed clearly from the Hilbert envelope of the LP

residual, shown in Figs. 4.6(g), (h) and (i) for soft, normaland loud utterances, respec-

tively. A measure of the strength of excitation can be derived from a short segment (1-3

ms) around the instants of impulse-like excitation. Figure4.7(a) shows superimposed seg-

ments of the Hilbert envelopes around these instants derived from soft utterances. Each

segment has a duration of 3 ms, and the location of the peak in the Hilbert envelope of the
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Fig. 4.6: Illustration of the nature of excitation in soft, normal, and loud utterances.
Speech segments in (a), (b), and (c) belong to soft, normal, and loud utterances, respec-
tively. The segments correspond to the vowel ‘/a/’ in the word ‘party’ in the sentence,
‘She has left for a great party today’. Figures (d), (e), and (f) show the LP residuals for
the signals in (a), (b), and (c), respectively, while the figures (g), (h), and (i) show the
Hilbert envelopes of the corresponding LP residuals.

LP residual is at the center of the segment. Each segment is normalized by dividing the

samples of the segment by the largest amplitude in the segment. All the segments are de-

rived from the voiced regions of five soft utterances of a malespeaker in the VOQUAL’03

database [122], and are superimposed as shown in Fig. 4.7(a). Similar plots are obtained

for normal and loud utterances, as shown in Figs. 4.7(b) and (c), respectively. These

plots show that for soft utterances (Fig. 4.7(a)), the Hilbert envelope of the LP residual is

spread out more uniformly on either side of the instant of impulse-like excitation. This

indicates that the impulses around the instants of impulse-like excitation are not sharp in

these cases. The impulses are much sharper for loud utterances (Fig. 4.7(c)) than for soft
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Fig. 4.7: Segments of Hilbert envelope of LP residual in the vicinity of impulse-like excitations,
for (a) soft, (b) normal, and (c) loud utterances of a single speaker. In (d), the mean amplitude
of segments of Hilbert envelope in (a) is shown at each time instant by ‘*’, and the standard
deviation is shown as an error bar. The plots (e) and (f) correspond to (b) and (c), respectively.

or normal utterances. The above observations are also substantiated by Figs. 4.7(d), (e)

and (f). This is explained as follows: In Fig. 4.7(a), several segments of Hilbert envelope

are superimposed. Figure 4.7(d) shows the mean amplitude ofthese segments at each

time instant. The mean amplitude is marked by ‘*’ and the standard deviation is repre-

sented by a vertical bar of proportionate length. The mean amplitudes and the standard

deviation values reduce progressively from soft to loud utterances (i.e., from Fig. 4.7(d) to

Fig. 4.7(f)). The mean amplitudes and the standard deviation values are the least for loud

utterances, indicating that the impulse-like nature of thesegments of Hilbert envelope is

more prominent in loud utterances, compared to normal and soft utterances.

To represent the sharpness in the Hilbert envelope of the LP residual, a feature called

strength of excitationis defined asη = σ

µ
, whereµ denotes the mean of the samples of

the Hilbert envelope of the LP residual in a segment around the instant of impulse-like
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Fig. 4.8: Distribution of the strength (η) of excitation for
soft, normal, and loud utterances of a single speaker.

excitation, andσ denotes the standard deviation of the samples. For a segmentof length

N consisting of an ideal impulse (in discrete-time domain) ofamplitudea, η =
√

N.

For a segment of lengthN consisting of samples of equal amplitudea√
N

, η = 0. The

segment consisting of samples of equal amplitude (a√
N

) has the same energy as that of the

ideal impulse of amplitudea. This case represents the maximum deviation from an ideal

impulse. Thus the value ofη lies between 0 and
√

N for any segment, irrespective of the

amplitudes of the samples in the segment. A higher value ofη indicates greater strength

of excitation. In general, a segment having impulse-like characteristic of excitation, as in

the case of a loud voice, has a smaller value ofµ and a larger value ofσ, resulting in a

larger value ofη. By contrast, a soft voice with greater spread around the center has a

larger value ofµ and a smaller value ofσ, resulting in a smaller value ofη.

The strengthη of excitation is computed for soft, normal, and loud utterances of the

male speaker in the VOQUAL’03 database. Figure 4.8 shows thedistribution ofη for the

three types of utterances. The plot indicates that for soft voice, the distribution has greater

concentration of lower values ofη, whereas for loud voice, the distribution is concentrated

around larger values ofη. Normal and loud utterances can also be distinguished by com-

parison, since the proportion of larger values ofη is higher in loud utterances compared to
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that in the normal utterances. Also, the discrimination between soft and loud utterances

in the distribution ofη is comparable to that obtained from the distribution of the time

constant parameter derived from DEGG signals (Fig. 4.2). Therefore, the distribution of

strength of excitation can be used as a measure of the perceived loudness of a given speech

signal. The distribution ofη can be used to identify soft and loud segments in the speech

of a given speaker. The distribution can also help in inferring some gross speaker-specific

characteristics, as discussed in the next section.

The features of amplitude and strength of excitation are sensitive to noise, since the

features are derived from the LP analysis of speech signal. The amplitude of excitation is

dependent on amplitude of speech signal, which is prone to scaling. Increase in loudness

of speech results in an increase in the amplitude of speech signal. But increasing the

amplitude of speech signal does not necessarily result in anincrease in the perception of

loudness. Hence, we focus on the feature of strength of excitation for analysis of loudness

of speech signals.

4.4 Evaluation of effectiveness of strength of excitation

In this section, the ability of the distribution of the strength (η) of excitation to distinguish

between the levels of loudness within individual speakers is examined. The distribution

is also used for comparing the loudness of speech from two different speakers.

4.4.1 Speaker-specific nature of loudness

4.4.1.1 Speech data

Speech signals were collected from 44 speakers (13 female speakers and 31 male speak-

ers) in two levels of loudness, namely, soft and loud. The speakers were undergraduate

and graduate students, aged between 17 to 26 years. All the speakers spoke Indian En-

glish, and the native language of each speaker was one among Telugu, Hindi, Kannada,

Tamil, Marathi and Oriya. The speakers were guided to listento the soft and the loud
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Fig. 4.9: Distribution of the strength (η) of excitation for four speakers. In
each case, the broken and the solid lines correspond to soft and loud utter-
ances, respectively. Figures (a) and (b) correspond to two female speakers,
while (c) and (d) correspond to two male speakers.

utterances of the VOQUAL’03 database, so as to help them produce the two levels of

loudness while maintaining naturalness of their speech. Each speaker uttered 20 sen-

tences in soft level and in loud level. The durations of thesesentences ranged from one

second to five seconds. The speech signals were sampled at 8 kHz.

4.4.1.2 Strength of excitation for soft and loud speech of individual speakers

The collected speech signals were analyzed, and the distribution of the strength (η) of

excitation was computed for the soft and loud utterances of each speaker. Figure 4.9

shows the distribution ofη for two female and two male speakers, chosen at random

from among the 44 speakers for illustration. It is observed that the distribution ofη does

discriminate between the soft and loud utterances of the speakers. The degree of discrimi-

nation, or separation between the distributions ofη for soft and loud utterances, is speaker

dependent. For instance, the separation between the distributions is less in Fig. 4.9(b),

compared to that in Figs. 4.9(a), (c) and (d). Some speaker-specific characteristics can be
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inferred from these figures. For instance, the speaker in Fig. 4.9(b) is not able to produce

utterances which are significantly louder than the soft utterances. The distribution ofη

may also indicate the range of loudness that can be produced by a speaker. The plots in

Fig. 4.9, derived from the speech of four speakers, are indicative of the general trend.

The distribution ofη for a given loudness level of a speaker is approximated by a

Gaussian probability density function. A measure of distance between two distributions

is obtained using Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [124].When both the distributions

are described by univariate Gaussian probability density functions, the KL divergence is

given by [125]

dKL(A,B) =
1
2

{

σA
2

σB2
+
σB

2

σA2

}

− 1

+
1
2
{µA − µB}2

{

1
σA2
+

1
σB2

}

. (4.5)

Here,µA andσA denote the mean and the standard deviation, respectively, of the samples

in setA, while µB andσB denote the corresponding quantities for the samples in setB.

Also computed is|µA−µB|, which is the absolute value of the difference of the mean values

µA andµB. In this study, the samples in setsA andB are the values of the strength (η) of

excitation. Let us consider the following two cases: (a) Whenthe values ofη in bothA

andB are derived from the soft utterances of a speaker,dKL(A,B) and|µA−µB| are small.

(b) A similar behaviour is expected when the values ofη in bothA andB are derived

from the loud utterances of the speaker. If we denote ‘soft’ and ‘loud’ as two classes of

loudness, then the above two cases ((a) and (b)) represent intra-class comparisons. By

contrast, inter-class comparisons are those where the values ofη in A andB are derived

from the soft and the loud utterances, respectively, of a speaker (or from the loud and

the soft utterances, respectively). BothdKL(A,B) and|µA − µB| are expected to be larger

in the case of inter-class comparisons, than in the case of intra-class comparisons. The

ordered pair (|µA−µB|,dKL(A,B)) is used to distinguish between soft and loud utterances

of a speaker, as described below.

Let S denote the set of values ofη of a given speaker, derived from the 20 utterances

collected in soft mode. LetS1, S2, andS3 denote three distinct subsets ofS, such that the
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Fig. 4.10: Illustration of variation of speaker-specific nature of loudness. Figures (a)
and (b) show the results of intra-class comparisons and inter-class comparisons, re-
spectively, for 13 female speakers. Figures (c) and (d) show the results of intra-class
comparisons and inter-class comparisons, respectively, for 31 male speakers.

values ofη in each subset are derived from six utterances in the soft mode. For the same

speaker, letL, L1, L2, andL3 denote the corresponding sets derived from the utterances

collected in loud mode. For each speaker, the following ordered pairs are computed:

(a). (|µSi − µL j |,dKL(Si ,L j)), for i = 1,2,3, and j = 1,2,3

(b). (|µS − µL|,dKL(S,L))

(c). (|µSi − µS j |,dKL(Si ,S j)) for i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2,3, andi , j

(d). (|µLi − µL j |,dKL(Li ,L j)), for i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2,3, andi , j

It was observed thatµL > µS, andµLi > µS j, for i = 1,2,3, and j = 1,2,3, for all

the speakers. The ordered pairs in (a) and (b) denote inter-class comparisons within a

speaker, while those in (c) and (d) denote intra-class comparisons. Each ordered pair

can be plotted as a point in a two-dimensional plane. For eachspeaker, there are 10
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points due to inter-class comparisons and six points due to intra-class comparisons (since

dKL(A,B) = dKL(B,A)). Figures 4.10(a) and (c) show the intra-class points obtained

from the speech data of 13 female and 31 male speakers, respectively, while Figs. 4.10(b)

and (d) show the inter-class points for the female and the male speakers, respectively. For

both female and male speakers, the intra-class points are clustered closer to the origin

compared to the inter-class points, which are farther from the origin and have a greater

spread. Thus the distribution of strength of excitation does help in distinguishing between

the loudness levels of a speaker. The distribution ofη may also be useful in identifying

those segments of speech signal of a speaker which are relatively soft. Such segments can

then be processed, if necessary, to improve the loudness of the signal.

4.4.2 Comparison of loudness across speakers

Given two speakers, human listeners can judge in most cases,if the speech of one speaker

is louder relative to the speech of the other speaker. This isparticularly so if both the

speakers belong to the same gender. This section describes an experiment to compare the

subjective judgement of loudness and an objective measure of loudness.

The effect of prosodic factors such as changes in duration and pitch, on the percep-

tion of loudness in spontaneous speech can be significant. For instance, speakers tend to

raise their pitch while producing loud speech. When the utterances used for subjective

listening consist of speech read by different speakers corresponding to the same sentence,

the prosodic variations across the different speakers may be comparable. The subjective

judgement of loudness is likely to be influenced more by the characteristics of the voices,

than by the prosodic factors. Hence we have used read speech utterances of different

speakers in listening tests.

4.4.2.1 Speech material and subjective listening

Twenty-five subjects participated in the listening test to judge the relative loudness of

several pairs of utterances. These 25 subjects belonged to the set of 44 subjects who

participated in the experiment described in Section 4.4.1.1. For listening, speech signals
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corresponding to the utterances of the same text were selected from 20 speakers (six

female and 14 male speakers) of TIMIT database [123]. The average duration of the

utterances is about three seconds. The signals were sampledat 16 kHz. Speech material

was organized into pairs of utterances, where each pair belonged to one of the following

three types:

(a). XY, when the pair consists of two different speakers

(b). YX, when the order of the speakers in the pair is reversed

(c). XX, when the pair is a repetition of an utterance of the same speaker

In pairs of typeXY (or YX), both the speakers belonged to the same gender. For listening

tests, 40 pairs of utterances were used, with 30 pairs of typeXY, five pairs of typeYX, and

five pairs of typeXX. The pairs of typeYX andXX were used to check the consistency

in the judgement of the subjects. Of the 30 pairs of typeXY, 10 pairs consisted of female

speakers, and 20 pairs consisted of male speakers. The utterances in each pair were

normalized so that the energy of the signal was same in both the utterances.

The 40 pairs of utterances were presented for listening in a random order. The subjects

did not know the identity of the speakers. The subjects were asked to markA or B,

depending on whether the first or the second utterance in the pair was judged louder. They

were asked to markC if they observed no perceptible difference in loudness between the

two utterances in a pair. For all the five pairs of typeXX, all the subjects markedC. If a

subject’s decision on louder voice in the pairs of typeXY andYXwas not consistent, then

the subject was regarded as inconsistent. If a subject was found to be inconsistent in two

or more of the five such cases, then the decisions made by that subject were ignored. Out

of the 25 subjects, four subjects were found to be inconsistent. Hence the decisions made

by the remaining 21 subjects were considered for evaluation. Out of these 21 subjects,

the decision by the majority of the subjects on a pair of utterances of typeXY was taken

as the correct one. Here, the term majority denotes that at least 11 subjects out of the 21

subjects have voted in favor of one particular speaker, in a pair of utterances of typeXY.
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Fig. 4.11: Illustration of discrimination between loudness of two speakers. In each plot,
the points marked by ‘+’ denote those pairs for which one speaker in each pair was
judged as louder, on the basis of subjective listening. The points marked by ‘o’ denote
those pairs for which neither speaker in a pair was decisively voted as louder. For each
speaker, the distribution of strength of excitation was obtained by processing (a) ten
utterances, (b) six utterances, (c) three utterances, and (d) one utterance.

The subjective tests gave a clear decision on louder voice consistently, only for 21 out

of the 30 pairs of the typeXY. For the remaining nine pairs, there was no clear decision

on the louder voice. This observation correlated with the objective measure described in

the next section.

4.4.2.2 Objective measurement of loudness

The loudness of two speakers in a pair was compared using the distributions of the

strength (η) of excitation. For each speaker, 10 utterances (includingthe utterance used

in the listening test) were used to derive the distribution of η. The durations of the utter-
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ances varied from two to four seconds. All speech signals were downsampled to 8 kHz

for processing. LetA andB denote the sets of values ofη for a pair of speakers. The

ordered pair (|µA − µB|,dKL(A,B)) was computed, as described in Section 4.4.1.2. There

are 30 such ordered pairs corresponding to the 30 pairs of utterances of typeXY, and these

ordered pairs are plotted as points in a two-dimensional plane as shown in Fig. 4.11. In

Fig. 4.11(a), the points marked by ‘o’ correspond to the ninepairs of speakers, for whom a

clear decision could not be made by the listeners in the subjective test. Eight of these nine

points lie close to the origin, indicating lack of discrimination between the distributions of

η for the speakers in these pairs. Note that the subjective tests were conducted using only

one utterance per speaker, whereas the distribution ofη is obtained using 10 utterances

per speaker. The points marked by ‘+’ in Fig. 4.11(a) denote the results for the 21 pairs

of speakers, where one speaker was rated as louder in the subjective test. Here, the points

are located farther away from the origin compared to the points marked by ‘o’. Thus, the

discrimination between the loudness of two speakers on the basis of the distributions of

the strength of excitation is in agreement with the subjective judgement of loudness.

Figures 4.11(a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to the cases where the distribution ofη

for each speaker was obtained using ten, six, three, and one utterances, respectively. It is

observed that the discrimination between the clusters of ‘+’ and ‘o’ points reduces when

the amount of speech data is reduced. Thus, 10-15 seconds of speech material may be

required per speaker to obtain a reliable estimate of the distribution of the strength of

excitation. The reliability of subjective judgement of loudness may also improve with

increase in the duration of speech material used for listening.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, an acoustic correlate of perceived loudness of speech is proposed, based on

the high SNR characteristic of source of excitation. Observation of the EGG signals indi-

cates that the abruptness of closing phase of glottis duringthe production of voiced speech

plays an important role in the perception of loudness. An acoustic feature called strength

of excitation is derived from short segments of excitation,around the instants of glottal
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closure. The feature is derived from the Hilbert envelope ofLP residual of speech sig-

nal. The acoustic feature (strength of excitation) is independent of amplitude of excitation

and period of glottal vibration, and does not require parameterization of the glottal flow

derivative. Experiments show that the distribution of strength of excitation is strongly

related to perceived loudness. The ability of the distribution of strength of excitation

to distinguish between soft and loud utterances of individual speakers is demonstrated.

Also, discrimination between the loudness of two speakers obtained on the basis of sub-

jective judgement is in agreement with the discrimination between the distributions of the

strength of excitation of the two speakers. Thus the distribution of the strength of exci-

tation is useful for comparison of loudness of speakers. Thesignificance of the amount

of speech material required for reliable estimation of the distribution was also discussed.

Since loudness varies over different segments of speech signal, it is more appropriately

described by thedistributionof the strength of excitation, than by thestrengthitself.

The strength of excitation can help in measuring the loudness level of a speaker’s

voice on a quantitative basis. The proposed feature can be used to automatically identify

the segments or regions of speech signal with relatively less loudness. Such segments

may then be processed to enhance their loudness, if necessary. The reliability of the

distribution of the strength of excitation improves with the amount of speech data. This is

mainly due to variation of loudness over different segments of speech signal.

Perceived loudness could be different for different sounds, due to loading of the vocal

tract system on the vocal source during the production of speech sounds. The perception

of loudness in human listeners is also influenced by prosodicfactors, such as variations

in pitch and duration, which are manifested over longer durations of speech. Hence, the

assessment of loudness by human listeners is likely to improve with the duration of speech

data. Prosodic factors, such as stress on particular syllables of words and accentuation of

stressed syllables, also affect the perception of loudness. The influence of such factorson

the perception of loudness needs to be studied and quantified, in order to obtain a better

understanding of loudness of speech.

The perception of loudness of speech does not change significantly when a listener

perceives speech at a distance (ranging over a few meters) from the speaker. Also, voic-
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ing, pitch and other speaker-specific characteristics are perceived equally well even at a

distance. This indicates that the speech signal collected at a distance from the speaker

indeed consists of information specific to the message and the speaker. The difficulty lies

in extracting the acoustic features from the distant speechsignal, since the latter may be

affected by noise and reverberation. In the next chapter, we discuss the issues involved

in the extraction of fundamental frequency from distant speech signals, and propose a

method for the same.
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Chapter 5

Significance of high SNR regions in the

extraction of fundamental frequency

Extraction of the characteristics of speech production mechanism from distant speech sig-

nals is a challenging task, due to the effects of reverberation, noise and possibly, speech

from other speakers. In Chapter 2, some issues involved in processing distant speech

signals were discussed. Existing methods for extraction offundamental frequency from

distant speech signals were also reviewed. Most of these methods exploit the similarity

of speech signal waveforms in successive glottal cycles using correlation-based analy-

sis. The fundamental frequency is also extracted from the short-time spectrum of voiced

speech. But the correlation between speech waveforms in successive glottal cycles is af-

fected in the case of distant speech. Information specific tothe fundamental frequency

present in the short-time spectrum of voiced speech also suffers from degradations. By

contrast, the impulse-like nature of excitation is robust to the effects of distance, and the

regions of high signal-to-noise ratio are relatively better preserved in distant speech sig-

nals compared to the other regions. In this chapter, a methodis proposed for extraction of

fundamental frequency from distant speech signals, based on the impulse-like excitation

in voiced speech. The key idea is that the high SNR characteristic in short segments can

be exploited even in distant speech signals.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 describesthe database of distant
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speech signals used in this study, and the measures to evaluate the performance of different

methods for extraction of the fundamental frequency. In Section 5.2, a method is proposed

for extracting the fundamental frequency. In Section 5.3, performance of the proposed

method is compared to those of some of the existing methods. Conclusions are given in

Section 5.4.

5.1 Speech data and performance measures

Speech signals from SPEECON database are used for evaluatingthe performance of pitch

extraction algorithms [126]. The signals were collected inthree different environments,

namely, car interior, office and living rooms (denoted by ‘public’). The signals were

collected simultaneously using a close-speaking microphone, a microphone placed just

below the chin of the speaker, and microphones placed at distances of 1 meter and 2-3

meters from the speaker. These four cases are denoted byC0, C1, C2 andC3, respectively.

The noise present in the car recordings is both stationary and instantaneous in nature. The

stationary noise is due to engine, and the instantaneous noise is due to wiper [92]. Speech

signals collected in the office environment are affected by stationary noises generated by

computer fans and air-conditioning devices. Speech signals collected in living rooms are

affected by babble noise and music (due to radio or television sets). Among the three

environments, reverberation is mostly present in office and living room environments.

The estimated reverberation time (T60 measure) varied from 250 ms to 1.2 seconds. The

SNR measured at the close-speaking microphone is around 30 dB, while that measured at

a distance of 2-3 m is around 0-5 dB [92].

The database consists of speech signals collected from 30 male and 30 female speak-

ers. The speakers were aged between 19 years and 79 years. Foreach speaker, 17 ut-

terances were recorded, resulting in about one minute of speech data per speaker. The

database also consists of the reference values of voiced/unvoiced decision and fundamen-

tal frequency. For each utterance, the reference values aremanually marked once for

every 10 ms, i.e., at a rate of 100 frames per second. The pitchperiod varies from 2.5 ms

to 15 ms, over the 1020 utterances of the 60 speakers. Distributions of pitch period for the
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Fig. 5.1: Distributions of pitch period, estimated from the
speech of female and male speakers in SPEECON database.
The distributions are shown by solid and dashed lines for fe-
male and male speakers, respectively.

female and male speakers are shown in Fig. 5.1. The distributions are estimated using all

the 1020 utterances in the database. All speech signals weresampled at 16 kHz. The fol-

lowing measures are used to evaluate the performance of different methods of extraction

of fundamental frequency:

1. Gross error (GE): It is the percentage of voiced frames for which the extracted value

of the fundamental frequency deviates from the reference value by more than 20%.

2. Mean error (M): It is the mean of the absolute value of the difference between the

extracted and the reference values of the fundamental frequency.

3. Standard deviation (SD): It is the standard deviation of the absolute value of the

difference between the extracted and the reference values of thefundamental fre-

quency.

The mean error and the standard deviation are expressed in Hz. Both mean error and

standard deviation are computed only for those voiced frames for which the extracted
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values of fundamental frequency do not deviate from the corresponding reference values

by more than 20%.

5.2 Algorithm for extraction of fundamental frequency

5.2.1 Computation of zero frequency filtered signal

The proposed method is based on filtering the speech signal through a zero frequency (0

Hz) resonator [19]. The usefulness of zero frequency filtering of speech was discussed

in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.1), in the context of estimation of amplitude of excitation. The

basis for this filtering is that the information of the discontinuities due to a sequence

of impulse-like excitations is reflected across all the frequencies, including the zero fre-

quency. The steps involved in the zero frequency filtering are briefly summarized below

[19]:

(a) Speech signals are upsampled from 16 kHz to 32 kHz. (The reason for upsampling is

given in step(d)). Let s[n] denote the upsampled speech signal. The differenced speech

signal (which helps in removing any low-frequency bias during recording) is given by

sd[n] = s[n] − s[n− 1].

(b) The output of the cascade of resonators is given byx[n] = sd[n] ⋆ g[n], whereg[n]

is the impulse response corresponding to the cascade of resonators, and the symbol ‘⋆’

denotes convolution operator. Since the poles of the systemfunction lie on the unit circle

(|z| = 1), the outputx[n] has nearly polynomial growth/decay with time. An example of

this trend is shown in Fig. 5.2(b), for the speech signal shown in Fig. 5.2(a).

(c) The sequence of impulse-like excitations contributes to small fluctuations on this

growing/decaying function of time. These fluctuations can be emphasized by subtract-

ing the local mean from the output signalx[n], to obtain thefiltered signal y[n]. The

lengthW of the window chosen to compute the local mean depends on the time inter-

val between successive impulse-like excitations. A relatively smaller window length may

introduce spurious zero crossings in the filtered signaly[n], while larger window length

may lead to loss of some genuine zero crossings iny[n]. It is observed that the choice of
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Fig. 5.2: Computation of zero frequency filtered signal. (a) A segment of speech signal
s[n]. (b) Output x[n] of the cascade of resonators. (c) Filtered signal y[n]. (d) Contour of the
fundamental frequency obtained from the filtered signal (shown using ‘*’). The solid line in (d)
shows the contour of the reference values of the fundamental frequency.

the lengthW of the window is not critical as long as it is in the range of 0.5to 2 times the

average pitch period of the utterance [91]. Effect of the choice of the window length for

distant speech signals is discussed in Section 5.2.3.

(d) The locations of positive-to-negative zero crossings (PNZCs) of the filtered signaly[n]

are detected, based on the polarity of the samples ofy[n]. These PNZCs correspond to

the instants of glottal closure in voiced speech [19]. The time interval between successive

PNZCs is hypothesized as the pitch period, and the reciprocalof the time interval is hy-

pothesized as the fundamental frequency. The upsampling ofspeech signal in step(a) is

performed to improve the accuracy of detection of PNZCs. The contour of the extracted

fundamental frequency is shown in Fig. 5.2(d), along with that of the true values of the

fundamental frequency.
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5.2.2 Effect of reverberation and noise on zero frequency filtering of

speech signals

To examine the robustness of filtering distant speech signalthrough a zero frequency

resonator, we consider simulation of reverberation and noise as follows:

1. An impulse trainu1[n] consists of a sequence of uniformly spaced impulses, with a

pitch period of 8 ms, i.e., a fundamental frequency of 125 Hz.

2. Whenu1[n] is collected at a distance in a reverberant environment, the effect of

reverberation can be modeled as the convolution ofu1[n] and the room impulse

responsehr [n]. The reverberant signalu2[n] can be expressed asu2[n] = u1[n] ⋆

hr [n], where ‘⋆’ denotes the convolution operator.

3. The signal collected at a distance is affected by reverberationand noise. Assum-

ing the ambient noise to be additive in nature, the collectedsignal u3[n] can be

expressed asu3[n] = u1[n] ⋆ hr [n] + v[n], wherev[n] denotes the ambient noise.

We consider a sequence of impulses as input, to model the source of excitation in the case

of voiced speech. The system functionG(z) of the cascade of zero frequency resonators

provides a 24 dB roll-off per octave. This roll-off significantly reduces the frequency

components above 300 Hz. The filtered signal essentially represents the characteristics of

the impulse-like excitations.

The room impulse responsehr [n] is generated using the image method proposed by

Allen and Berkley (1979) [127]. The method considers factorssuch as reflection order,

room dimension and microphone directivity, for generatingthe room impulse response at

a given location in the room. The following parameters were chosen for generating the

room impulse response:

Room dimensions: 8 m× 5 m× 3 m

Source position [x, y, z] (m): [5, 3, 1.5]

Microphone position [x, y, z] (m): [3, 1, 1]

Distance between source and microphone: 2.87 m
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Reverberation time: 0.5 s

Length of impulse response: 4096 samples (at 8000 samples/s)

Type of microphone: Omnidirectional

Speed of sound: 340 m/s

Sampling frequency: 8000 samples/s

All surfaces are assumed to be fully reflective.

An implementation of the image method is obtained from the following website:

http://home.tiscali.nl/ehabets/rir generator.html

The signalsu1[n], u2[n] andu3[n] are filtered through the cascade of zero frequency res-

onators. The resulting filtered signals, denoted byy1[n], y2[n] and y3[n], respectively,

are used to extract the fundamental frequency. Figure 5.3 shows the clean signalu1[n]

and the reverberant signalu2[n], and the corresponding filtered signals. Comparison of

Figs. 5.3(c) and (d) shows that reverberation has little effect on the locations of the PNZCs

of the filtered signaly2[n]. This is also observed from the time variation of fundamen-

tal frequencies of clean and reverberant signals, shown in Fig. 5.3(f) using the symbols

‘o’ and ‘+’, respectively. The key idea is that locations of the PNZCs are dictated by

the strength of the impulses in the collected signal. Thus, even in the case of the signal

collected at about 3 m from the source, the impulses due to thedirect component help

in preserving the locations of PNZCs in the filtered signal. Inpractice, the sound inten-

sity level decreases by 6 dB per doubling of distance from thesource. Let us assume a

sound intensity level of 40 dB at a distance of 10 cm in front ofthe mouth/lips of the

speaker. Then the sound intensity level of the direct component at a distance of 3 m from

the speaker (along the line of sight) is about 10 dB. By contrast, the reflected components

travel a greater distance (depending upon the positions of the reflecting surfaces). Thus,

the direct component of speech, typically, is more dominantin the collected signal than

the reflected components.

The signalu3[n] represents the effect of reverberation and additive noise. Figure 5.4(b)

showsu3[n] for the case of 5 dB SNR, and Fig. 5.4(d) shows the filtered signal y3[n]
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derived fromu3[n]. Figure 5.4(e) shows that there is a small shift in the locations of

PNZCs derived fromy3[n], relative to the locations of PNZCs derived fromy1[n]. This

shift is reflected in a small change in the fundamental frequency of u3[n], relative to that

of u1[n] (Fig. 5.4(f)). The gross error (GE) in this case is 2.5%, computed from 400

values of the fundamental frequency over a duration of 4 s. Anincrease in the level of

noise leads to an increase in the GE. Figure 5.5(b) shows the signal u3[n] for an overall

SNR of 0 dB. In this case, the filtered signaly3[n] derived fromu3[n] consists of some

spurious PNZCs, as observed from Fig. 5.5(e). The resultant effect on the extracted values

of the fundamental frequency ofu3[n] is shown in Fig. 5.5(f). The GE in this case is 8%.

The performance of the method degrades, if the impulse-likedegradations introduced by

reverberation and noise have strengths comparable to the strengths of the impulse-like

excitations due to the direct component of the collected signal. Thus, it is the presence

of the impulse-like degradations in the noise rather than the spectrum of the noise, which

affects the performance of the proposed method. The examples based on the synthetic

signals are given to illustrate the performance of the proposed method for reverberant and

noisy signals. In particular, it is the strengths of impulse-like excitations in the direct

component of the signal, relative to those in the reflected components and in noise, which

determines the robustness of the method.
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Fig. 5.3: Illustration of effect of reverberation on zero frequency filtering. (a) Sequence
u1[n] of uniformly spaced impulses. (b) Reverberant signal u2[n]. (c) Filtered signal
y1[n] derived from u1[n]. (d) Filtered signal y2[n] derived from u2[n]. (e) The locations
of PNZCs in y1[n] and y2[n] are indicated by positive and negative stems, respectively.
(f) The values of fundamental frequency extracted from y1[n] and y2[n] are shown using
the symbols ‘o’ and ‘+’, respectively.
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Fig. 5.4: Illustration of effect of reverberation and noise (5 dB SNR) on zero frequency
filtering. (a) Sequence u1[n] of uniformly spaced impulses. (b) Signal (u3[n]) corrupted
by reverberation and additive noise (overall SNR of 5 dB). (c) Filtered signal y1[n] de-
rived from u1[n]. (d) Filtered signal y3[n] derived from u3[n]. (e) The locations of PNZCs
in y1[n] and y3[n] are indicated by positive and negative stems, respectively. (f) The
values of fundamental frequency extracted from y1[n] and y3[n] are shown using the
symbols ‘o’ and ‘+’, respectively.
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Fig. 5.5: Illustration of effect of reverberation and noise (0 dB SNR) on zero frequency
filtering. (a) Sequence u1[n] of uniformly spaced impulses. (b) Signal (u3[n]) corrupted
by reverberation and additive noise (overall SNR of 0 dB). (c) Filtered signal y1[n] de-
rived from u1[n]. (d) Filtered signal y3[n] derived from u3[n]. (e) The locations of PNZCs
in y1[n] and y3[n] are indicated by positive and negative stems, respectively. (f) The
values of fundamental frequency extracted from y1[n] and y3[n] are shown using the
symbols ‘o’ and ‘+’, respectively.
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The effect of reverberation and noise on the phase of spectral components of distant

speech signal also needs to be examined. The distant speech signal consists of direct

component, reflected components and noise. The direct component in the distant speech

signal undergoes a delay but no change in phase. It is the reflected components and noise

which contribute to additional epochs, causing a change of phase in the collected signal.

The amplitudes of the additional epochs depend on the natureof the reflecting surfaces,

and on the position of the microphone in the environment relative to the speaker. In voiced

speech, the epochs due to the direct component occur with regularity, but those due to the

reflected components and noise are somewhat random. The strengths of the epochs due

to the direct component relative to those of the reflected components and noise determine

the extent to which the pitch information is preserved in thefiltered signal. It may be

noted that such changes in phase also affect the correlation of the waveforms between

successive glottal cycles.

5.2.3 Choice of window length

As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the window lengthW for computation of the local mean of

x[n] can be chosen in the range of 0.5 to 2 times the average pitch period of the utterance.

Here we discuss the accuracy and robustness of extraction ofthe average value of pitch

period from distant speech signals. Firstly, pitch period is estimated using autocorrelation

sequence of the speech signal. The autocorrelation sequence is computed from 30 ms seg-

ments of speech signal for different overlapping segments, corresponding to a frame rate

of 100 frames per second. For each segment, location of the strongest peak in the autocor-

relation sequence in the interval 2-15 ms is hypothesized asthe pitch period. Histogram

of the estimated values of the pitch period is plotted, and the pitch period corresponding

to the peak in the histogram is identified. This pitch period is chosen as the average value

of the pitch period of the utterance. Figure 5.6 shows the histograms of the estimated

values of the pitch period for an utterance spoken by a femalespeaker, for close-speaking

speech signal (collected over channelC0) and for the corresponding distant speech signals

(collected over channelsC1, C2 andC3). The pitch period corresponding to the peak in

the histogram is same for the close-speaking speech signal (Fig. 5.6(a)) and for the distant
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Fig. 5.6: Distribution of pitch period for an utterance spoken by a female
speaker, for close speaking speech signal and for the corresponding distant
speech signals. The histograms in (a), (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the
speech signals collected over the channels C0, C1, C2 and C3, respectively.

speech signals (Figs. 5.6(b), (c), and (d)). The histogramsare obtained for close-speaking

and distant speech signals, for all the 1020 utterances in the SPEECON database. In more

than 95% of the utterances, the peaks in the histograms obtained from the distant signals

were observed to lie within a deviation of 25% relative to thepeaks in the histograms

obtained from the corresponding close-speaking signals. Based on this observation, the

pitch periodT̂0 corresponding to the peak in the histogram is used as the average value of

the pitch period, for the close-speaking and the distant speech signals. For computation of

the filtered signal, the window lengthW is empirically chosen as 1.5̂T0. The local mean of

the signalx[n] is computed over windows of lengthW. The filtered signaly[n] is obtained

by subtracting the local mean from the signalx[n], as described in Section 5.2.1.
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Fig. 5.7: Illustrating the presence of fundamental frequency information in the filtered
signal. (a) Speech signal collected at a distance of 2 m. (b) The corresponding filtered
signal. (c) Spectrogram of the filtered signal.

5.2.4 Fundamental frequency information in the filtered signal

The time interval between the locations of two successive PNZCs in the filtered signaly[n]

is hypothesized as the pitch period. This time interval is anaccurate estimate of the pitch

period in the case of clean speech signals, and speech signals corrupted by additive noise

[91]. In the case of distant speech signals, the filtered signal contains spurious PNZCs in

some segments due to (a) effect of reverberant components, (b) presence of other speakers

or sound sources and (c) noise. Information specific to the fundamental frequency is

observed in the narrowband spectrogram of the filtered signal shown in Fig. 5.7(c). The

fundamental frequency is the most dominant spectral component in the filtered signal.

Also, the filtered signal is free of the effect of the formant structure. To validate this

observation, the short-time spectrum of the filtered signalis computed using frames of 25

ms, and a frame shift of 5 ms.
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Table 5.1: Gross error (in %) in the estimation of
fundamental frequency, when fZ is hypothesized as
the fundamental frequency.

C0 C1 C2 C3

Car 5.96 19.01 28.60 28.01
Office 5.03 8.84 13.21 24.61
Public 4.97 8.33 15.31 19.97

Table 5.2: Gross error (in %) in the estimation of
fundamental frequency, when fS is hypothesized as
the fundamental frequency.

C0 C1 C2 C3

Car 5.85 17.62 24.67 24.41
Office 4.81 7.70 11.21 19.37
Public 4.92 7.62 13.93 15.51

The frequency corresponding to the maximum value in the magnitude of the short-time

Fourier transform (STFT) of the filtered signal is identified. This frequency is denoted by

fS, where the subscriptS refers to the STFT. We first estimate the effect of the spurious

zero crossings in the filtered signaly[n] on the accuracy of extraction of the fundamen-

tal frequency. LetfZ denote the reciprocal of the time interval between two successive

PNZCs in the filtered signaly[n]. Here, the subscriptZ indicates that the fundamental fre-

quency is obtained using the time interval between the zero crossings ofy[n]. Table 5.1

shows the GE in the estimation of the fundamental frequency,when fZ is hypothesized

as the fundamental frequency. By contrast, whenfS is hypothesized as the fundamental

frequency, the GE reduces significantly as shown in Table 5.2. This reduction in GE is

observed for all the distances, and for all the three environments. Table 5.2 indicates that

even for distant speech (channelC3), fS lies within 20% of the reference value of the

fundamental frequency, for about 80% of the frames in the database for office environ-

ment. This confirms the earlier observation that the fundamental frequency is the most

dominant spectral component in the filtered signal, and thatthe effect of resonances of the

vocal tract system is reduced significantly due to the zero frequency filtering.
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Fig. 5.8: Illustration of pitch period information in filtered signal. (a) Speech
signal s[n] collected at a distance. (b) The filtered signal y[n]. (c) The refined
filtered signal ỹ[n].

5.2.5 Refinement of the filtered signal

Figure 5.8(a) shows a voiced segment of distant speech signal. The corresponding filtered

signal is shown in Fig. 5.8(b). The information of the pitch periodicity is seen more clearly

in the filtered signal (Fig. 5.8(b)) than in the distant speech signal (Fig. 5.8(a)). However,

the presence of spurious zero crossings in the filtered signal in some segments of voiced

speech can lead to errors in the estimation of the pitch period. The knowledge of the

fundamental frequency, as estimated from the filtered signal, can be exploited to remove

the spurious zero crossings in the filtered signal. The short-time spectrum of the filtered

signal is computed, and the frequencyfS corresponding to the largest peak value of the

magnitude of STFT is obtained. The values offS derived from successive segments of

y[n] are filtered using a 5-point median filter, to eliminate erroneous values offS. Let f̃S

denote the value obtained after the median filtering, and letω̃S denote the corresponding
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Table 5.3: Gross error (in %) in the estimation of
fundamental frequency, when f̃Z is hypothesized as
the fundamental frequency.

C0 C1 C2 C3

Car 5.77 14.15 23.68 21.70
Office 4.68 6.94 9.54 18.98
Public 4.88 6.93 11.87 14.61

angular frequency in radians. An all-pole filterP(z), whose system function is given by

P(z) =
1

(1− rejω̃Sz−1)(1− re− jω̃Sz−1)
, (5.1)

is constructed withr = 0.99, so as to have a sharp peak at ˜ωS in the magnitude re-

sponse ofP(z). The signaly[n] is filtered throughP(z), resulting in a signal ˜y[n], which

is nearly free of the influence of spurious zero crossings iny[n]. Figure 5.8(c) shows the

outputỹ[n], obtained by filteringy[n] through the all-pole filterP(z). The spurious zero

crossings present iny[n] (Fig. 5.8(b)) are eliminated in ˜y[n] (Fig. 5.8(c)). Also, the pitch

information is more clearly visible in ˜y[n], compared toy[n] or the speech signal. The

time interval between successive PNZCs of ˜y[n] is now used for deriving the fundamental

frequency. Letf̃Z denote the reciprocal of the time interval between successive PNZCs

in ỹ[n]. Table 5.3 shows the GE in the estimation of the fundamentalfrequency, when

f̃Z is hypothesized as the fundamental frequency. The reduction in the GE values rela-

tive to those given in Table 5.1 indicates that filtering the signal y[n] throughP(z) does

help in eliminating several spurious zero crossings iny[n]. The results in Table 5.3 are

similar to those in Table 5.2. Thus, bothfS and f̃Z give similar results for the extrac-

tion of fundamental frequency. The signal ˜y[n] helps to obtain the precise locations of

the zero crossings. The proposed method depends only on the sequence of impulse-like

excitations, and not on the similarity of the speech signal waveform in successive glottal

cycles. Hence the method is not affected by the interaction of the fundamental frequency

and the formant structure. The important steps in the proposed algorithm are summarized

in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Summary of the steps involved in the proposed method for extraction of funda-
mental frequency.

1. The filtered signaly[n] is computed from the speech signals[n] (Section 5.2.1).
This involves the computation of the outputx[n] of the cascade of zero frequency
resonators. The window length for subtraction of the local mean fromx[n] is com-
puted (Section 5.2.3).

2. The frequencyfS corresponding to the maximum value of the magnitude of short-
time spectrum of the filtered signaly[n] is obtained (Section 5.2.4).

3. The sequence of values offS is filtered using a 5-point median filter, resulting in a
sequence of values of̃fS (Section 5.2.5).

4. The all-pole filterP(z) constructed using Eq. 5.1 is used to filtery[n] to obtainỹ[n]
(Section 5.2.5).

5. The fundamental frequencỹfZ is obtained as the reciprocal of the time interval
between successive PNZCs of ˜y[n] (Section 5.2.5).

5.3 Experimental evaluation and results

In this section, the performance of the proposed method for extraction of the fundamental

frequency is evaluated, and compared to the results from sixexisting methods. These

methods have been chosen as representatives of algorithms of pitch extraction in time

domain and frequency domain. A brief description of the six methods is given in Sec-

tion 5.3.1, and the performance evaluation is discussed in Section 5.3.2.

5.3.1 Description of methods used for comparison

(1) Autocorrelation method (AC) [128]: The short-term autocorrelation sequence of win-

dowed speech signal is computed in such a way that it does not taper off for higher

values of lag. The autocorrelation of the signal segment is computed by dividing the

autocorrelation of the windowed signal with the autocorrelation of the window func-

tion. Additionally, sinc interpolation is performed around the local maxima in the au-

tocorrelation sequence, so as to overcome the artifacts dueto sampling and thereby in-

crease the accuracy of estimation. Implementation of this algorithm is available athttp:
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//www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/, as part of Praat system [129].

(2) Crosscorrelation method (CC) [130]: Crosscorrelation sequence is computed using

two separate windows of the signal, which are of the same length. The objective is to

overcome the effect of roll-off of the values of the autocorrelation sequence for higher

lags. Implementation of this algorithm is available athttp://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/

praat/, as part of the Praat system [129].

(3) Robust algorithm for pitch tracking (RAPT) [131]: In this method, peaks in the cross-

correlation sequence are identified, and the lags corresponding to these peaks are hypoth-

esized as candidates for the pitch period. A dynamic programming algorithm is applied

to select the sequence of lags which minimizes a pitch consistency cost function. Imple-

mentation of this algorithm is available athttp://www.ee.ic.ac.uk/hp/staff/dmb/

voicebox/voicebox.html.

(4) Fundamental frequency estimator (YIN) [132]: The autocorrelation method is modi-

fied to include the minimization of a difference function (which is the difference between

a signal and its delayed version). Parabolic interpolationis used for accurate detection of

the minimum value of the difference function. Implementation of this algorithm is avail-

able athttp://audition.ens.fr/adc/sw/yin.zip.

(5) Subharmonic summation (SHS) [84]: The algorithm is based on the observation that

when a linear frequency scale is transformed to a logarithmic scale, the integral multi-

ples of the fundamental frequency are shifted accordingly on the logarithmic scale. The

abscissaf of the spectrum is transformed to a logarithmic scalefl = log( f ). For each

value fl of the frequency on the logarithmic scale, the spectral magnitudes corresponding

to the various componentsfl + log(k), k = 1,2, · · · ,K, are summed up. The value of

fl which maximizes this summation is hypothesized as the logarithm of the fundamental

frequency. Implementation of this algorithm is available at http://www.fon.hum.uva.

nl/praat/, as part of the Praat system [129].

(6) Subharmonic-to-harmonic ratio (SHRP) [85]: The subharmonic-to-harmonic ratio

(SHR) is defined as sum of the subharmonic amplitudes divided by the sum of the har-

monic amplitudes, where the subharmonic frequencies are integral multiples of one half

of the fundamental frequency. The fundamental frequency iscomputed on the basis of the

position of global maximum of SHR, and that of a relative localmaximum of SHR. Im-
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plementation of this algorithm is available athttp://read.pudn.com/downloads137/

sourcecode/speech/584345/shrp.m__.htm.

All the methods are evaluated using a search range of 40 Hz to 600 Hz. The voicing

detection mechanisms of the methods are disabled (whereverapplicable) in the evalua-

tion. The values of fundamental frequency are extracted once for every 10 ms.

5.3.2 Performance evaluation

Performance of the proposed method and those of the six existing methods for extraction

of the fundamental frequency are shown in Table 5.5, for distant speech signals collected

in three different environments. The entries for ‘Method-I’ denote the performance of

the proposed method. For each distance, the least values of gross error, mean error and

standard deviation among the different methods are indicated in boldface. The GE for

the proposed method is lower than that of the other methods, for C0, C1, C2 andC3.

The mean error and the standard deviation are relatively higher for the proposed method,

particularly for distant speech (C2 andC3). This is because, the number of values of the

fundamental frequency falling within 20% of the corresponding reference values is higher

for the proposed method, due to inclusion of higher percentage of low SNR segments.

Such segments contribute to an increase in the mean error (M)and the standard deviation

(SD). Also, in the proposed method (Method-I), the fundamental frequency is obtained

as the reciprocal of the time intervalTZ between two successive PNZCs of the filtered

signal. Even a small perturbation in this time interval results in an increase in M and SD.

For instance, in a segment with pitch period of 5 ms, an error of 0.1 ms results in an error

of 4 Hz in the extraction of the fundamental frequency. To improve the accuracy of the

proposed method, correlation between successive glottal cycles of speech signal can be

exploited. The autocorrelation sequence is computed using30 ms segments of speech

signal. The location of the strongest peak in the autocorrelation sequence, lying within

an interval of±1 ms fromTZ, is hypothesized as the pitch period, and its reciprocal is

hypothesized as the fundamental frequency. This approach is denoted by Method-II in

Table 5.5. The entries for Method-II indicate that the use ofthe autocorrelation sequence

reduces the mean error significantly, although the GE changes only marginally.
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Table 5.5: Performance of the proposed method for extraction of fundamental frequency from close-speaking and distant speech signals.
Performances of six existing methods are also listed for comparison. For each distance, the least values of gross error, mean error and
standard deviation among the different methods are indicated in boldface. Speech signals were collected in three different environments.

GE (%) M (Hz) SD (Hz)
Method C0 C1 C2 C3 C0 C1 C2 C3 C0 C1 C2 C3

AC 7.96 57.61 29.67 37.18 2.75 3.48 3.20 3.85 4.32 5.37 5.60 5.98
CC 7.79 54.98 26.76 38.06 2.35 3.24 3.13 3.55 4.03 5.36 5.58 5.92

Car SHS 16.49 51.68 60.16 57.64 2.53 2.79 2.79 3.38 3.70 4.25 4.41 5.12
SHRP 10.63 64.86 52.72 56.06 2.80 2.56 2.42 2.83 3.79 3.58 3.68 4.04
RAPT 10.46 55.76 41.46 42.27 2.74 2.91 2.55 3.96 4.29 4.57 4.42 6.37
YIN 9.74 65.18 40.18 47.30 3.95 4.33 4.08 4.88 4.98 5.42 5.68 6.33

Method I 5.77 14.15 23.68 21.70 4.52 5.03 6.85 7.63 3.80 6.59 8.09 8.81
Method II 5.75 12.34 20.34 19.81 3.53 3.91 4.57 4.65 5.11 5.39 6.43 6.42

GE (%) M (Hz) SD (Hz)
C0 C1 C2 C3 C0 C1 C2 C3 C0 C1 C2 C3

AC 6.67 8.14 10.28 32.74 3.12 3.32 3.37 6.09 4.77 5.10 5.29 7.49
CC 6.68 8.54 10.83 33.75 2.51 2.78 3.24 7.00 4.15 4.61 5.09 7.99

Office SHS 14.06 16.56 18.91 45.63 2.94 3.00 2.98 5.14 4.20 4.40 4.53 6.81
SHRP 8.98 10.96 20.15 61.17 3.32 3.38 3.37 5.43 4.54 4.70 4.74 6.86
RAPT 9.02 10.85 16.26 44.81 2.91 3.13 3.54 6.98 4.65 4.82 5.26 7.92
YIN 7.03 10.25 15.65 38.55 4.50 4.46 4.31 5.56 5.65 5.72 5.76 6.91

Method I 4.68 6.94 9.54 18.98 4.99 5.20 5.43 9.53 4.60 5.27 5.48 10.25
Method II 5.34 7.02 9.34 19.71 3.96 3.89 4.21 6.17 5.63 5.35 5.46 7.55

GE (%) M (Hz) SD (Hz)
C0 C1 C2 C3 C0 C1 C2 C3 C0 C1 C2 C3

AC 6.39 10.64 22.28 38.17 2.84 2.94 3.19 3.93 4.34 4.56 4.93 5.87
CC 6.16 10.97 23.30 37.69 2.39 2.52 3.18 3.76 4.03 4.26 5.02 5.90

Public SHS 14.58 19.13 27.29 44.66 2.68 2.64 2.75 3.15 3.80 3.81 4.18 4.73
SHRP 8.78 14.63 33.32 65.27 2.98 2.80 2.93 3.31 4.15 3.82 3.95 4.43
RAPT 8.35 12.55 25.60 45.66 2.71 2.81 3.29 3.47 4.26 4.35 4.74 4.92
YIN 6.96 13.76 28.78 48.29 4.11 4.12 4.12 4.60 5.08 5.12 5.28 5.75

Method I 4.88 6.93 11.87 14.61 4.86 4.83 5.70 7.29 4.32 4.44 6.63 9.02
Method II 5.03 6.76 10.94 14.08 3.65 3.50 3.98 4.59 5.02 4.47 5.09 5.83
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Fig. 5.9: Variation of GE as a function of the deviation between extracted values and the
corresponding reference values of the fundamental frequency. (a) Variation of GE for dis-
tant speech signals (collected over C3) for the different methods. (b) Variation of GE for the
proposed method (M-II), for close-speaking and distant speech signals.

5.3.2.1 Variation of gross error with tolerance

In Section 5.1, gross error (GE) is defined as the percentage of voiced frames for which

the extracted value of the fundamental frequency deviates from the reference value by

more than 20%. The gross error can be computed by varying the percentage deviation (or

tolerance) between the extracted and the reference values of the fundamental frequency.

Figure 5.9(a) shows the variation of GE for different values of the deviation, for distant

speech signals (C3). The proposed method (Method-II, denoted by M-II) has smaller val-

ues of GE compared to the other methods, even for smaller values of the deviation (3%

to 10%). Also, the reduction in GE over the range 10-30% is greater for the proposed

method (M-II), compared to the other methods. Figure 5.9(b)shows the variation of GE

for the proposed method (M-II), for close-speaking and distant speech signals. The reduc-

tion in GE with deviation is more pronounced for close-speaking speech (C0), compared

to the distant speech (C3).
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5.3.2.2 Variation of gross error with energy and duration ofvoiced segments

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of distant speech signal reduces as a function of distance,

since the amplitude of the direct component reduces relative to reverberation and noise

components. Let us consider the short-time energy of voicedsegments in close-speaking

speech signal. The short-time signal power (on logarithmicscale) is given byEc =

10 log10{ 1
N

∑N−1
n=0 s2[n]}. The lengthN is chosen corresponding to a duration of 25 ms.

The short-time powerEc (expressed in dB) is computed from close-speaking speech sig-

nals at a rate of 100 frames per second. The effect of reverberation and noise in a voiced

segment of distant speech signal depends on the value ofEc in the corresponding segment

of the close-speaking speech signal. In the extraction of the fundamental frequency from

distant speech signals, the errors are dependent on the values ofEc in the corresponding

close-speaking speech signals. The values of the fundamental frequency are obtained for

the corresponding frames, from the close-speaking and the distant speech signals. Distri-

bution ofEc is shown in Fig. 5.10(a). The distribution is estimated fromthe voiced regions

of the 1020 close-speaking utterances in SPEECON database. Figure 5.11(a) shows the

GE obtained using all those voiced frames of distant speech (C2), for which Ec is greater

than a threshold. For instance, the GE in Fig. 5.11(a) corresponding to the abscissa of

-55 dB is obtained using all those frames of distant speech signals (C2), for which the

short-time signal powerEc of the close-speaking signal is greater than or equal to -55

dB. Figure 5.11(b) shows the variation of GE for distant speech signals collected overC3.

Figures 5.11(a) and (b) indicate that the value of GE reducessystematically when voiced

segments with lower values ofEc are progressively excluded from the computation of GE.

This trend is expected, since, smaller the value ofEc of a voiced segment of the close-

speaking speech signal, greater is the degradation suffered by the corresponding segment

of the distant speech signal. In Figs. 5.11(a) and (b), the proposed method (M-II) shows

significantly lower values of GE compared to the other methods. This is attributed to the

impulse-like nature of excitation, which imparts higher SNR to a short segment of speech

signal in its vicinity. While the overall SNR may be small, theSNR in short segments

of speech signal around the impulse-like excitations is relatively higher, and can help in

processing of speech signals in the presence of degradations.
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Fig. 5.10: Distribution of (a) short-time power and (b) duration of voiced segments of close-
speaking speech signals.
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Fig. 5.11: Variation of GE with short-time power of voiced segments, for distant speech
signals collected over (a) C2 and (b) C3.

Algorithms for extraction of the fundamental frequency mayalso be sensitive to the

duration of voiced segments. Methods based on block processing use a window length

between 20 ms and 50 ms, to encompass multiple pitch periods of speech signal. Dis-

tribution of the duration of the voiced segments in SPEECON database is shown in

Fig. 5.10(b). The durations of voiced segments are measuredfrom the reference values of

voiced/unvoiced decision.
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Fig. 5.12: Variation of GE with duration of voiced segments, for distant speech signals col-
lected over (a) C2 and (b) C3.

Figure 5.12(a) shows the GE obtained using all those voiced frames of distant speech

signals (C2), for which the duration of the voiced segments is lesser than a threshold.

For instance, the GE in Fig. 5.12(a) corresponding to the abscissa of 150 ms is obtained

using those voiced segments of distant speech signals (C2), whose durations are lesser

than or equal to 150 ms. Figure 5.12(b) shows the variation ofGE for distant speech

signals collected overC3. Figures 5.12(a) and (b) indicate that the value of GE is higher

for voiced segments of shorter duration. All the methods result in greater error for voiced

segments of shorter duration (50-100 ms), although this error is significantly less for the

proposed method (M-II). It is likely that the voiced segments of shorter duration are also

the segments with low SNR. In Figs. 5.12(a) and (b), the GE doesnot decrease appreciably

for different methods for voiced segments whose durations lie between 200 ms and 600

ms.

5.3.2.3 Similarity of high SNR regions in successive glottal cycles

Algorithms for estimation of the fundamental frequency, which depend on the similarity

of speech signal waveform in successive glottal cycles, show significant degradation in

performance in the case of distant speech signals. This can be explained as follows: For a
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speaking and distant speech signals.

segment of speech signals[n] of L samples, the covariance sequencec[l] is computed as

c[l] =
ΣL−1

n=0s[n]s[n+ l]
√

ΣL−1
n=0s2[n]

√

ΣL−1
n=0s2[n+ l]

, l = 0,1,2, . . . , L − 1, (5.2)

wherel is the lag, andL is chosen corresponding to 20 ms. The maximum value of the

covariance sequence is identified for lags which lie between2 ms and 20 ms. We de-

note this maximum value as correlation coefficient, which is a measure of similarity of

the speech signals in successive glottal cycles. Distribution of the correlation coefficient

for close-speaking and distant speech signals is shown in Fig. 5.13. Clearly, the signal

similarity in successive glottal cycles reduces as a function of distance. This reduction

in signal similarity causes degradation in the performanceof the algorithms for funda-

mental frequency estimation, which attempt to exploit the waveform similarity in time or

frequency domains. By contrast, the robustness of the proposed method can be attributed

to the characteristics of impulse-like excitations in voiced speech.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, a method is proposed for extraction of the fundamental frequency from

distant speech signals. The method exploits the robustnessof impulse-like excitations

in voiced speech. The key idea is that the short segments of high SNR in the speech

signal are robust to the effects of reverberation and noise. The high SNR regions are

located in the vicinity of the impulse-like excitations. The locations of the impulse-like

excitations in speech signal are derived from the locationsof the zero crossings of the

filtered signal, where the latter is obtained by filtering thespeech signal through a cascade

of resonators located at zero frequency. The filtered signalpreserves the information

specific to the fundamental frequency, and is free from the effects of resonances of the

vocal tract. An estimate of the fundamental frequency derived from the filtered signal is

used to remove spurious zero crossings in the filtered signal. For distant speech signals,

the proposed method gives significantly better accuracy in comparison with some of the

existing methods for estimation of the fundamental frequency. The performance of the

proposed method degrades for voiced segments with very low signal energy and for voiced

segments with short duration (50-100 ms), although the degradation is significantly less

compared to the other methods.

Processing of distant speech signals for applications suchas automatic speaker and

speech recognition requires extraction of robust featuresof the source of excitation and the

vocal tract system. Formant frequencies are robust to the effect of noise and reverberation,

and can be useful for applications which involve processingof distant speech signals. In

the next chapter, we discuss some issues in the extraction offormant frequencies from

distant speech signals.
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Chapter 6

Extraction of formants from short

segments of speech signals

When human listeners perceive speech at a distance from the speaker, there is hardly any

loss of intelligibility or difficulty in perceiving the vocal characteristics of the speaker.

This indicates that sound-specific and speaker-specific information are preserved even in

the distant speech signal. But the acoustic features derivedfrom the distant speech sig-

nal exhibit significant variation relative to those derivedfrom the close-speaking speech

signal. This is true in the case of acoustic features which represent the envelope of short-

time spectrum of speech signal. It is important to derive acoustic features which are

robust to the effect of distance and degradations, and which represent sound-specific and

speaker-specific information embedded in the speech signal. Formant frequencies, which

represent the resonances of the vocal tract system, are robust features compared to the

envelope of the short-time spectrum. The focus of this chapter is on the extraction of

formant frequencies from distant speech signals.

Existing methods of formant extraction are based on magnitude characteristics of the

short-time spectrum of speech signal. Some of these methodswere reviewed in Chapter 2.

On the other hand, the phase of the short-time spectrum has certain properties which can

be exploited for extraction of formant frequencies. In thischapter, we exploit the prop-

erties of group delay function for extraction of formants from short segments of speech
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signals. The key idea is based on the high resolution property of numerator of group delay

function (NGDF). In addition, the high SNR characteristic in short segments of speech

signal is also exploited for extraction of the formant frequencies.

This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.1, spectral characteristics of distant

speech signals are discussed, and the robustness of formantfrequencies in distant speech

signals is highlighted. Section 6.2 reviews important properties of group delay function

which are useful for extraction of formants from speech signals. The high resolution

property of NGDF is discussed. Section 6.3 describes the extraction of formants from

short segments of speech signal using the NGDF. In Section 6.4, a method is proposed

for emphasizing the regions of high signal-to-noise ratio,so as to improve the robustness

of formant extraction. In Section 6.5, accuracy of formant extraction of the NGDF-based

method is compared to that of a method based on linear prediction analysis. The ideas

presented in the chapter are summarized in Section 6.6.

6.1 Spectral characteristics of distant speech signals

Speech signals collected at a distance are affected by noise and reverberation. The effect

of noise and reverberation on distant speech signals can be observed in both time and

frequency domains. Figure 6.1 shows a segment of close-speaking speech signal and the

corresponding segments of distant speech signals, collected in a laboratory environment

with room dimensions of 6 m× 4.5 m× 3 m. Four omnidirectional microphones were

placed at distances of 0.06 m, 0.6 m, 1.2 m and 1.8 m from the speaker, along a straight

line joining the speaker and the microphones. The microphones were placed such that the

speaker was at the same horizontal level as the microphone setup. While ambient noise

is independent of speech, the reverberant components are dependent on the segments of

speech signal. In Figs. 6.1(b), (c) and (d), amplitudes of the signals in the interval between

75 ms and 100 ms are attributed to reverberation and ambient noise, since there is no

direct component of speech signal in this interval (Fig. 6.1(a)). Reverberation affects

the information specific to (a) pitch periodicity and (b) damping of resonances of the

vocal tract within the pitch cycles. The information of pitch periodicity is less evident in
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Fig. 6.1: Illustration of time domain characteristics of distant speech signals. (a) A
segment of close-speaking speech signal collected at a distance of 0.06 m from the
speaker. The corresponding segments of speech signals collected at distances of (b)
0.6 m, (c) 1.2 m and (c) 1.8 m.

speech signals collected at 1.2 m and 1.8 m (Figs. 6.1(c) and (d)), compared to the signals

collected at 0.06 m and 0.6 m (Figs. 6.1(a) and (b)). The damping of resonances of the

vocal tract within the pitch cycles is also less prominent inFigs. 6.1(c) and (d), compared

to that in Figs. 6.1(a) and (b).

Short-time spectral features derived from the segments of distant speech signal differ

from the spectral features derived from the corresponding segments of close-speaking

speech signal. This is because, spectral features computedusing 2-4 pitch periods (20-30

ms) of speech signal are affected by the inclusion of noisy samples in the computation of

the short-time spectrum. Figure 6.2 illustrates the variation of short-time spectral features

with distance. The figure shows corresponding segments of speech signals collected at

distances of 0.06 m, 0.6 m, 1.2 m and 1.8 m from a speaker, and also the magnitudes of
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Fig. 6.2: Illustration of short-time spectral characteristics of distant speech signals. (a)
A segment of close-speaking speech signal collected at a distance of 0.06 m from the
speaker and (b) magnitude of the short-time spectrum of the segment. The plot-pairs
(c)-(d), (e)-(f) and (g)-(h) correspond to speech signals collected at distances of 0.6
m, 1.2 m and 1.8 m, respectively, from the speaker. Each plot-pair shows the signal
segment and its magnitude spectrum.

short-time spectra of these segments. For the close-speaking speech signal (Fig. 6.2(a)),

harmonics of the fundamental frequency are prominent in themagnitude of the short-time

spectrum (Fig. 6.2(b)) over the entire frequency range of 0-4 kHz. In the case of distant

speech, harmonics of the fundamental frequency are prominent around the peaks of the

spectral envelope, but less so near the valleys of the spectral envelope (Figs. 6.2(f) and

(h)). The information specific to the harmonics of the fundamental frequency is distorted

around the valleys of the spectral envelope (Figs. 6.2(f) and (h)). This is because, the

regions of the short-time spectrum around the peaks of the spectral envelope have higher

SNR in the spectral domain, compared to the regions around the valleys of the spectral
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Fig. 6.3: Spectrograms of close-speaking and distant speech signals. (a) A segment
of close-speaking speech signal. (b) Spectrogram of the close-speaking speech signal.
(c) A segment of distant speech signal (collected at 1.8 m) corresponding to the close-
speaking speech signal in (a). (d) Spectrogram of the distant speech signal.

envelope.

The dynamic range of the short-time spectrum of distant speech signals is lower than

that of the corresponding close-speaking speech signals. The bandwidths associated with

the spectral peaks are larger in the case of distant speech signals, compared to close-

speaking speech signals. Figure 6.3 shows a close-speakingspeech signal and its spectro-

gram. The corresponding distant speech signal (collected at 1.8 m) and its spectrogram are

also shown. In Fig. 6.3(d), the spectral peaks are smeared compared to those in Fig. 6.3(b).

The contours of the spectral peaks are prominent for close-speaking speech (Fig. 6.3(b)),

while they degrade slightly in the case of distant speech (Fig. 6.3(d)), particularly in the
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regions of formant transitions (0.5 s to 0.6 s and 1.0 s to 1.1 sin Fig. 6.3(d)).

Cepstral parameters derived from the short-time spectrum ofdistant speech signals

show variation relative to those derived from the corresponding close-speaking signals.

This variation leads to a loss of performance in automatic speech processing systems

such as speech and speaker recognition systems, when the acoustic features are derived

from distant speech signals. Formant frequencies, which are relatively robust to the effect

of distance and degradations, may be useful for such applications. However, extraction of

formant frequencies from speech signal presents some challenges which were discussed in

Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.3). In this work, we exploit the properties of group delay function

to address some of these issues in the extraction of formant frequencies.

6.2 Formant extraction using group delay function

Fourier analysis of a real signal yields the magnitude and phase components of the signal.

An important property of phase is that the phase spectrum of acascade of resonators is

obtained by the addition of the phase spectra of the individual resonators. However, the

phase of the Fourier transform is seldom used for extractionof parameters, because the

phase is available in a wrapped form (i.e., confined to the interval±π). The discontinuities

in the phase spectrum introduced due to wrapping of the phasespectrum pose difficulty

in the processing of phase. Unwrapping of phase in discrete-time domain is difficult due

to the following reasons:

1. If there are large phase transitions in the original (unwrapped) phase spectrum, then

there are errors in unwrapping.

2. The phase of the original signal is affected by the windowing of speech samples

during the computation of short-time spectrum. The position and size of the window

affects the phase of the signal.

This issue is addressed by processing group delay function derived from the phase spec-

trum. The group delay function is defined as the negative derivative of the phase of the
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Fourier transform. An advantage of the group delay functionover the phase spectrum

is that the group delay function can be computed directly from the time domain signal

without having to compute the unwrapped phase [133]. Also, the additive property of the

phase is retained in the group delay function. We discuss some properties of the group

delay function in the context of a system which is represented by a cascade of resonators.

These properties are useful for extraction of formant frequencies from speech signals.

We also discuss the computation of group delay function fromspeech signal, and some

issues involved in the extraction of formant frequencies from the computed group delay

function.

6.2.1 Properties of group delay function

The group delay function has the following properties [104]:

1. High resolution property: For a resonator with magnituderesponse|H(ω)|, the

group delay functionτ(ω) is directly proportional to the square of the magnitude

response around the resonant frequencyω0, i.e.,τ(ω0) ∝ |H(ω0)|2.

2. Additive property: For a cascade of resonators with resonant frequenciesω0, ω1, . . . , ωK,

the group delay functionτ(ω) is the sum of the group delay functions of the con-

stituent resonators. That is,τ(ω) =
∑K

k=0 τk(ω), whereτk(ω) denotes the group delay

function of the resonator whose resonant frequency isωk.

3. For a cascade of resonators, the valueτ(ωk) of the group delay function at a partic-

ular resonant frequencyωk is governed mainly byτk(ωk). The contribution of the

valuesτ j(ωk), j , k, to τ(ωk) is negligible in comparison to that ofτk(ωk).

4. Poles and zeroes appear as peaks and valleys, respectively, in the group delay func-

tion.

5. For a pole on the unit circle at some frequencyω0, τ(ω0) → +∞. Similarly, for a

zero on the unit circle at frequencyω0, τ(ω0)→ −∞.
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These properties of the group delay function are useful for extraction of resonant frequen-

cies of a system which can be modeled as a cascade of resonators. During the production

of speech, the vocal tract system can be modeled as a cascade of resonators. Hence,

these properties of group delay functions are useful for extraction of formant frequencies

from speech signals. We now discuss the computation of groupdelay function from real

signals.

6.2.2 Computation of group delay function

The Fourier transformX(ω) of a signalx(t) is given by

X(ω) =
1
2π

∫

x(t)e− jωtdt (6.1)

= XR(ω) + jXI (ω)

= |X(ω)|ejθ(ω), (6.2)

where|X(ω)| andθ(ω) denote the magnitude and phase of the Fourier transform, respec-

tively, and are given by|X(ω)| =
√

X2
R(ω) + X2

I (ω), andθ(ω) = arctanXI (ω)
XR(ω) . Here,XR(ω)

andXI (ω denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex Fourier trans-

form X(ω). Applying logarithm operator on both sides, we get

log X(ω) = log |X(ω)| + jθ(ω). (6.3)

Differentiating both sides with respect toω gives

X′(ω)
X(ω)

=
d

dω
log |X(ω)| + jθ′(ω), (6.4)
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whereX′(ω) = d
dωX(ω), andθ′(ω) = d

dωθ(ω). The group delay functionτ(ω) is defined as

the negative derivative of the phase of the Fourier transform [118], i.e.,

τ(ω) = −θ′(ω) (6.5)

= −Imag

[

X′(ω)
X(ω)

]

(6.6)

=
X′R(ω)XI (ω) − X′I (ω)XR(ω)

|X(ω)|2 , (6.7)

whereX′(ω) = X′R(ω) + jX′I (ω) is the Fourier transform of− jtx(t).

For discrete-time signals, the corresponding discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) are used

in the above relations. In the case of speech signals, computation of group delay function

is performed using segments of speech signals whose duration may vary from less than a

pitch period (1-4 ms) to multiple pitch periods (20-30 ms).

Computation of group delay function is affected by the nulls in the magnitude spec-

trum of the signal. This effect is also indicated by the denominator term|X(ω)|2 in Eq. 6.7,

which represents the magnitude spectrum. A segment of voiced speech signal is shown

in Fig. 6.4(a), and the corresponding group delay function is shown in Fig. 6.4(b). The

zeroes of thez−transform of the segment, shown in Fig. 6.4(c), are distributed close to

the unit circle (|z| = 1). Due to the proximity of the zeroes of thez−transform to the unit

circle, the group delay function assumes a spiky appearance. These spikes in the group

delay function mask the spectral peaks due to the resonancesof the vocal tract system.

The zeroes of thez−transform of the signal are primarily due to the effect of windowing,

and due to the interaction between the source of excitation and the vocal tract system.

Some methods have been proposed to address this issue. In [106], the group delay func-

tion was computed from the minimum phase version of the signal. In [107], the group

delay function was computed on circles other than the unit circle. In this work, we exploit

the numerator term in the expression of group delay function(Eq. 6.7) for overcoming the

effect of spectral nulls.
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Fig. 6.4: Illustration of the effect of nulls in the magnitude spectrum on group delay function.
(a) A segment of voiced speech signal. (b) The corresponding group delay function. (c)
Zeroes of the z−transform of the signal.

6.2.3 High resolution property of numerator of group delay function

In the equation for group delay function (Eq. 6.7), the denominator term corresponds to

the square of the magnitude spectrum. Hence, the values in the magnitude spectrum which

are close to zero are responsible for the spurious peaks seenin the group delay function.

The group delay function has peaks at the formant frequencies, where the magnitude

spectrum too has peaks. Let us consider only the numerator term in Eq. 6.7. The nu-

meratorg(ω) of the group delay function is given byg(ω) = X′R(ω)XI (ω) − X′I (ω)XR(ω).

From Eq. 6.7, we observe thatg(ω) = τ(ω)|X(ω)|2. Also, in the vicinity of a resonant

frequencyωi, τ(ωi) ∝ |X(ωi)|2. This latter property of the group delay function is valid

if the vocal tract system is assumed to be a cascade of resonators. This implies that

g(ωi) ∝ |X(ωi)|4, i.e., the NGDF has better resolution than the group delay function itself.

Thus the numeratorg(ω) of the group delay function should show sharper peaks at the

resonant frequencies, compared to the group delay functionτ(ω).

Figure 6.5 shows the log magnitude spectrum, the group delayfunction and the NGDF

for a segment of voiced speech. Two formant frequencies between 1.5 kHz and 2.5 kHz

are not prominent in the log magnitude spectrum (Fig. 6.5(b)). However, these are clearly

observed in the NGDF (Fig. 6.5(d)). In the group delay function, peaks due to formant

frequencies may be masked by spurious peaks due to zeroes close to the unit circle. For

instance, the formant frequency between 3.5 kHz and 4 kHz is not prominent in the group
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Fig. 6.5: Illustrating the high resolution property of NGDF for extraction of formants. (a)
A segment of close-speaking speech signal. (b) Magnitude of short-time spectrum of
the signal segment. (c) The corresponding group delay function. (d) Numerator of the
group delay function.

delay function (Fig. 6.5(c)), but can be detected from the NGDF. Also, the NGDF is

relatively free of spurious peaks. The peaks in the NGDF are hypothesized as formant

frequencies. For voiced segments, the locations of strong peaks in the NGDF can be

interpreted as formant frequencies.

Extraction of formant frequencies is affected by the duration and position of the win-

dow used for analysis of signal segments. Block processing methods consider 20-30 ms

of speech signal to extract the formant frequencies in that interval. However, this smears

the information within the analysis window. When the NGDF is computed using multi-
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ple pitch periods of speech signal, extraction of formants is affected by the fundamental

frequency and its harmonics. Hence it is necessary to compute the NGDF from segments

consisting of less than a pitch period of speech signal. The issues in the extraction of

formants from short segments of speech signal are discussedin the next section.

6.3 Extraction of formants from short segments using

numerator of group delay function

The short segments used for computation of the NGDF can be selected from the speech

signal, or from autocorrelation sequence or covariance sequence derived from the speech

signal. These cases are discussed below.

6.3.1 Analysis of short segments of speech signal

Characteristics of the vocal tract system vary within a pitchperiod, from the region of

closed phase of glottis to that of the open phase. During the closed phase of glottis,

subglottal and supraglottal systems are nearly decoupled.During the open phase of the

glottis, the subglottal and the supraglottal systems are coupled. Hence, the formant fre-

quencies in the open phase are slightly different from those in the closed phase. The

damping of the resonances also increases in the open phase. For accurate extraction of

formant frequencies, the analysis needs to be performed over the regions of closed phase

(or open phase). This requires detection of the glottal closure instants (GCIs), to locate the

regions of closed phase and open phase. Extraction of formants from short segments of

speech signal around the GCI was discussed for the case of close-speaking speech signal

[134]. However, accurate detection of the GCI is a challenging task when speech signal

is collected at a distance.

Figure 6.6(a) shows a close-speaking speech signal which corresponds to the utterance

‘We were away a year ago’. The utterance was spoken by a male speaker. The average

pitch period of the speaker was measured as 8 ms, over the duration of the utterance.
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Fig. 6.6: Extraction of formants from short segments of close-speaking speech
signal. (a) A segment of close-speaking speech signal. (b) Spectrogram of the
signal. (c) Formant contours derived using the NGDF.

Figure 6.6(b) shows the spectrogram of the signal, while Fig. 6.6(c) shows the formant

contours derived using the NGDF. For obtaining the spectrogram, the short-time spectrum

was computed from frames of 4 ms with a frame shift of 1 ms, i.e., an overlap of 3 ms

between two successive frames. The NGDF was also computed ina similar manner. For

each frame, four peaks were selected from the NGDF, based on the amplitude of the peaks.

The locations of these peaks were hypothesized as formant frequencies. For each frame,

the hypothesized formant frequencies are plotted using vertical lines, where a vertical

line is centered at a formant frequency and spans a band of 150Hz (75 Hz on either side)

around the formant frequency. Temporal continuity of the formant frequencies observed

in Fig. 6.6(c) is similar to that observed in the spectrogram(Fig. 6.6(b)) of the signal.

Along with the close-speaking speech signal (Fig. 6.6(a)),speech signal was also col-

lected simultaneously at a distance of 1.8 m from the speaker. The distant speech signal
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Fig. 6.7: Extraction of formants from short segments of distant speech signal.
(a) A segment of distant speech signal corresponding to the signal in Fig. 6.6(a).
(b) Spectrogram of the signal. (c) Formant contours derived using the NGDF.

is shown in Fig. 6.7(a). In the spectrogram of the distant speech signal (Fig. 6.7(b)), the

separation between the formant contours is not as clear, as that in the spectrogram of the

close-speaking speech signal (Fig. 6.6(b)). Moreover, thebands associated with the for-

mant frequencies appear to be smeared in the spectrogram of the distant speech signal

(Fig. 6.7(b)). By contrast, the temporal continuity of the formant frequencies can be ob-

served with greater clarity in the formant contours derivedusing the NGDF (Fig. 6.7(c)).

Extraction of formants from short segments of speech signalresults in a slight change

or perturbation in the values of formant frequencies derived from segments/frames within

a pitch period. Formant-specific information is preserved better in the high SNR regions

of the signal than in the other regions. However, accurate detection of high SNR regions

from distant speech signals is a nontrivial task. Here, we attempt to exploit the similarity

of high SNR regions in successive glottal cycles.
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6.3.2 Analysis of short segments of time-averaged sequences

In voiced regions of speech, the speech signal can be modeledas the output of an all-

pole filter which is excited by a sequence of impulse-like excitations. Linear prediction

(LP) analysis of speech can be used to estimate the parameters of the all-pole filter [13].

Here, speech signal is viewed as the output of an autoregressive process. An important

property of interest is that the autocorrelation coefficients of the impulse response of the

all-pole filter are related to each other by the same autoregressive relation, by which the

samples of the autocorrelation sequence of speech signal are related to each other. Also,

the firstp+ 1 autocorrelation coefficients of the impulse response of the all-pole filter are

identical to the corresponding autocorrelation coefficients of the signal. Herep denotes

the order of LP analysis. This indicates that the short-termspectral characteristics of

speech signal in voiced regions are preserved in the autocorrelation sequence derived

from the speech signal. Hence, the NGDF can be computed from short segments of

autocorrelation sequence of the speech signal.

The autocorrelation sequence is a time-averaged sequence derived from a signal. It is a

function of lag between a signal segment and its shifted version. The number of samples

involved in the computation of autocorrelation sequence decreases with the lag. The

reliability of autocorrelation sequence decreases with the lag because fewer samples are

involved in the computation. An alternate method of computing a time-averaged sequence

is to derive the covariance sequence from the signal [13] [135]. For a segment of speech

signals[n], the covariance sequencec[l] is computed as

c[l] =
ΣN−1

n=0 s[n]s[n+ l]
√

ΣN−1
n=0 s2[n]

√

ΣN−1
n=0 s2[n+ l]

, l = 0,1,2, . . . ,N − 1, (6.8)

wherel denotes the lag. Computation of the covariance sequence of lengthN requires 2N

samples of the signal. For each lag,N samples of the signal are involved in the compu-

tation of the covariance value. When the covariance sequenceis computed from a speech

segment consisting of multiple pitch periods, the covariance sequence exhibits quasiperi-

odicity like the autocorrelation sequence. However, unlike the autocorrelation sequence,

the covariance sequence does not decrease rapidly with the lag. Truncation of the analysis
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segment does not distort the covariance sequence. Importantly, the covariance sequence

preserves the short-time spectral characteristics of the signal. In LP analysis, the use of

covariance sequence may lead to poles outside the unit circle, resulting in an unstable

all-pole filter. Such an issue does not arise in the extraction of formant frequencies using

the NGDF computed from the covariance sequence.

Spurious formants can be reduced by computing the NGDF from time-averaged co-

variance sequence. The latter is obtained by averaging the covariance sequences com-

puted from successive segments of speech signal. The idea ofusing time-averaged co-

variance sequence has been explored for the extraction of formant frequencies using lin-

ear prediction analysis [20]. The high SNR characteristic of short segments of speech

signal in successive pitch periods is exploited to some extent by computing the NGDF

from the covariance sequence, or from the time-averaged covariance sequence. However,

the samples in the low SNR segments also contribute to the computation of the covariance

sequence. In the next section, we propose a method for emphasizing the regions of high

SNR for computation of the covariance sequence.

6.4 Emphasis of high SNR segments in voiced regions

The covariance sequence defined in Eq. 6.8 is a measure of similarity between two signal

segments. The sequence is a function of the lag between the two segments. The values

of the covariance sequence lie in the range [-1, 1]. A larger magnitude of the covariance

value indicates greater similarity between two signal segments. A positive covariance

value indicates similarity of phase of the two segments. In voiced regions of speech

signals, the similarity between two segments separated by apitch period is reflected as a

peak in the covariance sequence. For a lag corresponding to the pitch period (or an integral

multiple of the pitch period), the value of the covariance sequence is higher compared to

the value for other lags. The lagl0 corresponding to the maximum value of the covariance

sequence can be determined from Eq. 6.8. In the computation of l0, the firstN0 samples

of the covariance sequence are not considered. Here,N0 corresponds to a duration of 2

ms, which is a typical value of the minimum pitch period of human voice. Figure 6.8(b)
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shows an example of covariance sequence. The lagl0 is marked by the symbol ‘x’ in

Fig. 6.8(b).

Let us observe those segments of the signal which contributeto the maximum value

of the covariance sequence. With reference to Eq. 6.8, the subsequencesSn = {s[n], s[n+

1], . . . , s[n + N − 1]} andSn+l0 = {s[n + l0], s[n + l0 + 1], . . . , s[n + l0 + N − 1]} are two

matching segments of the signal. The product sequenceWn is defined as

Wn = {w[n],w[n+ 1], . . . ,w[n+ N − 1]}.

The elements ofWn are given by

w[n+ k] = s[n+ k]s[n+ k+ l0], 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1.

Within a pitch period, the productWn has greater amplitude in the regions of high SNR,

compared to the other regions. This is because, the samples of both Sn andSn+l0 have

greater amplitudes in the regions of high SNR, compared to theother regions. The mis-

match between the samples ofSn andSn+l0 is more in the regions of low SNR, due to effect

of degradations. For the voiced segment in Fig. 6.8(a), Figs. 6.8(c) and (d) showSn and

Sn+l0, respectively. Here,l0 corresponds to a lag of 6.375 ms. The subsequenceSn consists

of samples from 0 ms to 20 ms, whileSn+l0 consists of samples from 6.375 ms to 26.375

ms. The product sequenceWn is shown in Fig. 6.8(e). The values ofWn are normalized

in between -1 and 1. The negative values inWn are due to phase mismatch between the

corresponding samples ofSn andSn+l0. The phase mismatch, in turn, may be due to the

effect of degradations, or due to the change in the characteristics of the vocal tract system

from one pitch period to the next. Moving average ofWn is computed over segments of 2

ms. In computing the moving average ofWn, the negative values are replaced by zeroes

so that the moving average is nonnegative. The moving average of Wn can be viewed as

a measure of short-segment SNR. Figure 6.8(f) shows an example of the moving average

of Wn. The samples ofSn can be weighted by those ofWn, so that the speech samples

of Sn in the high SNR regions are given greater emphasis relative to the samples in the

other regions. Thus, the samples in the high SNR regions can be emphasized in a manner
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Fig. 6.8: Emphasis of high SNR regions in voiced segments. (a) A segment of
distant speech signal. (b) Covariance sequence computed from 20 ms segments.
The symbol ‘x’ indicates the time lag (6.375 ms) corresponding to the maximum
value of the covariance sequence. (c) Segment of the signal from 0 ms to 20 ms.
(d) Segment of the signal from 6.375 ms to 20 ms. (e) Samplewise product of
the two matching segments (normalized between -1 and 1). (f) Moving average
of the samplewise product (normalized between 0 and 1).

which does not need the significant excitations to be determined explicitly. This method

is particularly advantageous for distant speech and degraded speech signals, where the

detection of significant excitations from speech signal is difficult.

Once the speech samples in high SNR regions within the pitch periods are emphasized,

the covariance sequence can be computed from the frames of speech signal as described

in Section 6.3.2. The emphasis of speech samples in high SNR regions helps in reducing

the effect of degradations on the values of the covariance sequence. The NGDF can then
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Fig. 6.9: Extraction of formants from short segments of covariance sequence,
after emphasis of high SNR regions of speech signal. (a) A segment of close-
speaking speech signal. (b) Spectrogram of the signal. (c) Formant contours
derived using the NGDF.

be computed from short segments of the covariance sequence.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate the results of formant extraction using NGDF, after em-

phasizing the high SNR regions in speech signal. Figure 6.9(a) shows a close-speaking

speech signal which is same as the signal shown in Fig. 6.6(a). Figure 6.9(c) shows the

formant contours derived using the NGDF. The NGDF was computed from short seg-

ments of covariance sequence, after the emphasis of high SNRregions of speech signal.

The length of the covariance sequence was equivalent to a duration of 15 ms, i.e.,N = 720

samples at the sampling frequency of 48 kHz. Thus, speech samples spanning over a du-

ration of 30 ms were involved in the computation of the covariance sequence. The NGDF

was computed from the first 4 ms of the covariance sequence. The computations were per-

formed with a frame shift of 1 ms. The formant contours derived from the short segments

of covariance sequence (Fig. 6.9(c)) are in agreement with the trends in the spectrogram
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(Fig. 6.9(b)). Also, the formant contours in Fig. 6.9(c) aresmoother compared to those

derived directly from from the short segments of speech signal (Fig. 6.6(c)). In Fig. 6.9(c),

the variation of formant frequencies within a pitch period is significantly lesser than that

in Fig. 6.6(c). This is due to the time-averaging involved inthe computation of the covari-

ance sequence. The time-averaging can lead to inaccurate estimation of formant frequen-

cies in the regions of abrupt spectral transitions. For instance, consider the region around

1 s in Fig. 6.9. The spectrogram (Fig. 6.9(b)) shows rapid variation in the second and the

third formants, which are closely spaced. The third formantis not estimated accurately,

when the formant frequencies are derived from the covariance sequence (Fig. 6.9(c)). By

contrast, the third formant in this region is correctly detected, when the analysis is per-

formed on short segments of speech signal (Fig. 6.6(c)). Theabove observations are valid

even when the formant contours are derived from distant speech signal (Fig. 6.10). Tem-

poral continuity of the formant frequencies is more prominent in Fig. 6.10(c), compared

to that in Fig. 6.7(c).

6.5 Performance evaluation of formant extraction algo-

rithms

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the method of formant extraction based on the

NGDF. The vocal tract resonance (VTR) database is used for evaluation of the formant

extraction algorithm [136]. This section describes the speech database and the method-

ology of accurately labeling the formant frequencies. Performance of the NGDF-based

method is compared to that of an open source algorithm calledWavesurfer, where linear

prediction analysis is used for extraction of formants [137].

6.5.1 Speech data and labeling of formants

The vocal tract resonance (VTR) database consists of 516 speech utterances [136]. These

516 utterances are a subset of TIMIT corpus, which contains atotal of 6300 utterances

spoken in English by 630 speakers [123]. Of the 516 utterances, 192 utterances are spo-
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Fig. 6.10: Extraction of formants from covariance sequence, after emphasis of
high SNR regions of speech signal. (a) A segment of distant speech signal. (b)
Spectrogram of the signal. (c) Formant contours derived using the NGDF.

ken by 24 speakers, while the remaining 324 utterances are spoken by 162 speakers. The

choice of utterances and speakers is motivated by the need tohave a balanced selection

of speaker, dialect, gender and sound unit. These utterances contain rich phonetic con-

texts, and exhibit a variety of formant variations. All speech signals are close-speaking

speech signals, and are sampled at 16 kHz. For obtaining the true formant frequencies and

their trajectories, a semiautomatic method is adopted. Theformant frequencies are esti-

mated using a tracking algorithm proposed in [138]. These estimates are then corrected

manually, using the additional knowledge of signal characteristics and transcriptions.

The tracking algorithm proposed in [138] models speech signal as the output of a time-

varying nonlinear dynamic system. The nonlinear system is described by a state equation

and an observation equation. The problem of tracking the formant frequencies is posed as

the problem of state estimation. The state equation predicts a hidden state vector, which
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represents the articulatory dynamics of speech production. The observation equation rep-

resents a nonlinear relation between the acoustic observation vector and the hidden state

vector. Linear prediction cepstral coefficients are chosen as the acoustic observation vec-

tor. A piecewise linear approximation of the nonlinear observation equation is obtained,

which enables the application of Kalman filtering and smoothing algorithms for state es-

timation. This results in an initial estimate of the formanttrajectories. These estimates

are corrected manually, using the additional knowledge of word-level and phone-level

transcriptions. The visual cues provided by the speech signal and its spectrogram are also

exploited for manual correction. The task of manual correction is performed by different

human labelers. In certain regions of speech signals, the formant trajectories labeled by

different labelers differ from each other. This variation, known as cross-labeler variation,

may be attributed to the subjective nature of the task, and also to the automatic algo-

rithm of formant extraction which may prejudice the human labeler. Thus, there exists

an inherent ambiguity in the labeling of formant trajectories in certain regions of speech

signals.

The semiautomatic labeling of formant trajectories is performed for six broad phonetic

classes, which are: (a) Vowels, (b) semivowels, (c) nasals,(d) fricatives, (e) affricates and

(f) stop sounds. The first three formant frequencies are labeled, and these are denoted by

F1, F2 andF3. Errors occur in the labeling of formant trajectories despite manual cor-

rection. These errors are more likely to occur in the regionsof rapid formant transitions.

Such errors also occur in the regions where there is absence of spectral prominences,

particularly in the regions of unvoiced sounds. Also, the cross-labeler variations are ob-

served to be more significant in the case of fricatives, affricates and stop sounds, compared

to vowels, semivowels and nasals [136]. Hence we consider only the regions of vowels,

semivowels and nasals for evaluation of accuracy of formantextraction. The formant

frequencies are labeled once for every 10 ms, i.e., at a rate of 100 frames per second.
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6.5.2 Formant extraction based on linear prediction analysis

We briefly describe an algorithm for extraction of formants,which is implemented in an

open source tool called Wavesurfer. The algorithm is based on linear prediction (LP)

analysis of speech [13]. Speech signal is modeled as the output of an all-pole filter. The

complex roots of the denominator polynomial of the all-polefilter help in identifying

the formant frequencies. The choice of the order of LP analysis is critical for extracting

the formant frequencies. The algorithm requires thatNf ≤ p−2
2 , whereNf denotes the

desired number of formant frequencies, andp denotes the order of LP analysis. Ideally,

Nf formant frequencies require 2Nf all-pole coefficients for representation. In this case,

p ≥ 2Nf + 2, and the additional two coefficients help in representing the glottal roll-off.

Once the formant frequencies are hypothesized, a tracking algorithm is applied to obtain

the formant trajectories. The tracking is based on a dynamicprogramming algorithm,

which minimizes a cost function for connecting the hypothesized formant frequencies.

Performance of the algorithm depends on the choice of the LP order. We observed the

performance of the algorithm for four different choices ofp, namely,p = 8, p = 10, p =

12 andp = 14, corresponding toNf = 3, Nf = 4, Nf = 5 andNf = 6, respectively. In all

the above cases, speech signals were downsampled from 16 kHzto 11 kHz, assuming the

presence of formants upto 5500 Hz. Linear prediction analysis was performed on speech

frames of 20 ms, with a frame shift of 10 ms. The performance was measured in terms

of mean of the absolute deviation between the reference formants and the corresponding

extracted formants. The best performance of the LP-based algorithm was obtained for

p = 14.

6.5.3 Comparison of formant extraction algorithms

In this section, we compare the performance of the formant extraction algorithm based on

the NGDF, with that of the algorithm based on LP analysis. In the case of NGDF-based

methods, the high SNR regions in voiced segments of speech are emphasized using the

method proposed in Section 6.4. The NGDF is computed from short segments (4 ms) of

covariance sequence, as described in Section 6.3.2. Peaks in the NGDF are identified, and
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Table 6.1: Performance of algorithms for extraction of formant fre-
quencies, in terms of the mean of absolute deviation. The perfor-
mance of NGDF-based method is compared to that of Wavesurfer,
which is an LP-based method.

Method δF1 (Hz) δF2 (Hz) δF3 (Hz)

Vowels Wavesurfer 102.9 171.3 233.0
NGDF 127.1 134.2 156.5

Semivowels Wavesurfer 152.9 312.5 391.0
NGDF 140.5 143.0 209.5

Nasals Wavesurfer 225.1 461.8 448.4
NGDF 156.6 220.5 211.0

three peaks with strongest amplitudes are selected. The locations of these three peaks are

arranged in increasing order of frequency, and then hypothesized as the first three formant

frequencies.

Table 6.1 lists the performance of the two algorithms in terms of the mean of the abso-

lute values of deviation between the reference formants andthe corresponding extracted

formants. The mean values are denoted byδF1, δF2 and δF3 corresponding to the first

three formant frequencies, respectively. The deviation ismore in the case of the LP-based

method, compared to that of NGDF-based method (except forδF1 of vowels). An incor-

rect choice of the LP order may result in estimation of spurious formant frequencies. Also,

the assumption of an all-pole model of speech production maynot be valid always. The

coupling of the oral tract and the nasal tract may result in some anti-resonances (spectral

valleys). In such segments, the formant frequencies obtained from LP analysis may be

inaccurate. By contrast, the NGDF-based method is not sensitive to the choice of param-

eters. In some segments of speech, there may be more than three formant frequencies. In

such segments, the amplitude of NGDF peak corresponding toF4 (or F5) may be more

than that of the NGDF peak corresponding toF1, F2 or F3. This can lead to errors in for-

mant extraction. In the computation of NGDF, spurious peaksmay be introduced due to

the effect of windowing. In some segments, the amplitude of a spurious peak may exceed

that of a peak corresponding to a genuine formant frequency,resulting in an error. These

errors can be reduced by exploiting the temporal continuityof the formant frequencies.

The percentage deviations of formant frequencies are also computed. LetF1 and
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Table 6.2: Performance of algorithms for extraction of formant fre-
quencies, expressed in gross error (GE) (%). The performance of
NGDF-based method is compared to that of Wavesurfer, which is an
LP-based method.

Method GE (%) GE (%) GE (%)

Vowels Wavesurfer 30.34 12.34 12.70
NGDF 31.34 8.49 6.61

Semivowels Wavesurfer 48.83 30.54 27.05
NGDF 39.52 15.77 12.10

Nasals Wavesurfer 59.11 48.75 31.00
NGDF 53.41 22.99 10.23

F̃1 denote the reference value and the extracted value of the first formant frequency, re-

spectively, for a speech frame. The percentage deviation isgiven by F̃1−F1
F1
× 100. The

percentage deviations are computed forF2 andF3 also. The distributions of percentage

deviations of formant frequencies are shown in Figs. 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13, for vowels,

semivowels and nasals, respectively. The spreads of the distributions are measured in

terms of gross error (GE), which is defined as the percentage of speech frames for which

the extracted value of the formant frequency deviates from the reference value by more

than 20%. The values of gross error are indicated in the figures, and are also summarized

in Table 6.2.

Among the categories of sound units, the values of gross error are lowest for vowels,

followed by semivowels and nasals. This observation is truefor all the three formants.

Also, the observation is valid for both the methods of formant extraction. The gross errors

are reflected in the spread of the deviations in Figs. 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13. In addition to the

nature of the algorithms, the errors are also attributed to the inaccuracy in manual labeling

of formants for obtaining references. Manual labeling of formants is more reliable for

vowels than for semivowels and nasals, due to steady nature of vowels and prominent

higher formants in vowels. On the other hand, semivowels aredynamic sounds which

occur at the syllable boundaries, and have shorter durations than vowels. Also, the higher

formants in semivowels are damped relative to those in vowels. Visible transitions of

formant frequencies into and out of adjacent voiced segments are also exploited to mark

the reference values of semivowels [136]. In nasal consonants and nasalized vowels, the
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Fig. 6.11: Distribution of deviation of formant frequencies for vowel sounds. Distribution of
percentage deviation of (a) F1, (b) F2 and (c) F3, when the formants are extracted using LP-
based method (Wavesurfer). Distribution of percentage deviation of (d) F1, (e) F2 and (f) F3,
when the formants are extracted using NGDF-based method.

reference values of formants may be determined by frequencies corresponding to spectral

valleys instead of spectral peaks [136]. In regions where the resonances obtained using

the tracking algorithm in [138] do not match with the evidence in spectrogram, nominal

values of formant frequencies of nasal consonants are marked as the reference values

[136]. Thus, errors in manual labeling may be higher in nasals and semivowels, compared

to that in vowels.

For both the methods, the deviationsδF1, δF2 and δF3 are relatively large for nasal

sounds (Table 6.1), since these sounds are described betterby anti-resonances than by

resonances. Nasal sounds have relatively low acoustic energy, and relatively low energy

in higher frequencies. In the LP-based method, the deviations are particularly large for

nasal sounds, due to the all-pole assumption. If the formants hypothesized from individual

segments are erroneous, a subsequent formant tracking stepmay not be useful.
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Fig. 6.12: Distribution of deviation of formant frequencies for semivowel sounds. Distribution
of percentage deviation of (a) F1, (b) F2 and (c) F3, when the formants are extracted using
LP-based method (Wavesurfer). Distribution of percentage deviation of (d) F1, (e) F2 and (f)
F3, when the formants are extracted using NGDF-based method.
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Fig. 6.13: Distribution of deviation of formant frequencies for nasal sounds. Distribution of
percentage deviation of (a) F1, (b) F2 and (c) F3, when the formants are extracted using LP-
based method (Wavesurfer). Distribution of percentage deviation of (d) F1, (e) F2 and (f) F3,
when the formants are extracted using NGDF-based method.
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Among the three formant frequencies, gross error is highestfor the first formant for

all the three categories of sounds. This is due to the range ofvalues of the first formant.

For vowels, the first formant frequency typically lies between 300 Hz and 1000 Hz. For

semivowels and nasals, the first formant frequency is lesserthan 500 Hz [139]. Also,

damping of the resonance associated with the first formant frequency is greater in the

case of nasals and semivowels than that of vowels [140]. Thus, in the case ofF1, a

given amount of deviation (in Hz) results in greater percentage deviation for nasals and

semivowels, than for vowels. The greater spread of deviation of F1 compared to that of

F2 andF3 can be observed from Figs. 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13.

In this section, accuracy of formant extraction using the NGDF-based method and the

LP-based method was evaluated using close-speaking speechsignals. To compare the

performance of these two methods for extraction of formantsfrom distant speech signals,

a database of close-speaking and distant speech signals is needed, along with accurately

marked reference formants.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, some issues in the extraction of formant frequencies from speech signals

are addressed. The focus is on extraction of formants from distant speech signals, since

formant frequencies are robust acoustic features which arepreserved in the distant speech.

The high resolution property of the NGDF is exploited for extraction of formants. The

computation of formant frequencies from short segments of speech signal, and from the

short segments of time-averaged sequences (autocorrelation and covariance sequences) is

discussed. A method is proposed for emphasis of short segments in the high SNR regions

of voiced speech. The method is based on the similarity of high SNR regions in successive

glottal cycles. For close-speaking speech signals, extraction of formant frequencies using

the NGDF-based method is shown to be more accurate than that using a linear prediction

based method.

In Chapters 5 and 6, we proposed methods for extraction of fundamental frequency

and formant frequencies from distant speech signals, by exploiting the high SNR char-
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acteristic in short segments of speech signal. In Chapter 7, we address some issues in

the enhancement of distant speech signals. Enhancement of distant speech signals can

help in improving the perceptual quality of speech for listening. Enhancement can also

be performed prior to the extraction of acoustic features from distant speech signals.
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Chapter 7

Enhancement of distant speech signals

Speech signal collected at a distance from the speaker consists of the direct component

and reverberant components. The reverberant components affect the intelligibility of

speech signal and also the perception of speaker-specific characteristics. Enhancement

of distant speech signals can help in improving the quality of speech signal for listening,

and also for further processing in speech-based applications. Methods of enhancement of

speech signals attempt to estimate the characteristics of reverberation and noise from the

collected signal, in order to suppress those characteristics to obtain the enhanced signal.

Effectiveness of such methods is limited due to difficulty in estimating the characteristics

of reverberation and also due to nonstationary nature of noise. In this work, speech-

specific characteristics are exploited for enhancement of distant speech signals, instead of

attempting to compensate for the effects of reverberation and noise.

Speech signal collected at a distance from the speaker can becategorized into three

types of regions: (a) Regions where the direct component of the signal is high relative to

the reverberant components, (b) regions where the reverberant components are as strong

as the direct component, and (c) regions containing mainly the reverberant components.

This is illustrated using an example in Fig. 7.1, which showsa close-speaking speech sig-

nal and the corresponding reverberant speech signal. The reverberant signal is collected in

a room with a reverberation time of 600 ms. In the regions marked by A, the direct com-

ponent of speech is high relative to the reverberant components. In regions marked by
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Fig. 7.1: Illustration of effect of reverberation on speech signal. (a) A segment of close-
speaking speech signal. (b) The corresponding reverberant speech signal. In the regions
marked by A, the direct component of speech is high relative to the reverberant components.
In regions marked by B, the reverberant components have strength similar to the direct com-
ponent. In regions marked by C, reverberant components alone are present mostly.

B, the reverberant components have strength similar to the direct component. In regions

marked by C, reverberant components alone are present mostly. Voiced regions (strong

vowels in particulars) occurring after pauses are less affected by reverberation, compared

to the trailing regions of syllables. The regions of pure reverberation are typically the tails

of syllables, and they have the effect of extending the duration of speech sounds.

Speech signal collected in a reverberant environment can also be categorized into

direct component, early reverberation component and late reverberation component. The

direct component is received at the microphone without reflection, along the line connect-

ing the speaker and the microphone. Early reverberation components are due to reflection

from one or more surfaces, and arrive at the microphone within a delay of 50-100 ms with

respect to the arrival time of the direct sound. Early reverberation components are not

perceived as a separate sound compared to the direct component, and do not affect the
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intelligibility of speech. They are more prominent in smaller rooms (such as living rooms

and meeting rooms). By contrast, late reverberation components are a result of reflec-

tions which arrive with larger delays with respect to the arrival of the direct sound. They

may be perceived either as reverberation or as separate echoes, and they reduce speech

intelligibility. They are prominent in large rooms and auditoria.

In this work, the focus is on emphasizing the direct component of speech signal in

regions where it is possible to do so, and on reducing the effect of reverberation-only

regions. The scope of the work is limited to the enhancement of speech signals collected

using a single microphone. This chapter discusses enhancement of distant speech signals

in an analysis-synthesis framework. Linear prediction (LP) analysis of speech is used to

extract the characteristics of source of excitation and vocal tract system. The excitation

is represented by the error signal (or LP residual) obtainedduring the LP analysis, while

the characteristics of the vocal tract system are represented by the LP coefficients. The

key idea in the enhancement of distant speech signals is to emphasize the regions of

high signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio in the excitation component of the speech signal. This

involves the following steps:

1. Voiced regions of speech signal are identified using the characteristics of zero fre-

quency filtered signal.

2. Within the voiced regions, short segments around the instants of significant excita-

tion are emphasized in the excitation component of the speech signal.

3. The modified excitation signal is used to excite the all-pole filter represented by the

LP coefficients.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 describesa method for detection

of voiced regions in distant speech signals. In Section 7.2,a method is described for

detection of significant excitations in the voiced regions,which exploits the knowledge of

pitch period. Section 7.3 describes the subjective studiesconducted to evaluate the quality

of enhanced speech signals. Section 7.4 summarizes the ideas presented in this chapter.
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7.1 Detection of voiced regions in distant speech signals

7.1.1 Characteristics of filtered signal

The objective is to improve the signal-to-reverberant component ratio in voiced regions

of distant speech signals. Acoustic cues related to short-time energy of speech signal in

time and frequency domains have been explored for the detection of voiced regions. But

the short-time energy in the regions of noise and reverberation may be similar to that

in the regions of voiced speech. In this work, characteristics of the impulse-like excita-

tions of speech are exploited to detect the voiced regions inspeech signals. Energy of

the impulse-like excitations is concentrated in short segments in time, and is distributed

uniformly in the frequency domain. By contrast, energy of random noise excitation is dis-

tributed both in time and frequency domains. Speech signal is filtered through a cascade

of zero frequency resonators. The growing/decaying trend in the output signal is removed

by subtracting the local mean from the output signal. The resulting filtered signal empha-

sizes the fluctuations due to the impulse-like excitations [19]. The steps involved in the

computation of the filtered signal were described in Chapter 5(Section 5.2.1).

The filtered signal displays significant amplitude in the regions of glottal activity, rel-

ative to the regions of nonvoiced speech and silence. In the regions of glottal activity,

the locations of positive-to-negative zero crossings of the filtered signal correspond to the

instants of significant excitation [19]. The linear relationship between the amplitude of

impulse-like excitation and the slope of the correspondingzero crossing in the filtered

signal was studied in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3). The short-timeenergy of the filtered signal

was shown to be robust for detection of voiced regions in speech signals [141]. The short-

time energy of the filtered signal is computed using segmentsof 30 ms. Figure 7.2(a)

shows a segment of close-speaking speech signal. The corresponding distant speech sig-

nal, collected at 3 m from the speaker, is shown in Fig. 7.2(d). It is interesting to note

that the filtered signal (Fig. 7.2(e)) derived from the distant speech signal has significant

amplitude only in those voiced regions where the direct component is stronger than the

reverberant components. In the regions where only the reverberant components of speech

are present (such as the tails of voiced sounds and the regions of silence), the filtered
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Fig. 7.2: Detection of voiced regions in distant speech signals: (a) A segment of close-
speaking speech signal. (b) The corresponding filtered signal. (c) Energy of the filtered signal.
(d) The segment of distant-speaking speech signal corresponding to the segment in (a). (e)
Filtered signal derived from the distant speech signal. (f) Energy of the filtered signal.

signal does not show significant amplitude. For instance, the time interval between 300

ms and 350 ms in Fig. 7.2 represents a region of silence. Yet, the amplitude of the dis-

tant speech signal (Fig. 7.2(d)) in this region is comparable to that in the speech-specific

regions. By contrast, the filtered signal (Fig. 7.2(e)) derived from the distant speech sig-

nal has relatively low amplitude in this region, compared tothat in the speech-specific

regions. In the case of the distant speech signal, the voicedregions can be detected from

the short-time energy of the filtered signal (Fig. 7.2(f)). In the reverberation-only regions

of distant speech signals, the low amplitude of the filtered signal is due to the absence of

strong impulse-like excitations in the reverberant components. The high SNR character-

istic in short segments of the signal is absent in the reverberation-only regions.
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7.1.2 Transformation of energy of filtered signal

Amplitude of the filtered signal is relatively low in the regions of speech signal where

the glottal activity is absent. Such regions include speechsounds such as fricatives and

unvoiced stop consonants. The use of short-time energy of the filtered signal for em-

phasizing the regions of voiced speech results in the deemphasis of these speech sounds.

Information of such speech sounds may be partly preserved inthe adjacent voiced seg-

ments due to the effects of coarticulation. In addition to the coarticulation effects, the

context and the constraints imposed by the syntax and semantics of the spoken language

also help in the perception of distant speech, even if some sounds are deemphasized.

The short-time energy of the filtered signal depends upon thestrength of the direct

component of speech in distant speech signal. The short-time energy of the filtered signal

has a large dynamic range. When using the short-time energy for detection of voiced

regions in the distant speech signal, it is difficult to choose a suitable threshold. Hence the

short-time energy of the filtered signal is transformed using a nonlinear mapping function.

The objective of this transformation is to enhance the contrast between the values of

short-time energy of the filtered signal in the voiced regions, relative to the values in

the nonvoiced regions. The energy of the filtered signal is transformed using sigmoid

function, which is given by

f (x) =
1− α

1+ e−
x−θ
τ

+ α. (7.1)

Here,x denotes the value of the short-time energy of the filtered signal, andf (x) denotes

the transformed value. The values (x) of short-time energy of the filtered signal are nor-

malized between 0 and 1. In Eq. 7.1, the parameterα denotes the weightage given to the

nonvoiced regions, and can be set to a low value such as 0.1. The parameterτ is used to

control the abruptness of the transition at the boundaries of voiced-to-nonvoiced regions

and nonvoiced-to-voiced regions. A smaller value ofτ results in a more abrupt transi-

tion, compared to a larger value ofτ (Fig. 7.3). The parameterθ is used to control the

saturation value of the output function. For input values greater thanθ, the corresponding

output values approach the saturation value (unity) (Fig. 7.4). For the input values lesser
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Fig. 7.3: Sigmoid function used for transforming the values of
energy of the filtered signal. The function is plotted for different
values of τ, for fixed values of θ and α.

thanθ, the corresponding output values approach the value ofα.

Figure 7.5 shows an example of nonlinear transformation of the short-time energy of

the filtered signal. It is observed that the output of the transformation (Fig. 7.5(d)) is more

suitable for detection of the voiced regions than the short-time energy (Fig. 7.5(c)) of the

filtered signal. The transformed signal is more suitable forthe selection of a threshold,

than the energy of the filtered signal. We denote the output ofthe transformation asgross

weight function.

It is to be noted that the nonlinear transformation of the energy of the filtered signal

reduces the effect of dynamic range of the energy of the filtered signal. For instance, the

gross weight function itself can be used to emphasize the speech signal or the LP residual

(although it is not done presently). By contrast, if the energy of the filtered signal is used

to weight the signal or the LP residual, it has the effect of amplifying the high-energy

voiced regions and suppressing the low energy voiced regions. Also, the abruptness of

transition from nonvoiced regions to voiced regions (and vice versa) can be controlled.
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Fig. 7.5: Detection of voiced regions in distant speech using the features of
filtered signal. (a) A segment of distant speech signal. (b) The corresponding fil-
tered signal. (c) Short-time energy of the filtered signal. (d) Gross weight function,
which is the result of nonlinear transformation of energy of the filtered signal.
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A threshold can be applied on the values of the gross weight function so that the voiced

regions in distant speech signal are identified. A small threshold can result in a few

nonvoiced and nonspeech regions being labeled as voiced regions. A larger threshold

can result in a few voiced regions being labeled as unvoiced regions. The choice of

the threshold depends on the operation which is performed subsequently on the speech

signal, on the basis of the voiced/nonvoiced decision. The objective of the present study

is to process the voiced regions which have been identified inthe distant speech signal.

Here, a smaller threshold is preferred so that voiced regions are not missed, even if a few

nonvoiced regions are included.

7.2 Emphasis of high SNR regions in excitation signal

7.2.1 Nature of excitation information in distant speech

Linear prediction analysis of speech is used to derive an estimate of the source of excita-

tion. The high SNR characteristic in short segments of speech signal can be emphasized

by modifying both the LP residual and the LP coefficients. In the LP residual, the regions

around the significant excitations can be emphasized relative to other regions. The LP

coefficients can be modified to sharpen the peaks in the LP spectrum.The modified LP

residual can then be used to excite the all-pole synthesis filter represented by the modified

LP coefficients. The modification of LP coefficients may result in some perceptual distor-

tion due to the following reasons: (a) The peaks in the LP spectrum may not correspond

to formant frequencies. (b) Some complex roots of the denominator polynomial derived

from the modified LP coefficients may lie outside the unit circle in thez−plane. One

possible approach for addressing these issues is to extractthe formant frequencies using

a nonparametric method, and to construct an all-pole synthesis filter using the extracted

formant frequencies. But in this case, the mismatch between the LP residual and the co-

efficients of the synthesis filter can result in perceptual distortion. In this work, only the

LP residual is modified without changing the LP coefficients.
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Fig. 7.6: Nature of excitation information in close-speaking and distant speech signals.
(a) A segment of close-speaking speech signal. (b) The corresponding LP residual. (c)
Hilbert envelope of the LP residual. (d) A segment of distant-speaking speech signal
corresponding to the segment in (a). (e) The corresponding LP residual. (f) Hilbert
envelope of the LP residual.

The objective is to emphasize the regions around significantexcitations in the LP

residual. However, detection of instants of significant excitation in distant speech sig-

nals is a difficult task. The nature of excitation signal in distant speechis illustrated in

Fig. 7.6. The impulse-like nature of excitation (Fig. 7.6(e)) in the distant speech signal

is not as prominent, as in the case of close-speaking speech signal (Fig. 7.6(b)). In the

case of distant speech, Hilbert envelope (Fig. 7.6(f)) of the LP residual shows spurious

peaks. Also, regularity of the significant excitations is less prominent in the distant speech

(Fig. 7.6(f)), compared to that in the close-speaking speech (Fig. 7.6(c)). The algorithm

proposed in Chapter 3 for detection of instants of significantexcitation is not suitable for

distant speech signals, due to lack of prominence of the significant excitations, and due
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Fig. 7.7: Extraction of pitch period from close-speaking and distant speech signals. (a)
A segment of close-speaking speech signal. (b) Contour of pitch period derived from
the close-speaking speech signal. (c) The segment of distant-speaking speech signal
corresponding to the segment in (a). (d) Contour of pitch period derived from the distant
speech signal.

to the presence of spurious peaks in the Hilbert envelope. From Fig. 7.6(d), it is observed

that the pitch period information is more prominent in the distant speech signal, than in

the LP residual (Fig. 7.6(e)) or in the Hilbert envelope (Fig. 7.6(f)) derived from the dis-

tant speech signal. In this context, the characteristics ofthe signal itself can be exploited

to derive pitch period information. In Chapter 5, a method wasproposed for extraction

of pitch period from distant speech signals, by exploiting the impulse-like nature of exci-

tation. Figure 7.7 shows the contours of pitch period extracted from close-speaking and

distant speech signals, using zero frequency filtering of the speech signals. In this case,

pitch period can be derived from most of the voiced regions ofdistant speech signal, as

observed from Fig. 7.7(d). The knowledge of pitch period in voiced regions is exploited

to detect the instants of significant excitation.
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7.2.2 Usefulness of pitch information for detection of significant ex-

citations

Pitch period information is extracted from speech signal using the algorithm proposed in

Chapter 5 (Section 5.2). Speech signal is analyzed to derive LP residual and the Hilbert

envelope of the LP residual. Lets[n], e[n] and x[n] denote the speech signal, its LP

residual and Hilbert envelope of the LP residual, respectively. Let{a1i ,a2i , . . . ,api} denote

the set of LP coefficients derived from thei th block of speech samples. Let us consider the

Hilbert envelope in a voiced segment of speech signal. Letxn be defined as

xn = [x[n] [ x[n+ 1] . . . x[n+ N − 1]]T,

whereT denotes the transpose operator. LetT0 denote the pitch period of the speech

signal in this window ofN samples. The vectorxn+T0 is given by

xn+T0 = [x[n+ T0] [ x[n+ T0 + 1] . . . x[n+ T0 + N − 1]]T.

The vectorxn+T0 is expected to match the vectorxn, in the sense that the significant exci-

tations inxn are aligned with those inxn+T0. This is true if the pitch period is determined

accurately. This is because, successive significant excitations in the Hilbert envelope are

separated by a pitch period. Letcn be defined as

cn = [c[n] . . . [c[n+ 1] c[n+ N − 1]]T,

where c[n+ k] = x[n+ k]x[n+ k+ T0], 0 ≤ k < N.

The elements of the vectorcn are obtained by the product of the corresponding elements

of xn and xn+T0. Among the elements ofcn, the element with maximum value should

correspond to the location of a significant excitation in thewindow of samples between

the indicesn andn + N − 1. The reason is that the evidence of significant excitation in

two adjacent windows is reinforced in the product. The indexk0 of such an element incn
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is given by

k0 = arg max
k

x[n+ k]x[n+ k+ T0], 0 ≤ k < N. (7.2)

The hypothesis here is that the maximum value of the productx[n + k]x[n + k + T0]

is obtained for the location where two significant excitations overlap with each other.

Thus, the samplesx[n+ k0] andx[n+ k0 + T0] are likely to correspond to two successive

significant excitations in the Hilbert envelope. Once the location of significant excitation

in a given window is known, the other significant excitationscan be hypothesized using

the knowledge of the pitch period. Thus, the indicesk0 ±mT0 correspond to the instants

of other significant excitation within the window ofN samples, subject to the constraint

that 0 ≤ k0 ± mT0 < N, wherem is a positive integer. The hypothesized instants of

significant excitation are valid for a given block of samplesof the Hilbert envelope. The

instants of significant excitation are hypothesized acrossall the voiced regions. Figure 7.8

shows an example where the instants of significant excitation are detected from the Hilbert

envelope of LP residual. The information of the significant excitations is more prominent

in the Hilbert envelope (Fig. 7.8(c)), than in the LP residual (Fig. 7.8(b)). Even in the

Hilbert envelope (Fig. 7.8(c)), not all the significant excitations are equally prominent,

but the pitch period information helps in detecting the instants of significant excitation.

7.2.3 Synthesis of enhanced speech signal

Once the instants of significant excitation are detected, a time-varying function is con-

structed such that the function emphasizes a short segment (2-3 ms) around the signifi-

cant excitations, and deemphasizes the other regions between the significant excitations.

This function is referred to asfine weight function, and is denoted bywf [n]. An exam-

ple of the fine weight function is shown in Fig. 7.8(d). The fineweight function is used

to emphasize the significant excitations in the LP residual and thereby obtain the modi-

fied LP residual. An advantage of this approach is that spurious impulse-like excitations

present in the LP residual due to the effect of reverberation and noise are deemphasized.

Deemphasis of spurious excitations can help in improving the perceptual quality of the
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Fig. 7.8: Emphasis of regions around significant excitations. (a) A segment of distant speech
signal. (b) The corresponding LP residual. (c) Hilbert envelope of the LP residual. Instants of
significant excitations detected from the Hilbert envelope are marked by ’x’. (d) Fine weight
function for emphasis of the regions around significant excitations in the LP residual.

synthesized speech. Since the fine weight function is constructed by using the instants

of significant excitation as anchor points, the shape of the function can be controlled.

The emphasis given to the regions around the significant excitations relative to the other

regions can also be controlled. In the nonvoiced regions of the signal, the fine weight

functionwf [n] is set to a small value.

Figure 7.9 shows the results of some of the steps involved in the derivation of the

fine weight function. The gross weight function derived fromthe short-time energy of

the filtered signal is shown in Fig. 7.9(b). Application of a threshold on the values of the

gross weight function results in a voiced/nonvoiced decision shown in Fig. 7.9(c). The
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Fig. 7.9: Illustration of weight functions derived for emphasis of significant excitations. (a)
A segment of distant speech signal. (b) Gross weight function derived from zero frequency
filtered signal. (c) Voicing decision derived from the gross weight function. (d) Fine weight
function used for emphasis of regions around significant excitations in the LP residual.

fine weight function is shown in Fig. 7.9(d). The fine weight function emphasizes signif-

icant excitations in the voiced regions, and deemphasizes the excitation in the nonvoiced

regions. The modified LP residual ˜e[n] is given by ẽ[n] = wf [n]e[n]. The enhanced

speech signal ˜s[n] is synthesized by exciting the all-pole filter representedby the set of

LP coefficients, with the modified LP residual ˜e[n]. The LP coefficients obtained during

the analysis stage remain unchanged. The sequence of steps involved in the enhancement

of distant speech signals is summarized in Table 7.1.

It is to be noted that reverberation, unlike general acoustic noise, is correlated with the

signal. Most methods of enhancement of reverberant speech estimate the room impulse

response and then try to dereverberate the signal. Instead,the focus here is on identi-
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Table 7.1: Sequence of steps involved in the excitation-based processing for enhancement
of distant speech signals

1. Speech signal is passed through a zero frequency resonator to derive the filtered
signal.

2. The energy of the filtered signal is nonlinearly transformed, and the resulting gross
weight function is used to hypothesize voiced regions in thespeech signal.

3. The contour of pitch period is derived from the filtered signal.

4. LP analysis of speech signals[n] is used to derive the LP residuale[n] and the set
of LP coefficients. A 10th order LP analysis is performed on speech frames of 20
ms, with a frame shift of 5 ms. Speech signals are sampled at 8 kHz.

5. The knowledge of the pitch period is exploited to detect the instants of significant
excitation from the Hilbert envelopex[n] of the LP residual.

6. The fine weight functionwf [n] is constructed so as to emphasize short segments
around the significant excitations in voiced regions. The fine weight function is set
to a small value in the nonvoiced regions.

7. The modified LP residual ˜e[n] is obtained as ˜e[n] = wf [n]e[n].

8. The modified LP residual ˜e[n] is used to excite the all-pole filter represented by the
set of LP coefficients, to obtain the enhanced speech signal.

fying significant excitations in the distant speech signal,by making use of pitch period

information. Short segments around the significant excitations are then emphasized in the

excitation signal. This operation has the effect of suppressing spurious excitations due to

reflections, since the spurious excitations are not regularin nature. In this sense, direct

component in the excitation signal is emphasized, while reverberant components tend to

get deemphasized. Note that no attempt is made to estimate the room impulse response.
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7.3 Subjective studies for evaluation of quality of speech

enhancement

7.3.1 Speech data and subjective measures

Speech signals were collected in a live room with dimensionsof 8.5 m× 5.5 m× 3.0 m.

The signals were collected at a distance of about 2 m from the speaker using a single-

channel microphone. The environment included sources of noise such as air-conditioners

and computer systems. The signals were sampled at 8 kHz. The collected speech signals

were processed using the following methods:

1. Source-based processing: The proposed method based on processing the excitation

source signal is described in Section 7.2.

2. Spectrum-based processing: A method based on spectral subtraction is used [142].

The method estimates noise power using minimum values of a smoothed power

estimate of the noisy speech signal [142]. The method does not require the detection

of speech regions. Estimate of noise power is obtained by tracking spectral minima

in each frequency band of the signal, without making distinction between speech

and nonspeech regions [143].

3. Source-spectrum processing: Speech signal is first processed using the source-

based method. The output signal is then processed using the spectrum-based method.

The objective of source-spectrum processing is to exploit the advantages of the source-

based and the spectrum-based methods. In the source-based method of processing, detec-

tion of voiced regions helps in reducing the noise power in nonvoiced regions. The reduc-

tion in noise power reduces the criticality of estimation ofnoise power in the spectrum-

based method of processing.

Two English sentences uttered by a male speaker were used forevaluation. For each

sentence, the four signals (the original speech signal and the three processed signals) were

normalized such that they had the same overall energy. Fifteen subjects participated in the
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listening test to evaluate the three methods of enhancement. The subjects rated the pro-

cessed speech signals on the basis of two measures, namely, distortion and overall percep-

tual quality. The subjects rated the distortion using a four-point scale (shown in Table 7.2),

while the overall perceptual quality was rated using a five-point scale (shown in Table 7.3).

The subjects were instructed to judge distortion in terms offactors such as perceptual dis-

continuities, unnaturalness and synthetic quality. They were instructed to judge the overall

perceptual quality on the basis of factors such as reductionin noise/degradation, improve-

ment in intelligibility, comfort of listening and tolerability of distortion. For each sen-

tence, the original (collected) speech signal served as thereference on the basis of which

the three processed signals were judged. The tests were conducted in a laboratory envi-

ronment by playing the speech signals through headphones. The subjects were allowed to

listen to the signals, but they were not allowed to view the signals or their spectrograms.

For each sentence, the identity of the original (collected)speech signal was known to the

subjects, but no information about the processing methods was provided to them.

7.3.2 Results of subjectives studies

Results of subjective assessment of distortion are shown in Fig. 7.10. Comparison of

Figs. 7.10(a) and (b) shows that the signals obtained by the spectrum-based method of

processing are perceived to have more distortion than thoseobtained by the source-based

method. Spectral subtraction introduces a ‘tin-like’ noise, which is also referred to as

musical noise. Due to subtraction of estimated noise spectrum (rather than the actual

instantaneous noise spectrum), individual narrowband spectral spikes are introduced in

the processed signal, which generate the musical noise. Spectral subtraction also results

in a residual broadband noise in the processed signal. In thesource-based method of

processing, transition from nonvoiced regions to voiced regions of the processed signal

causes some distortion. The effect of musical noise is reduced in the signals obtained by

the source-spectrum based method of processing (Fig. 7.10(c)).

Results of subjective assessment of overall perceptual quality are shown in Fig. 7.11.

The spectrum-based method is judged to produce better quality of perception than the
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source-based method. Spectrum-based method has the effect of ‘cleaning’ the signal due

to subtraction of noise spectrum, while the source-based method only deemphasizes the

nonvoiced regions and does not attempt to remove noise in thevoiced regions. The source-

spectrum based method is judged to produce the best perceptual quality among the three

methods, due to reduction in noise and distortion.

The source-based method of processing is not sensitive to the choice of parameters,

although a careful choice of parameters (such as those of thenonlinear mapping func-

tion in Eq. 7.1) can improve the quality of enhancement. The method is applicable to

the enhancement of degraded speech signals in general, and is not specific to the type of

degradation. The method may not work if the degradation has impulse-like characteris-

tics.
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Table 7.2: Description of the scale of distortion used in sub-
jective listening tests.

Rating Description

1 No distortion
2 Slight distortion
3 Moderate distortion
4 Significant distortion
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Fig. 7.10: Results of subjective assessment of distortion. Histograms of
distortion score for speech signals obtained using (a) source-based pro-
cessing, (b) spectrum-based processing and (c) source-spectrum based
processing.
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Table 7.3: Description of the scale of perceptual quality used in
subjective listening tests.

Rating Description

1 Worse than the degraded speech signal
2 Same as the degraded speech signal
3 Slightly better than the degraded speech signal
4 Fairly better than the degraded speech signal
5 Significantly better than the degraded speech signal
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Fig. 7.11: Results of subjective assessment of overall perceptual qual-
ity. Histograms of perception score for speech signals obtained using (a)
source-based processing, (b) spectrum-based processing and (c) source-
spectrum based processing.
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Figure 7.12 shows a distant speech signal and the corresponding processed signals.

These signals were used for listening in the subjective tests. Figure 7.12(c) shows the

signal obtained by the source-based method of processing. The corresponding spectro-

gram is shown in Fig. 7.12(d). Reduction of energy in the nonvoiced segments relative to

that in the voiced segments can be observed in both time and frequency domains. Since

the source-based method does not process the short-time spectrum of the signal, formants

in voiced regions of the processed signal are not emphasizedrelative to the spectral val-

leys (Fig. 7.12(d)). In the signal obtained by the spectrum-based method of processing

(Fig. 7.12(e)), reduction of energy in the noisy segments ismore pronounced, as observed

from the spectrogram (Fig. 7.12(f)). The duration of signalused for estimating the spec-

tral characteristics of noise is an important parameter. The duration must be long enough

to obtain an accurate estimate of the spectral characteristics of noise, but short enough to

track nonstationary variations of noise. In this case, spectral characteristics of noise are

estimated using signal windows of 1.5 s, and spectral subtraction is performed on subse-

quent segments of speech. Hence, the initial segment of 1.5 sin the processed signal is

noisy (Fig. 7.12(f)). The signal obtained using source-spectrum processing is shown in

Fig. 7.12(g). In this case, spectral characteristics of noise are estimated from the signal

obtained by source-based processing (Fig. 7.12(c)). Reduction of energy in the noisy seg-

ments in Fig. 7.12(h) is better than that in Fig. 7.12(f). Another speech signal used in the

subjective tests is shown in Fig. 7.13, along with the processed signals.

In combining the source-based and spectrum-based methods of processing, an experi-

ment was conducted by reversing the order of processing (i.e., spectrum-based processing

followed by source-based processing). It was observed thatdistortions were more signifi-

cant than those due to source-spectrum based method. Lets1[n] denote the distant speech

signal, which is the input to the spectrum-based method. Lets2[n] denote the output of

the spectrum-based method (and the input to the source-based method). Lets3[n] denote

the output of the source-based method. The musical-noise ins2[n] persisted ins3[n], be-

cause the source-based method does not alter the spectral characteristics ofs2[n]. Also,

excitations derived froms1[n] and s2[n] using the source-based method were not signif-

icantly different. This indicates that spectral subtraction does not help in improving the

estimation of the excitation component.
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Fig. 7.12: Illustration of enhancement of distant speech signal (example-1). (a) A
segment of distant speech signal and (b) the corresponding spectrogram. (c) Signal
obtained by source-based processing and (d) the corresponding spectrogram. (e) Sig-
nal obtained by spectrum-based processing and (f) the corresponding spectrogram. (g)
Signal obtained by source-spectrum based processing and (h) the corresponding spec-
trogram.
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Fig. 7.13: Illustration of enhancement of distant speech signal (example-2). (a) A
segment of distant speech signal and (b) the corresponding spectrogram. (c) Signal
obtained by source-based processing and (d) the corresponding spectrogram. (e) Sig-
nal obtained by spectrum-based processing and (f) the corresponding spectrogram. (g)
Signal obtained by source-spectrum based processing and (h) the corresponding spec-
trogram.
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7.4 Summary

In this chapter, a method is proposed for enhancement of distant speech signals. The

method is based on emphasizing speech-specific regions in the signal. The key idea is to

emphasize short segments of high SNR in the excitation signal. These segments occur

around the instants of significant excitation. Voiced regions in distant speech signals are

identified using the energy of zero frequency filtered signal. An important feature of the

filtered signal is that it has low amplitude in the reverberation-only regions. The filtered

signal is also used to extract the contour of the pitch period. An estimate of the excitation

signal is obtained by LP analysis of the speech signal. Knowledge of the pitch period

is exploited to detect the instants of significant excitation in voiced regions. The excita-

tion signal is modified by emphasizing short segments aroundthe instants of significant

excitation. The modified excitation signal is used in conjunction with the parameters of

the vocal tract system to obtain the enhanced speech signal.The method of enhancement

is not sensitive to the choice of analysis parameters. Subjective studies indicate that the

method based on processing the excitation signal produces less perceptual distortion than

the method based on spectral subtraction. The merits of boththe methods are combined

to improve the perceptual quality of distant speech signals.
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Chapter 8

Summary and conclusions

8.1 Summary of the work

In this thesis, we have made an attempt to exploit the high signal-to-noise (SNR) char-

acteristic in short segments of speech signals for processing the speech signals. The

impulse-like nature of excitation lends high SNR characteristic to short segments of

speech signal in the vicinity of the impulse-like excitations. Regular occurrence of the

impulse-like excitations sustains the high SNR characteristic in successive glottal cycles.

Regularity of impulse-like excitations is responsible for perception of pitch in speech sig-

nals. In spectral domain, formant frequencies represent the resonances of the vocal tract

system. In the envelope of short-time spectrum, regions around the formant frequencies

constitute the high SNR components. The high SNR componentsof speech signal in

temporal and spectral domains help in the perception of speech, even in the presence of

degradations. The focus of this research work is on the extraction of acoustic features

from the high SNR components of speech signals.

The regions of high SNR in speech signal are associated with significant excitations

in voiced speech. In this work, a method is proposed for the detection of instants of

significant excitation in voiced speech. The method exploits the regularity of the inter-

val between successive impulse-like excitations in voicedspeech. Linear prediction (LP)

analysis of speech is used to derive an estimate of the sourceof excitation, namely, the LP
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residual. The impulse-like nature of excitation is more prominent in the Hilbert envelope

of the LP residual, than in the LP residual itself. However, automatic detection of the in-

stants of significant excitation from the Hilbert envelope of LP residual is a nontrivial task.

In this work, a covariance sequence is derived from the Hilbert envelope by exploiting the

regular occurrence of the significant excitations. Locations of peaks in the covariance se-

quence are in agreement with the instants of significant excitation. Accuracy of detection

of instants of significant excitation using the covariance sequence is verified by compar-

ing the hypothesized glottal closure instants with those obtained using electroglottograph

(EGG) signals.

An important perceptual quality of speech associated with the glottal excitation is the

loudness of speech. In this work, a measure of perceived loudness of speech signals is

proposed. The measure is based on the abruptness of excitation in the closing phase of the

glottis. An acoustic feature called strength of excitationis derived from short segments

of the Hilbert envelope of LP residual, which are located near the instants of significant

excitation. It is demonstrated that the distribution of thestrength of excitation is effective

in distinguishing between soft and loud utterances of individual speakers. The distribution

of the strength of excitation is also shown to discriminate the loudness of two speakers. It

is observed that an objective measure based on the distribution of the strength of excitation

is in agreement with the subjective judgement of loudness.

Loudness of speech and other characteristics of speech suchas voicing, pitch, sound-

specific information and speaker-specific information are perceived clearly by human lis-

teners, even when the speaker is at a distance from the listeners. This indicates that certain

features of speech are present even in the speech signal collected at a distance from the

speaker, in spite of the effects of reverberation, noise and interference from other speakers.

In this thesis, extraction of two such features from distantspeech signals are considered.

These features are the fundamental frequency of voicing andformant frequencies.

A method is proposed to extract the fundamental frequency ofvoicing from distant

speech signals. The proposed method exploits the robustness of the impulse-like exci-

tations in the distant speech signal for extraction of the fundamental frequency. Speech

signal is filtered through a cascade of resonators located atzero frequency. The output
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signal, referred to as filtered signal, preserves the information specific to the fundamen-

tal frequency of speech. The filtered signal is free from the effects of resonances of the

vocal tract, since the latter are located above 300 Hz. The method is shown to be robust,

compared to some of the existing methods based on block processing of speech signal.

The method is robust even for speech segments whose segmental SNR (computed over

2-5 pitch periods) is low. This is because, the short-segment SNR in the vicinity of the

significant excitations is higher than the segmental SNR.

In addition to the significant excitations and the associated pitch period, the reso-

nances of the vocal tract system also help in the perception of distant speech signals. The

resonances of the vocal tract system are reflected in the formof formant frequencies in

the speech signal. Formant frequencies are the high SNR components of the short-time

spectrum of speech signal. In this work, a method is proposedfor extraction of formant

frequencies from distant speech signals. The method is based on the high resolution prop-

erties of the group delay function, where the latter is computed directly from the speech

signal. The proposed method of formant extraction is nonparametric in nature, unlike the

LP analysis which is sensitive to the order of analysis. The method is shown to be more

accurate than LP analysis for extraction of formant frequencies.

Enhancement of distant speech signals can help in improvingthe quality of speech

signal for perception, and also for further processing in speech-based applications. We

propose a method for enhancement of distant speech signals,where the focus is on the

emphasis of speech-specific characteristics and not on dereverberation or on the estima-

tion of degradations. The approach consists of two steps: (a) Detection of voiced regions

in distant speech signal, and (b) emphasis of high SNR regions of excitation signal within

the voiced segments. The knowledge of pitch period is exploited to identify the significant

excitations. Within the voiced regions, short segments around the significant excitations

are emphasized in the excitation signal (LP residual). The modified excitation is used to

synthesize the enhanced speech signal. Subjective studiesindicate that the processing of

excitation produces less distortion compared to the methodbased on spectral subtraction.
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8.2 Contributions of the work

The contribution of this research work is in the demonstration of the importance of pro-

cessing high SNR regions of speech signals. The high SNR characteristic in time and

frequency domains lends robustness to speech signals, and helps in the perception of

speech in the presence of degradations. In this work, methods are proposed for extrac-

tion of significant excitations from voiced speech, and for extraction of acoustic features

which characterize the loudness associated with the significant excitations. The key con-

tributions of the research work are summarized below:

• A method is proposed for the detection of instants of significant excitation, by ex-

ploiting the regularity of occurrence of the significant excitations.

• Significance of abruptness of closing phase of glottis in theperception of loudness

of speech signals is demonstrated.

• An acoustic feature, called strength of excitation, is derived from the high SNR

regions of excitation signal. A measure of loudness is proposed on the basis of

distribution of this acoustic feature. The measure is used to distinguish between the

loudness levels of a given speaker, and between the loudnessof two speakers.

• A method is proposed for extraction of fundamental frequency from distant speech

signals, by exploiting the robustness of impulse-like excitations in speech signal.

• Formant frequencies are extracted from short segments of distant speech signals,

by exploiting the high resolution property of group delay function. A method is

proposed for emphasis of speech signal in the high SNR regions, to improve the

robustness of formant extraction.

• A method is proposed for enhancement of distant speech signals, by emphasizing

the high SNR regions in the excitation signal.
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8.3 Directions for future work

• All the sounds or segments of speech signal may not contribute equally to the per-

ception of loudness of speech. Acoustic features need to be derived, to identify

the sounds or regions of speech signal which may be of greaterprominence in the

perception of loudness than the other sounds or regions.

• In this work, loudness of speech was characterized using an acoustic feature which

was derived from clean (or close-speaking) speech signal. However, when human

beings communicate in the physical presence of each other, the perception of loud-

ness of speech does not change appreciably with the physicaldistance between the

speaker and the listener (over a range of distances up to a fewmeters). This in-

dicates that the speech signal collected at a distance indeed contains information

specific to the loudness of speech. It is required to derive acoustic features, which

represent the loudness of speech equally well in the case of close-speaking speech

signals and distant speech signals.

• Loudness of speech signals may be automatically modified by varying the strength

of impulse-like excitation in voiced speech. In particular, the excitation signal can

be processed in the short segments around the significant excitations, so as to mod-

ify the impulse-like characteristic of the excitation.

• In this work, the method proposed for extraction of formant frequencies is based on

analysis of short segments of speech signal. The knowledge of temporal continuity

of resonances of the vocal tract system can be exploited to improve the accuracy of

formant extraction.

• The robustness of acoustic features derived from the high SNR regions of speech

signals needs to be evaluated in the context of applicationsof speech processing,

such as automatic speech recognition and speaker recognition systems.
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